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Abstract 
In recent years, the rapid growth in credit markets, and the change in 
financial regulatory policy, has fueled various advances in credit risk assess- 
ment processes. In this context, the research in this thesis presents some 
aspects of credit risk modeling. 
The Merton structural model in compound option framework is used to 
assess the credit risk of a financially leveraged firm using its equity options. 
To reduce the model error when assessing this risk, a methodology is proposed 
in this thesis that fits a stochastic volatility model to the firm's assets process 
of this compound option framework. This methodology computes the firm's 
risk-neutral default probability, and the credit spread of the debt it issued, by 
making use of the implied volatility obtained from the options trading on the 
firm's equity. The proposed methodology is suitable for firms with moderate 
or less leverage, and it is more responsive to equity market dynamics. 
Multiclass classification methodologies are used to predict the credit rat- 
ings of bonds based on the financial information of the issuing companies. 
In this thesis, a direct multiclass classification methodology based on a new 
type of nonlinearity is proposed. This methodology uses relative entropy as 
its nonlinear discrimination measure. A constrained nonlinear optimization 
problem is formulated as its supervised learning algorithm. For classifying 
large data sets, a decomposition framework based on Benders decomposition 
is described. The performance of this classification methodology is similar 
to other direct methods. 
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The Metropolis- Hastings algorithm is used to simulate multidimensional 
distributions in credit risk modeling. An asymptotic optimal proposal scaling 
policy is proposed in this thesis that maximizes the efficiency of the partial 
update Metrop olis- Hastings algorithm for target distributions consisting of 
independent and non-identical components. The partial update strategy in- 
volves updating a fixed proportion of components selected at random at 
each iteration of the Markov chain of the algorithm. For this analysis, the 
Gaussian proposal is chosen, and the independent components of the tar- 
get distribution are scaled by scaling terms that are a function of the target 
dimension. The optimal efficiency criterion obtained is independent of the 
update proportion, and is subject to a constraint that no scaling term of the 
target scaling vector is significantly smaller than others. 
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Eo Current or initial firm's equity value 
ET Firm's equity value at time T 
D The total amount the debt holders own, or a firm's debt, at 
time T 
D* Present value of a firm's debt 
Bo Current market price of a firm's debt 
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AO Current or initial firm's assets value 
AT Firm's assets value at time T 
A Firm's critical assets value at time 7- 
L Current leverage of a firm 
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s Credit spread 
UA Firm's assets volatility 
&A Firm's assets effective volatility 
(7E Firm's equity volatility 
P European put option price 
PSV Price of european put-on-call compound option with stochas- 
tic volatility 
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European put option strike 
T European put option expiry 
V Implied volatility 
a Implied strike level 
K Option's moneyness 
PT Risk-neutral default probability at time T 
n(. ) Normal distribution function 
N(. ) Cumulative normal distribution function 
m(.,.;. ) Cumulative bivariate normal distribution function 
Chapter 3 
e Base of natural logarithm 
. tj Input vector of an instance i 
Xij j" element of the input vector of an instance i 
Yi Class label of an instance i 
M) M Parameter matrix of a direct multiclass classifier, and its es- 
timated or optimal value 
Mr r th row of matrix M 
M'j' M'j Elements of the rth row and jth column of matrix M and M 
respectively 
S Training set of input-output pairs 
N Number of training instances or size of the training set S 
D Dimension of input vector 
K Number of classes 
Hm Classifier function of a direct multiclass classifier with param- 
eter matrix M 
f Function class to which a classifier belongs 
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h VC dimension of a function class 
Remp Empirical error function of a classifier 
R(. ) Generalization error function of a classifier 
I if p q7 Jp, 
q Kronecker delta - 0 if p q. 
Classification error of an instance i 
h,, s(. ) Binary classifier function for classes r and s 
'Yr, s Margin for binary classifier hr,, (-) 
C Regularization constant 
Number of subproblems in Benders decomposition 
1w Index set corresponding to the classification error variables of 
the W1h subproblem in Benders decomposition 
ZW I ýw 
Sum of the classification errors of the W1h subproblem in Ben- 
ders decomposition, and its optimal value 
ZPSP Objective value of the WIh primal subproblem in Benders de- w 
composition 
DSP Wth zw i'sp Objective value of the dual subproblem in Benders de- w 
composition, and its optimal value 
-RDSP Feasible region of the Wth dual subproblem in Benders de- w 
composition 
77, Decision variable of dual subproblem in Benders decomposi- 
tion, and its optimal value 
6 Tolerance parameter for Benders decomposition loop 
Chapter 4 
7rd d-dimensional target distribution 
f G) Distribution function of the components of the target distri- 
bution 
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P Transition probability of Markov chain 
xd)Xd d-dimensional Markov process, and its jth component i 
xd Xd its jth CoMpo_ t tj d-dimensional Markov process at time t, and 
nent 
xdxd Realization vector of the Markov process Xd , and 
its jth COM_ i 
ponent 
xdIxd Realization vector of the Markov process Xd , and 
its jth COM_ t tj t 
ponent 
q(., yd) d-dimensional proposal distribution with its random variable 
vector Y' 
yd ith 
2 component of the d-dimensional proposal distribution yd 
d 
Yt Realization vector of the d-dimensional proposal distribution 
yd at time t 
ad(-i -) Acceptance probability for d-dimensional Markov chain 
()d 7 
od Scaling vector of d-dimensional target distribution, and its i 
j -th component 
Xd Number of terms in the ith group which contains common 
scaling terms of the scaling vector E)d 
K Positive finite constant 
yd Ud Scaling of the proposal distribution 
1 Constant term in proposal scaling ý7d 
zi Independent and identically distributed standard normal ran- 
dom variable 
d Fixed update proportion for a d-dimensional process CI 
C Fixed update proportion in the limit d ---ý oo (infinity) or 
limiting fixed update proportion 
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d Binary random variable which indicates if ith component of a Xi 
d-dimensional process is selected for update or not 
ad(. ) 7rd-average acceptance rate of a d-dimensional process 
a 
Cd 
-average acceptance rate of a d-dimensional process with dW 7d 
the fixed update proportionCd 
ac 7d-average acceptance rate in the limit d --ý oc) or limiting 
acceptance rate 
xd d-dimensional Markov process that is sped up by a factor of [d t] 
da 
ud 
t First component of the d-dimensional sped up Markov process 
xd 
(dc, t] 
Ut Random variable that satisfies Langevin stochastic differen- 
tial equation 
h, (. ) Speed measure of Langevin stochastic differential equation 
Bt Standard Brownian motion process at time t 
(D (. ) Standard normal cumulative distribution function 
Gd Generator (discrete-time) of the d-dimensional Markov pro- 
cess Xd 
G Generator of the one-dimensional Langevin diffusion 
v Arbitrary test function of first component of Markov process 
CýO Space of infinitely differentiable functions on compact sup- 
port 
Li Convergence in mean 
P* 7 
E* Probability and expectation operators conditional on select- 
ing the first component of the Markov process for update 
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Credit risk is defined by the Bank for International Settlements (BIS) as 
the potential that an obligor or counterparty will fail to meet its obligations 
according to a financial agreement. This risk, as explained by Giesecke [41], 
arises due to unexpected changes in the credit quality of some form or in the 
financial situation of the counterparty. The quantitative measures such as 
credit spread, loss distribution, default probability, and qualitative measures 
such as credit ratings, are used to represent credit risk. 
Credit risk can be illustrated with the case of Lucent Technologies [29], 
once the world's largest telecommunication equipment company. In the be- 
ginning of the year 2000, the company began to experience a series of un- 
expected problems trying to adjust to newer technologies that mushroomed 
during that time. Due to these problems and weakening client demand be- 
cause of unfavorable conditions in the global telecommunication sector, the 
company missed its earnings target that year, and as a result its stock price 
plunged. The company's credit risk thus had increased, and it lost the ability 
to raise more cash with stock issue to reduce its debt load. In the follow- 
ing year, Standard & Poor's, a prominent rating agency, downgraded the 
company's credit rating. 
Bond markets and credit derivatives, which characterize credit risk, form 
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a significant part of global financial markets. Bonds are used to price credit 
risk, whereas credit derivatives are used to price, hedge and manage this 
risk. In general, markets that trade on the basis of credit risk, or credit 
markets, are expanding quite rapidly. Apart from increased participation of 
traditional banking institutions in these markets, this growth is due to the 
appearance of new credit market participants such as asset managers, hedge 
funds, insurance and reinsurance institutions. This growth is also due to 
the introduction of new credit products or derivatives to hedge and manage 
the credit risk - from Credit Default Swaps (CDS) to complex structured 
products such as Collateralised Debt Obligations (CDO). All this resulted in 
the need for better quality assessment of credit risk. 
Financial regulators monitor the banks and financial institutions to see 
that they conform their operations to regulatory standards and maintain 
enough reserve capital depending on the level of credit risk they take on 
through their business portfolios. The report of Banking Supervision Com- 
mittee of BIS, Basel 11 [3], contains a provision that approves the banks to 
make sensible decisions on the amount of regulatory credit risk capital they 
should maintain based on their internal approaches or methodologies of risk 
assessment. This encouraged the banks to develop proprietary models for 
estimating the credit risk components, such as default probabilities or loss 
given default, of the counterparties and bespoke portfolios they usually deal 
with. 
The rapid growth in credit markets, and the change in regulatory policy, 
has fueled various advances in credit risk assessment. Anyhow, the sound 
assessment of credit risk, and its effective management, is part of a com- 
prehensive approach to risk management which is essential to the long-term 
success of any organization. 
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The research in this thesis presents some aspects of credit risk modeling 
and is composed of three topics. The first topic in Chapter 2 deals with 
modeling of credit risk of a firm with an enhanced structural model that 
makes use of secondary market information. The second topic in Chapter 3 is 
about assigning credit ratings to bonds by defining and solving a classification 
problem. The third topic in Chapter 4 describes an optimal efficiency setting 
for a Monte Carlo simulation technique which is used in credit risk modeling. 
The following paragraphs give a brief description of each of these research 
topics. 
1.1 Credit Risk with Stochastic Volatility 
Chapter 2 deals with the credit risk assessment of a firm. The models used 
for this are mainly of two types: structural models and reduced form models. 
A structural model accesses the credit risk of a firm based on the dynam- 
ics of its capital structure. For the firms whose credit trades actively, 
the structural models offer an alternative view of their credit quality, 
whereas for the firms whose credit is illiquid or that does not trade at 
all, this type of models can be used for price discovery. Models such as 
Merton [51], KMV [23], CreditMetrics" [42] belong to this type. 
A reduced form model assumes that the creditworthiness of a firm is an 
exogenous process characterized with a default rate or intensity, and 
its credit risk is derived by calibrating this process to the actual credit 
market prices. This type of models give an idea of how the market per- 
ceives the creditworthiness of a firm, and are useful to compare different 
forms of credit - like the bonds versus credit derivatives, or individual 
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firms and structured products. The CreditRisk+TM [55] model belongs 
to this type. 
Hull et al [46] proposed the Merton [51] structural model in compound 
option framework to assess the credit risk of a financially leveraged firm us- 
ing its equity options. To reduce the model error in assessing credit risk, a 
stochastic volatility model is fitted to the firm's assets process of this com- 
pound option framework in Chapter 2. By assuming stochastic volatility for 
the firm's assets, the model of the firm under study is made to appear more 
closer to the reality. This model is also considered to be more general and 
can have better adaptability to the market. The credit spread of the debt 
issued by the firm, and its default probability, is computed using the implied 
volatility of its equity options. 
1.2 Credit Ratings of Bonds 
Chapter 3 deals with assigning of credit ratings to bonds based on their is- 
suers' creditworthiness. The task of assigning a credit rating to a bond, or 
a company, from a discrete and finite set of rating labels can be seen as a 
classification problem. Since the number of rating labels or classes are usu- 
ally more than two, multiclass classification had to be performed to assign 
a rating. In Chapter 3, a new direct multiclass classifier is proposed using 
the concept of relative entropy as its nonlinear discrimination measure. A 
constrained nonlinear optimization problem is formulated as its learning or 
training algorithm. This classification methodology is then tested on bench- 
mark data sets, and used to predict the credit ratings of bonds based on the 
financial information of the issuing companies. 
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Since the dimensionality of the optimization problem for learning becomes 
large when trying to classify large data sets, a decomposition framework 
based on Benders decomposition is described, in which the large optimization 
problem is decomposed into smaller subproblems which are solved iteratively. 
1.3 Optimal Proposal Scaling 
Chapter 4 describes the Metrop olis- Hastings (MH) algorithm [52], a Monte 
Carlo simulation technique, used to simulate multidimensional target distri- 
butions for credit risk modeling. This algorithm is analyzed theoretically 
to obtain a proposal scaling policy that maximize its efficiency. Neal and 
Roberts [53] presented an asymptotic analysis for the optimal proposal scal- 
ing problem of the MH algorithm with the partial update strategy. This 
strategy will reduce the computational load of the algorithm compared to 
the full update strategy. Bedard [4] presented a similar asymptotic analysis 
for the MH algorithm for target distributions with independent and non- 
identical components. In Chapter 4, an asymptotic analysis is provided for 
the optimal proposal scaling problem of the MH algorithm that combines 
both these aspects, i. e. with the partial update strategy and for the target 
distributions consisting of independent and non-identical components. The 
algorithm's efficiency is analyzed by varying the variance or scaling of the 
partially updating Gaussian proposal distribution, and an optimal scaling 
policy is suggested. 
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Chapter 2 
Merton Model in Compound Option 
Fý-amework with Asymptotic Stochastic 
Volatility 
2.1 Introduction 
The most widely used credit risk models belong to the class of structural 
models, which are also referred to as firm or asset value models. These models 
make an assessment of the credit risk of firms that are publicly traded and 
financially leveraged based on their capital structure. The structural models 
are derived using option theoretic concepts of Black and Scholes [10]. The 
underlying principle in the standard structural models is that a firm's assets 
value follows a random process over time and default happens whenever this 
process hits a predefined barrier or falls below a threshold. The equity and 
debt of the firm are viewed, and hence priced, as options on the unobservable 
value of the firm's assets. Thus, in a way, these models link the equity and 
debt markets, and are used to develop relationships between instruments of 
these markets. 
The significance of the structural models can be seen from their use as 
price discovery mechanisms, and to characterize the sensitivities of debt or 
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credit instruments. There are various empirical studies that favor structural 
models, and one of these is by Schaefer and Strebulaev [66]. They claimed 
that the structural models, though provide poor prediction of bond prices, 
are accurate in predicting hedge ratios, i. e. sensitivity of bond returns to 
changes in equity, and are thus useful in assessing credit risk. However, like 
most other quantitative credit risk models, these models do not consider 
external factors like supply, demand or liquidity either in the equity or debt 
markets. 
The structural models are being used by a variety of market participants 
for a long time. Bond investors use these models to assess the credit risk 
coming from the equity market, and thus can identify the underlying factors 
driving the bond spreads. These models are also used to spot potential 
relative value or cross market trading opportunities. Loan portfolio managers 
use these models to quantify and monitor the credit risk in their portfolios 
based on the current equity market scenario, and help them make better 
investment decisions like hedging or taking long or short positions. Financial 
regulators use these models to decide on the necessary regulatory capital for 
banks and financial institutions. 
Merton [51] model is the basic and the most popular structural model. 
As pointed out by Eom et al [27], this model cannot generate yield spreads 
high enough to match those observed in the market. As a result, several 
extensions have been proposed to the basic Merton [51] model that reflect 
in the specification of the default boundary, recovery rate, coupon payments 
and interest rate. Eom et al [27] compared and reported the performance of 
these extensions. Hence, over time, Merton [51] type structural models have 
gained importance and form a significant part of active research in credit risk 
modeling. 
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2.2 Motivation& Literature Review 
The assessment of credit risk with a Merton [51] type structural model in- 
volves first estimating a firm's unobservable assets volatility and financial 
leverage. The values of these two parameters are then used to deduce the 
firm's risk-adjusted default probability and the credit spread of the debt it 
issued. The creditworthiness of the firm deteriorates with increase in either 
or both of these two parameters, and hence, one has to obtain estimates of 
these parameters which can be relied on to generate realistic and market 
observable spreads. 
Conventionally, the historical average of equity volatility is considered 
as a reasonable estimate for current level of equity volatility, and it is used 
as a proxy for or to derive a firm's assets volatility. However, in times of 
financial distress, the historical volatility might not reflect the true level of 
current equity volatility as it has the drawback of not possessing reliable 
forward looking ability. Implied volatility is the volatility that is backed out 
of the popular Black and Scholes [10] option pricing formula using the market 
option prices, and its importance can be seen by its reasonable predictability 
of future volatility. Christensen and Prabhala [17] reported in their empirical 
study that Black-Scholes implied volatility outperformed historical volatility 
in forecasting future realized volatility, and concluded that implied volatility, 
although biased, is an efficient volatility forecast. Therefore, the assessment 
of the credit risk of a firm using implied volatility not only considers the 
current level of equity volatility appropriately, but also incorporates more 
forward looking ability. 
Generally, a firm's financial leverage is obtained from its recently pub- 
lished balance sheet. However, global financial scandals have had a signifi- 
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cant effect in reducing the investor confidence in financial markets. Classical 
examples are the problems encountered by Enron, WorldCom, etc, where the 
well-known reason is the lack of sufficient transparency in the published ac- 
counting information. In addition to this, differences in accounting reporting 
standards of different countries often cause confusion among investors with 
respect to certain entities like off-balance sheet items, etc. Hence, there is a 
need for investors to observe and track changes to the financial situation of a 
firm with the help of alternative information sources, like its equity options, 
that have a potential to identify future unreasonable behavior. 
So by considering the above two facts, i. e. the predictive capability of 
implied volatility and the need to look at alternative information sources, 
a Merton [51] type structural model that makes use of equity options in 
assessing the credit risk of a firm is certainly useful. With reference to the 
comparative study of Eom et al [27], several structural models have been 
proposed to date, where most of them being variations or enhancements of 
the basic Merton [51] model. But there are very few approaches, like that 
of Hull et al [46] and the extended CreditGrades'm model, that take into 
account equity options. 
Hull et al [46] proposed a methodology in the context of the Merton [51] 
model that uses equity options in assessing credit risk- Since a firm's equity is 
viewed as an option on the firm's assets in the Merton [51] model, an option 
on this equity can be seen as a compound option, i. e. an option on an option, 
on the firm's assets. Using this compound option framework, Hull et al [46] 
described a model calibration procedure to estimate a firm's assets volatility 
and leverage with two implied volatilities, or with an implied volatility and a 
skew. Then, one can compute the default probability and the credit spread 
of the debt issued by the firm, and thus make an assessment of its credit risk 
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directly from its equity options. This procedure avoids the need to estimate 
the instantaneous assets volatility and leverage using the firm's equity with 
the help of conventional methods, and also avoids the need to map the firm's 
complex debt structure, if any, to a single zero-coupon bond, as needed in 
the Merton [51] model. The methodology inherits the assumptions of the 
Merton [511 model about a firm, i. e. its equity follows a standard Brownian 
motion, its default barrier is fixed, and it can default only at debt maturity. 
The theoretical analysis of this methodology showed a positive relationship 
between credit spreads and implied volatility, and between credit spreads and 
volatility skew. 
Another methodology to assess the credit risk of a firm in the context of 
the Merton [51] model using equity options was proposed by Stamicar and 
Finger [70] by extending the CreditGrades'm model. CreditCrades' [29] 
was initially introduced by RiskMetrics Group to overcome the drawback of 
low credit spreads produced by structural models for short-term, i. e. from 
6 months to 2 years, debt maturities. In CreditGrades', the Merton [51] 
model is enhanced to allow a firm to default any time before its debt matures 
by incorporating a random default barrier. The default barrier in this case 
is a random recovery process, i. e. the recovery rate of the firm's assets 
follows a lognormal distribution. The value of the firm is thus made to 
be apparently more closer to the default barrier than one might otherwise 
perceive, and this will result in increasing the short-term spreads. Stamicar 
and Finger [70] extended the CreditGradeSTM model to price vanilla equity 
options, similar to the compound option pricing formulation of Hull et al 
[461. In this extension, they assumed a shifted lognormal process for the firm's 
equity. They described a model calibration procedure in which a firm's assets 
volatility and leverage is estimated using an implied volatility and a credit 
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spread. They also described another calibration procedure that makes use of 
an implied volatility and a skew. Based on the results of some case studies, 
they concluded that the CreditGradeST' extended for options can provide 
more responsive and timely credit signals than just its base implementation. 
This is because the extended model relies on the dynamics of equity options, 
and during a financial crisis the implied volatilities from these options will 
increase which will lead to increase the credit spreads. 
A common characteristic of the approach of Hull et al [46] and the ex- 
tended CreditGrades" model is that the volatility of a firm's assets process is 
assumed to be constant across time. This, however, cannot be considered as a 
realistic scenario as the value of the firm's assets change in complex ways due 
to internal and external factors, and the variability of this change need not be 
same always. 1n option pricing literature, time varying or stochastic volatil- 
ity models have been introduced and developed in an attempt to address 
the inconsistencies between the prices of the Black and Scholes [10] option 
formula and the prices of the vanilla options observed in the market. By re- 
viewing such empirical studies, Psychoyios et al [56] expressed their opinion 
that stochastic volatility models alone cannot explain the observed option 
prices, but such models are necessary to achieve better pricing and hedging 
accuracies. Hence, there are a few studies that assess the credit risk with 
the Merton [51] type structural models by assuming a stochastic volatility 
process for the firm's assets. Sepp [67] had extended CreditGrades'm model 
to incorporate the stochastic volatility model of Heston [44] into the return 
distribution of a firm's assets. Fouque et al [33] used a stochastic volatility 
model with different time-scales in a first passage structural model, 
in which 
a firm can default before debt maturity whenever its assets value 
falls below 
a fixed barrier, and showed that the short-time scale in volatility raises 
the 
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yield spreads for short-term maturities. 
The Merton [51] model in compound option framework of Hull et al [46] 
utilizes the compound option pricing formulation of Geske [40] to assess the 
credit risk of a firm using the options on its equity. The value of a compound 
option is extremely sensitive to the volatility of its base asset, and the as- 
sumption of constant volatility, as made by Geske [40], tends to significantly 
undervalue it. The accuracy of the compound option valuation can be in- 
creased by making its pricing formulation more generalizable and adaptable 
to the market. One way of achieving this is by assuming stochastic volatility 
for its base asset process. Hence, this study fits a stochastic volatility model 
to the firm's assets process of the compound option framework of Hull et 
al [46] with an objective of reducing the model error when assessing credit 
risk. The firm is modeled in a way that appears more closer to the reality. 
The approximate pricing formulation of Fouque and Han [30] for compound 
options with asymptotic multiscale stochastic volatility model is utilized in 
this study. Perturbation techniques are used to derive this approximation. 
2.3 Methodology 
In this study, a methodology is proposed based on the Merton [511 model in 
compound option framework of Hull et al [46] to assess the credit risk of a 
firm by making use of its equity options and assuming stochastic volatility 
for its assets process. The compound option framework of Hull et al [46] 
(hereafter is referred as HNW model) assumes a constant volatility across 
time for the firm's assets, whereas the current methodology incorporates an 
asymptotic multiscale stochastic volatility model proposed by Fouque et al 
[32] into the firm's assets process. The credit risk of the firm can be inferred 
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by computing its default probability and the credit spread of the debt it 
issued. 
2.3.1 Merton Model 
The Merton [51] model relates the credit risk of a publicly traded and finan- 
cially leveraged firm to its capital structure. A firm in this model is a highly 
simplified version of a real world corporation. The value of the firm's as- 
sets follows a geometric Brownian motion with constant volatility. The firm 
issues only two classes of securities: equity and debt. The equity (share) 
holders receive no dividends, and similarly, the debt holders (lenders) receive 
no interest payments before the firm's debt matures. At debt maturity, if 
the firm's assets value exceed the total amount the debt holders own, i. e. the 
actual debt and the accumulated interest, then they are repaid the complete 
amount, and the equity holders receive the residual assets value. If, however, 
the assets value is less than the amount the debt holders own, the firm is 
considered to be in default, in which case the debt holders receive a partial 
repayment equal to the market value of the assets as a result of liquidation, 
and the equity holders forgo everything. In this way, based on the option 
theory of Black and Scholes [10], the firm's equity can be viewed as an option 
held by the equity holders to default on the debt, and the debt can be seen 
as a zero-coupon bond held by the debt holders with a default option. 
Firm Definitions: in this study, in general, the equity value of a firm is 
denoted as E, and its assets value as A. The firm's debt matures in time T. 
The total amount the debt holders own at T is D (hereafter is referred as the 
firm's debt) , which comprises of 
the firm's actual debt and its accumulated 
interest. The current, or initial, equity and assets values are EO and AO 
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respectively. The equity and assets values at debt maturity T are ET and 
AT respectively. The risk-free interest rate is a constant r, and the yield-to- 
maturity on the firm's debt is y. The risk-neutral default probability of the 
firm at time T is PT. The firm's assets volatilityiS OýA which is assumed to 
be constant unless stated otherwise. Thus, the present value of the firm's 
debt is 
and its current market price is 
D* = De -rT ) 
-YT Bo =De . 
(2.2) 
The current leverage of the firm is defined as 
L= D*/Ao = De -, 
T /Ao. (2.3) 
Firm's Equity Value 
According to the Merton [511 model, the payment to the share holders at 
time T is 
ET= max[(AT- D), 0]. (2.4) 
Based on this payoff, the firm's share holders can see themselves to hold an 
European call option on the firm's assets with the strike equal to the total 
amount the debt holders own at maturity T, i. e. the 
firm's debt D. Making 
use of the Black-Scholes [10] call option pricing formula, the current equity 
price can be specified as 
Eo == AoN(di) - 
De-, T N(d2)) 
where 
di = 
log(Ao/De -, T) 
UA VT 
0.50'Av/T- and d2= 
di- O-A V/T 
(2.5) 
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with natural logarithms, and N(. ) is the cumulative normal distribution func- 
tion. Substituting for the present value of the firm's debt and current lever- 
age, this equity value becomes 
Eo =- Ao[N(di) - LN(d2)17 (2.6) 
where 
-log(L) di -T +0.50-A-\, 
/T and d2 -- d, - O'Av/"T-. O'A VT 
Jones et al [48] applied Ito's lemma to the Merton [51] model to obtain 
a relation between the (instantaneous) equity volatility and (instantaneous) 
assets volatility as 




Using equation (2.6) and substituting for the partial differential term in equa- 
tion (2.7), the firm's current assets volatility can be obtained as 
CA 
CE[N(di) - LN(d2)] 
N(di) 
(2.8) 
Therefore, in the context of the Merton [51] model, one can deduce a 
firm's assets value AO and assets volatility O-A from its equity value E0, equity 
volatility OE, leverage L and debt maturity T using equations (2.6) and (2.8). 
Firm's Debt Value 
As per the Merton [51] model, the payment to the debt holders at time T is 
BT= D- max[(D - 
AT)i 01- (2-9) 
Based on this payoff, the debt holders can be seen to hold a risk-free zero- 
coupon bond with risk added by selling to the stock holders an 
European 
put option on the firm's assets with the strike equal to the 
firm's debt D 
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that is due to mature at T. Using the Black-Scholes [10] put option price, 
the current market value of the firm's debt is 
BO - De 
-rT 
- [-AoN(-di )+ De -rT N(-d2)1 
= Ao[N(-di) + LN(d2)1- (2.11) 
Alternatively, one can perceive the current market value of the firm's debt 
as the difference between the current market values of the firm's assets and 
its equity, i. e. 
Bo = Ao - Eo. (2.12) 
Using equation (2-5) for E0, the current market value of the debt becomes 
Bo = Ao[N(-di) + LN(d2)1- (2.13) 
Therefore, again in the context of the Merton [51] model, equation (2.13) 
can be used to obtain the current market value of a firm's debt BO from its 
leverage L, assets volatility GA and debt maturity T. 
2.3.2 Implied Volatility and Skew 
An important feature of the Hull et al [46] methodology is making use of 
vanilla equity options to value the debt or assess the credit risk of a firm. In 
this methodology, an option on a firm's stock which expires before the debt 
matures is modeled as a compound option, i. e. an option on an European 
call option, on the firm's assets. This compound option framework for an 
European put option is depicted in figure 2.1. 
Consider an European put option on a firm's equity. Let P be the current 
market price of this option with strike K and expiry time -F (< debt maturity 
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Equity Put Option 
(put-on-call) 
strike (K), maturity 
implied volatility (V) 
Firm's Equity 
(call-on-assets) 
strike (D), maturity (T) 
volatility ((Y E) 
Firm's Assets 
volatility ((TA) 
00-i Compound Option 
0-1 Underlying Option 
0-1 Base Asset 
Figure 2.1: Compound option framework of an equity put option 
T). The implied volatility v using this put option can be backed out of the 
Black-Scholes [10] option valuation equation 





N/-T and d*2 = d*i - vV-F. T VV/T 
1n the compound option framework of Hull et al [46], an European put 
option on the firm's equity is a put-on-call European compound option on 
the firm's assets. The compound option and its underlying option, as in 
figure 2.4, are of European style. Using Geske's [40] closed form valuation 
formula, the current price for this compound option is 






+0.5UA výTF, a2= a, 07A V/T 
UA NF77 
M(.,.;. ) is the cumulative bivariate normal distribution function, and A, * is 
the firm's critical assets value at time T. For all assets values below A, * at T 
time T, the put option on the firm's equity will be exercised. These values 
correspond to the case for which the firm's equity value at timeTequals the 
put option strike K, i. e. 
A; N(dl) - De 
-r(T-)N(d2, 





r --- + 0.5gAvfT - -F and 
d2,, 
= dl, T - UAV/T-7- UAVT- T 
Let the following additional parameters be defined for simplicity: 
implied strike level (a) -- 
A_, *, e- rr 
, and Ao 
option's moneyness (r, ) = 
Ke-r-r 
Eo 
Equating equations (2.15) and (2.14), and then inserting the present value 
of the firm's debt D* of equation (2.1) and the parameters a and r, gives 
D*M(-a2, d2; - P) - AoM(-al, dl; -p) + rEoN(-a2) 
nEoN(-d2*) - EoN(-dl*)) (2.17) 21 
where 
-log(ce) a, a, +0.59ANFT, a2 P= 
CIT 
UA V17- 
-log(r, ) + 0.5vý, /7- and d* = d* - v-, 1-F. 1-21 V ý, / F 
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Making use of equation (2.6), and inserting the current leverage L, equation 
(2.17) becomes 
LM(-a2, d2; -P) - M(-al, di; -p) + KN(-a2)[N(di) - LN(d2)] 
Inserting the parameters a and r,, equation (2.16) transforms to 
KEoer-r = A; [N(dl,, ) - (Lla)N(d2, T)I) 




ozN(dl,, ) - LN(d2,7-) (2.20) 
where 
N(di) - LN(d2) 
-log(Lloz) dl,, =- 
ý7A V 
IT-T I ----AV/T -7 and 
d2, 
-r- dl,, - O'A VIT- T. 
Equations (2.18) and (2.20) essentially constitute the HNW model. With 
these two equations, one can estimate a firm's current leverage L and its as- 
sets volatility 07A with two implied volatilities 1, or with an implied volatility 
and a skew. Here, the skew is defined as the difference between two im- 
plied volatilities corresponding to two different option strikes. Theoretically, 
the volatility skew determines the implicit relationship between the implied 
volatility v and moneyness n with equations (2.18) and (2.20). 
2.3.3 Stochastic Volatility & Effective Volatility 
In the compound option framework of Hull et al [46], or the HNW model, 
the volatility of the firm's assets process is assumed to be constant across 
lWith implied volatilities of two equity put options of different deltas, Hull et al [46] 
solved for four variables (leverage L, assets volatility O'A, and two as corresponding to the 
two option deltas) with two sets of equations (2.18) and (2.20). 
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time. This framework is enhanced in this study by modeling the firm's assets 
volatility as a stochastic process. The two-scale stochastic volatility model 
proposed by Fouque et al [32], which is described briefly in Appendix B, 
is considered here. The volatility process of this model is driven by two 
diffusions, one fluctuating on a fast time-scale, and the other on a slow time- 
scale, with respect to typical option expiry times. This means that the driving 
process for the volatility is a combination of a fast mean-reversion process 
and a slow mean-reversion process. Fouque et al [321 presented this two-scale 
stochastic volatility model based on the empirical studies of Alizadeh et al 
[1] and Chernov et al [16]. 
To access credit risk using the HNW model with stochastic volatility for 
the firm's assets, one has to first evaluate a compound option that has a 
base asset process, as in figure 2.1, driven by a tractable stochastic volatility 
model. Fouque and Han [30] derived an approximate pricing framework for 
the compound options with the two-scale stochastic volatility model based 
on the asymptotic properties of the volatility driving processes, and utilizing 
the concept of effective volatility. The outline of this derivation is given 
in Appendix C. Effective volatility can be described as the volatility of 
a stochastic process with respect to its invariant or long-run distribution. 
The mathematical description of effective volatility and asymptotic stochastic 
volatility pricing is given in Appendix A. 
Making use of the approximate valuation mechanism in Appendix C, the 
current price of a put-on-call European style compound option with the two- 
scale stochastic volatility model in the context of the HNW model is 
T j2 -rN( Psv = De-r M(-a2, d2; -P) - AoM(-äl, di; -p) + Ke -Ö, 2) 
+(07A - ÜA) 
OP 
(A0, D, KT, T, ÜA) (2.21) 007A 
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where 




0-5- v/-T- a- 2ä1-- 
07A OA N/T 
+0-515ýAv'-T- d- di T-, 2 5ýA 
07A is the firm's assets volatility, 6ýA is the firm's assets effective volatility, and 
all other terms are defined as in equation (2-15). Note that equation (2.15) 
represents the price of a put-on-call European style compound option with 
constant volatility for the firm's assets. 
The firm's assets volatility 9A in equation (2-21) is referred as the imPlied 
compound volatility in Appendix C. The implied compound volatility is 
defined as the volatility of the firm's assets backed out of the Geske's [40] 
put-on-call European style compound option valuation formula, i. e. equation 
(2.15), whereas the implied volatility v, as in equation (2.14), is the volatility 
of the firm's equity backed out of the Black-Scholes [10] option valuation 
formula; both implied by the observed market price P of a vanilla European 
put option. Thus, in the compound option framework, the implied compound 
volatility represents the current level of firm's assets volatility implied by the 
options market. This volatility is obtained either by solving equations (2.18) 
and (2.20) that constitute the HNW model, or backing it out from equation 
(2.15) with the market price P of the vanilla European put option. 
Wystup [76] derived formulae for compound option price sensitivities to 
its various parameters. The sensitivity of the price of a put-on-call European 
style compound option to the volatility of its base asset, or vega, in the 
context of the HNW model is 
OP 
(Ao, D, K, T, T, UA) 
190-A 
Ao -V/F7-n(-a, )N(dl,, ) - v/TT-n(d, )N 




where n(. ) is the normal distribution function, and all other terms are defined 
as before. 
A vanilla European option on a firm's equity is also an European style 
compound option on the firm's assets. The HNW model is derived by equat- 
ing the pricing formulations of these two types of options, which resulted in 
equation (2.17). Applying a similar procedure but with a put-on-call Euro- 
pean style compound option with the two-scale stochastic volatility for its 
base asset, i. e. equating equations (2.14) and (2.21), and substituting the 
necessary parameters and the compound option vega of equation (2.22), will 
result in 
De-, TM(-d21 j2; -P) - AoM(-5,1, ji; -p) + 
Ke-"N(-5,2) 
+(G'A - UA) v/T-n(j, )N 
d2V/T+ j2 ^v/T (- 
VT ---F 
[Ke-"N(-d*) - EoN(-d*, )], (2.23) 2 
where 
d1, = -log(De 
-, T lAoce) 
+ 0.5ÜAV/T - ÜA %FT 
and all other terms are defined as before. Using equation (2.6), and inserting 
current leverage L, equation (2.23) becomes 
LM( M(-dl, di; -p) + KN( di) ý121 d27 -5,2)[N( - 
LN(j2)] 
VT-n(di)N 
d2 V/T+ (12 VFTF 
+ (O'A - &A) 
I (- 
VIT - -r 
[rN(-d2*) - N(-d*l)][N(ii) - LN(j2)] ý2.24) 
where 
-log(L) IT di - +0.50'AvFT) 
d2= di - UAV 
6ýA V/7 
-log(L/a) +0.50-A NIT- T 
G'A V 7' 
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and all other terms are defined as before. 
Equations (2.18), (2.20) and (2.24) constitute the HNW model enhanced 
with the two-scale stochastic volatility model (hereafter is referred as HNW- 
SV model). These three equations can be used to estimate a firm's current 
leverage L, its assets volatility O"A and assets effective volatility &A with 
two implied volatilities. This estimation can also be done with an implied 
volatility and a skew. Similar to the HNW model, the volatility skew of the 
HNW-SV model describes the implicit theoretical relationship between the 
implied volatility v and option moneyness n. 
Effective volatility 5ýA, as defined in Appendix A, can be considered as 
the average volatility or risk of a firm's assets over a long period. In the 
context of the HNW-SV model, it is used to compute the default probability 
of a firm, and the credit spread of the debt it issued. Being an average risk 
measure, the effective volatility suppresses the current or short-term market 
fluctuations, and usually represents a risk level that is normal for the firm's 
assets under study. Hence, the effective volatility can be used as an indicator 
to differentiate firms belonging to high risk industries or sectors from low 
risk counterparts. 
2.3.4 Credit Spread & Default Probability 
Generally, a credit spread is defined as the spread between the yield of a 
credit instrument and the yield of a US treasury security or the risk-free 
interest rate. The current market price of the debt issued by a firm defines 
the yield- to-maturity y as 
-YT (r-y)T Bo = De = D*e 
(2.25) 
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Using equations (2.13) and (2.25) along with the current leverage L, the 
yield- to- maturity is 
log[N(-d, )IL + N(d2)]IT (2.26) 
with natural logarithms. Hence, the credit spread s implied by the Merton 
[51] model is 
-log[N(-d, )IL + N(d2)11T. (2.27) 
The risk-neutral default probability PT is defined as the probability that the 
assets of a firm will fall below the debt value D at time T, and is given by 
PT = N(-d2)- (2.28) 
The credit spread s and default probability PT for the proposed HNW-SV 
model are given as 
s= -log[N(-d, )IL + N(d2)]IT and PT = N(-d2)- (2.29) 
Therefore, the implied credit spread s and risk-neutral default probability 
PT depends on a firm's leverage L, assets effective volatility UA and debt 
maturity T. 
2.4 Theoretical Analysis 
The general behavior of the HNW-SV model can be seen through the nature 
of the theoretical relationships between its variables with a chosen parameter 
set. The values chosen here are for the AT &T Corporation downloaded for 
the data items described in section 2.5.1. The firm's financial leverage is 
varied to see its effect on volatilities and credit spreads. 
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Figure 2.2 depicts an almost linear relationship between the assets volatil- 
ity and equity implied volatility. As the volatility of the equity of a firm 
increases, the volatility of its assets should also increase, whether the volatil- 
ities are implied by option prices or empirically observed. In the same figure, 
the assets volatility decreases with increase in the firm's leverage for a given 
level of implied volatility. This is because high leverage means less propor- 
tion of equity in the firm's assets, which leads to less variation or volatility 
in the assets value. 
2,1 









Figure 2.2: HNW-SV Model: Theoretical relationship between assets volatility 
and implied volatility for AT &T Corporation. Parameters: stock price Z-- 34.19, 
annualized equity volatility = 23.48%, option maturity = 23 days, option strike 
35.0, interest rate = 2.15%, debt maturity =5 years. 
The HNW-SV model generates a positive relationship between the credit 
spread and the equity implied volatility, as displayed in figure 2.3. Higher 
implied volatility, i. e. higher level of a firm's riskiness implied by the options 
market, will signify a deterioration in the creditworthiness of the firm that will 
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lead to higher spreads for the issued debt. Also, in figure 2.3, the marginal 
increase in the spread increases with higher implied volatility, thus exhibiting 
a convex relationship. The credit spread increases with leverage for a given 
level of implied volatility because high leverage means higher proportion of 












Credit SDread vs Imolied Volatilitv 
Figure 2.3: HNW-SV Model: Theoretical relationship between credit spread 
and implied volatility for AT &T Corporation. Parameters: stock price = 34.19, 
annualized equity volatility = 23.48%, option maturity = 23 days, option strike 
35.0, interest rate = 2.15%, debt maturity =5 years. 
2.5 Empirical Analysis 
Structural models can be judged for practical applicability by evaluating 
their performance through appropriate empirical analysis. The most exten- 
sive form of comparative empirical analysis of the structural models to date 
was performed by Eom et al [271, in which they tested five models that are 
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extensions of the basic Merton [51] model for corporate bond pricing. They 
also summarized earlier empirical studies of some of these models. Here, 
an empirical analysis is performed to see the effect of assuming stochastic 
volatility for the assets process of the HNW model. 
2.5.1 Data Description 
A list of 221 listed North American companies is formed, and a one time point 
cross-sectional data set with the necessary data items is created for these 
companies. From the diversity point of view, the list contains companies 
that are rated by rating agencies, such as Fitch, as well as those that are 
not. The list spans across several industrial sectors, and includes heavily 
traded companies and companies that are thinly traded but do have options 
on their equity. The main data items used in this analysis are the CDS 
spreads, implied volatility, equity prices and balance sheet information. The 
following describes the sources from which these data items are collected for 
the selected companies. 
The CDS spread quotes are obtained from Bloomberg. These quotes, 
which are specified in basis points, are for 5-year tenure and are collected on 
21't January 2008. The Fitch credit rating is also obtained for the companies 
where available. 
The implied volatilities are obtained from the Morningstar 2 website that 
provides online financial market information. These volatilities are computed 
based on the market prices of put options on the equity prices of the selected 
companies on 22nd and 23rd of January 2008. Out of the several put options 
trading on each company stock, the option that is in-the-money and has the 
2 http: //www. morningstar. com 
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least delta is chosen to closely approximate the at-the-money put option. The 
expiry times of the selected options range from 22 days (for small companies) 
to 177 days, with the average being 116.4 days. The implied volatilities are 
computed using the mid prices, i. e. the average of bid and ask, of the chosen 
trading options. 
The stock prices of the selected companies trading on 22nd and 23rd of 
January 2008 are downloaded from the Morningstar website. The historical 
annualized equity volatilities for these companies are also downloaded on the 
same days from the same website. 
The annual balance sheets are downloaded from the Google Finance 3 
website, one for each of the selected companies. These can be considered as 
the latest publicly available balance sheets, and are mostly published either 
in the second or the third quarter of the year 2007. The two specific balance 
sheet items relevant for this analysis are total liabilities (debt) and total 
common shares outstanding. 
The collected data items are merged to create a combined cross-sectional 
data set so that each of the 221 companies have 
*a 5-year quoted CDS spread, 
implied volatility of an equity put option, along with the option strike 
and expiry time, and the chosen risk-free interest rate, 
9 stock price, annualized equity volatility, 
9 total liabilities and total shares outstanding. 
3http: //www. google. com 
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2.5.2 Model Implementation 
1n this analysis, the Merton [51], HNW and HNW-SV models are imple- 
mented to produce credit spreads. These spreads are then analyzed to see 
how closely they match the CDS spreads quoted in the market. This will 
give an idea of the relative performance of the models in assessing a leveraged 
firm's credit risk. 
Here, the CDS spreads are used as a reference for comparison as they 
represent a better alternative to bond spreads, as pointed out by Hull et al 
[46]. A CDS spread is the amount paid for protection of a reference entity, 
such as a company, and is a more reasonable direct market-based measure of 
its credit risk. The bond prices, however, are often considered as indicators 
of this risk rather than firm quotes, and the spreads derived from these prices 
depend on external factors such as the bond's liquidity and the benchmark 
risk-free rate. The downside for the CDS spreads is that the CDS market is 
still not considered to be as liquid as the bond market. 
The following describes briefly the implementation of the Merton [51] 7 
HNW and HNW-SV models for this analysis. The common input across all 
the three models is the firm's financial leverage L, which is defined as 
L= 
Total Liabilities 
(Total Liabilities + Stock Price x Number of outstanding shares)' 
The firm's assets volatility is obtained from all the three models, and then 
the implied credit spread is computed. 
1. Merton Model: This is the traditional Merton [51] model and the 
inputs for this model are the firm's leverage L, its equity volatility OE 
and the debt maturity T. Equation (2.8) is solved with these values 
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to obtain the firm's assets volatility 9A. Then the credit spread s is 
computed with equation (2.27). 
2. HNW Model: This is the Merton [511 model in compound option 
framework of Hull et al [46], and the inputs for this model are the 
firm's leverage L, the implied volatility v of a put option, its strike 
K and expiry 7-, and the debt maturity T '. These values are used 
in conjunction with equations (2.18) and (2.20) to solve for the firm's 
assets volatilityO'A, and then equation (2.27) is used to imply the credit 
spread s. 
3. HNW-SV Model: This is the HNW model enhanced with a two-scale 
stochastic volatility model for the firm's assets process, as proposed in 
this study. The inputs to this model are the firm's leverage L, the 
implied volatility v of a put option, its strike K and expiry 7-, and the 
debt maturity T. First, these values are plugged into equations (2.18) 
and (2.20) to solve for the firm's assets volatility O-A. Then this value 
is used in conjunction with equations (2.20) and (2.24) to solve for the 
firm's assets effective volatility GrA. Finally, equation (2.29) is used to 
extract the implied credit spread s. 
2.5.3 Numerical Implementation 
The firms' assets volatilities with each model is obtained by solving appro- 
priate equations using a nonlinear solver. The solver used in this empirical 
analysis is the FindRoot function of MATHEMATICA 5.0 software. With 
a starting value, this solver uses the damped Newton numerical method to 
4 The HNW model implementation in this study differs from that of Hull et al 
[46], 





arrive at a solution. This solver is run on a machine with Pentium 1.60GHz 
processor and 512MB of RAM. 
2.5.4 Results 
The spreads generated by the Merton [51], HNW and HNW-SV models, and 
the errors with respect to the CDS spreads, are analyzed here for assessing 
the relative performance of the models. Regression frameworks are also used 
to test whether the properties of the models are supported by the data set. 
The firm's debt maturity T is fixed at 5 years for all the three models. 
Tables 2.1 to 2.3 list some companies of the data set along with their 
spreads and absolute errors implied by each of the three models. The av- 
erage leverage of the companies with absolute spread error less than 20% 
using the Merton model is 0.76, using the HNW model is 0.58, and using 
the HNW-SV model is 0.56. This observation implies that the Merton [51] 
model would work well for relatively high levered companies, whereas the 
HNW and the HNW-SV models are likely to be suitable for companies with 
moderate or relatively less leverage. In some sense, this observation supports 
the statement of Eom et al [27) that the newer structural models tend to 
overstate the credit risk of high levered firms. 
Table 2.4 shows the basic descriptive statistics of the spread errors and 
absolute errors of the three models. For the Merton [51] model, the average 
spread error is -79.56% with a standard error of 38.97%, and the average 
absolute spread error is 85.46% with a standard error of 23.26%. These values 
are in comparable range with those reported by Eom et al [27], where the 
average spread error is -50.42% with a standard error of 71.84%, and the 
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Table 2.4: Average spread errors for the sample of 221 companies. Standard 
errors are shown in parenthesis. 
Average Spread Average Absolute 
Model 








HNW-SV (130.63) (104.07) 
differences between the credit spreads of the Merton [51] model and the CDS 
spreads quoted in the market can be due to issues specific to the model or 
the market, or both. As discussed briefly by Hull et al [46], the Merton [511 
model is a highly simplified model with the company debt being modeled as a 
single zero-coupon bond. Also, the spreads implied by the Merton [51] model 
represent the spreads between the yields on the zero-coupon bonds, while 
the CDS spreads approximately represent the spreads between the yields 
on bonds trading close to their par values. Further, the spreads produced 
by the Merton [51] model are only due to the firm's default risk, whereas 
the CDS spreads are considered to be the result of a combination of factors 
like liquidity, recovery, tax, etc, of which default risk is just one of them. 
Delianedis and Geske [251 discussed some such components that can comprise 
a corporate credit spread. 
Comparing the three models in table 2.4, the HNW model has the least 
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average absolute spread error of 83.03%, though its standard error of 103,76% 
is much more than that of the Merton [51] model. The performance of the 
HNW model can be attributed to the leverage of the companies in the data 
set. The leverage of the selected 221 companies range between 0.008 and 
0.952, and the average leverage of these companies is 0.44 with a standard 
error of 20.30%. Since the data set is dominated by companies with leverage 
close to the average leverage, the HNW model, on an average, was able to 
perform better than the Merton [511 model. Table 2.4 also shows that the 
performance of the HNW-SV model is close to that of the HNW model, which 
again can be attributed to the leverage of the companies in the data set. The 
spread errors indicate that on an average the Merton [51] model spreads are 
too low than the other two models, which is inline with the stated results of 
Eom et al [27]. 
Table 2.5: Regression of CDS spreads against model implied spreads for the 
sample of 221 companies. Standard errors are shown in parenthesis. 
[CDS Spread] = Intercept + Slope x [Model Implied Spread] 
Model Intercept Slope Adjusted-R' 
152.19 0.74 
Merton (13.54) (0.04) 
0.63 
120.14 0.52 
HNW (13.4) (0-03) 
0.66 
135.23 0.42 
HNW-SV (13.28) (0.02) 
0.65 
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It is useful to have an idea of the nature of the relationship between the 
market spreads and those implied by the models) even though the spread 
errors are unlikely to be normally distributed to conclude any form of statis- 
tical inferences, as pointed out by Hull et al [461. Regressions are performed 
between the quoted CDS spreads and the spreads implied by the three mod- 
els, and the results are displayed in table 2.5. The regression slope is positive 
for all the three models indicating a positive relationship between the CDS 
spreads and the spreads implied by the models. In terms of linear fitting, 
the HNW model has the best fit, as can be seen by its adjusted-R 2, and the 
HNW-SV model has the next best fit. This result complements the earlier 
statement that the HNW model has the best overall performance, with the 
HNW-SV model coming next to it, for the data set under consideration. 
To verify whether the inherent theoretical properties of the models are 
being supported by the data set or not, multivariate regression is performed 
between the spread implied by a model and its main inputs for each of the 
three models, and the results are displayed in table 2.6. The two regression 
slope coefficients, Slope, and Slope2, are positive for all the three models. 
This means that the Merton [51] model spreads have a positive relation with 
the firm's leverage and equity volatility. Similarly, the spreads of the HNW 
and the HNW-SV models show a positive relation with leverage and implied 
volatility, as depicted by theory in figure 2.3. Also, the slope coefficient 
Slope, in table 2.6 is much more in value than Slope2 for all the models, which 
indicates that the model spreads are more sensitive to the firm's leverage than 
either to its equity volatility or implied volatility. From this observation, one 
can conclude that the effect of financial leverage on a firm's credit risk is 
more than the effect of the risk observed in the equity market. 
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have a reduced dependence on the firm's leverage and increased dependence 
on its equity implied volatility when compared to the spreads of the HNW 
model. Therefore, the effect of assuming stochastic volatility for the firm's 
assets process of the HNW model is that it becomes more responsive to the 
equity market dynamics in assessing the credit risk of the firm. 
2.6 Conclusions 
This study describes a methodology for assessing the credit risk of a firm 
with the Merton [51] model in compound option framework proposed by 
Hull et al [46] enhanced with a two-scale stochastic volatility model for the 
firm's assets process. The approximate pricing of the compound options 
with this stochastic volatility model based on the asymptotic properties of 
the volatility driving processes is utilized. This methodology computes the 
firm's risk-neutral default probability and the credit spread of the debt it 
issued by making use of the implied volatility obtained from the options 
trading on the firm's equity. 
Empirical analysis suggested that this methodology is more suitable for 
firms with moderate or less leverage. The performance of this methodology 
is close to that of without stochastic volatility in terms of predicting the 
market spreads. However, this methodology is more responsive to the equity 
market dynamics in assessing the credit risk of a firm. 
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Chapter 3 
Relative Entropy Based Multiclass 
Classification 
3.1 Introduction 
Classification, or categorization, is the task of mapping a set of features of 
objects, or instances, of arbitrary dimension to labels, or classes, belonging 
to a discrete and finite set. This type of tasks or problems constitute an 
important part of decision theory or science. The classification methods, i. e. 
the methods that perform the classification, try to maximize the classifica- 
tion accuracy in a computationally effective way. These methods, mostly, 
are being used in data mining and pattern recognition. For example, optical 
character recognition (OCR) systems are used to determine an integer digit 
between 0 and 9 from images. These OCR systems, as described by Bre- 
densteiner and Bennett [12], can be employed by the United States Postal 
Service to recognize the digits in hand written zip codes. 
The classification methods can be classified into different types. Depend- 
ing on the number of classes in context, the classification methods are clas- 
sified as binary or multiclass. Binary classification involves only two classes, 
whereas multiclass classification deals with more than two classes. Based on 
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the type of training method, the classification methods can also be broadly 
classified as supervised or unsupervised. In a supervised method, a classifier 
is first trained on a training set, and then used to classify instances of a 
testing set. The instances of the training and testing sets are classified with 
respect to the same characteristics in the feature space of the classification 
problem. An unsupervised method does not make use of a training set. Some 
of the supervised, or machine learning, algorithms listed by Allwein et al [21 
are regression, logistic regression, classification and regression trees (CART), 
C4.5, AdaBoost and Support Vector Machine (SVM). 
The classification problems for many real-world data sets fall under the 
category of multiclass classification. A few applications that use the mul- 
ticlass classification, as referenced by Allwein et al [2], are text and speech 
categorization, natural language processing such as part-of-speech tagging, 
and gesture and object recognition in machine vision. As such applications 
become more dynamic and complex in nature, the need for automatic or 
supervised learning methods has increased. In this regard, supervised multi- 
class classification methods have gained significance among practitioners in 
the recent past. Additionally, for data sets that are large or have large num- 
ber of classes, the multiclass classification problems became more difficult to 
solve with the available computational resources. Hence, multiclass classifi- 
cation methodologies have more challenge to take on in the future, and form 
an important part of research in machine learning. 
3.2 Motivation& Literature Review 
A common approach of addressing the multiclass classification problems is 
to reduce them to multiple binary subproblems. These subproblems are 
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then solved independently using binary classification methods, and the solu- 
tions are combined to obtain the multiclass output. The reduction to binary 
subproblems can be done in different ways, like one-against-one and one- 
against-all, as discussed by Hsu and Lin [45]. Dietterich and Bakiri [26] 
presented a reduction scheme based on predefined Error Correcting Output 
Codes (ECOC), which is usually referred as output coding. Crammer and 
Singer [22] referred to several experimental works which showed that output 
coding can often greatly enhance the classification performance when com- 
pared with standard reductions. They investigated the problem of designing 
good output codes for the multiclass problems. Allwein et al [2] presented 
a more general framework for the reduction schemes using margin-based bi- 
nary classifiers. While the reduction approach provides a simple and powerful 
framework to solve a multiclass problem, it cannot capture the correlations 
between classes since it breaks the multiclass problem into independent mul- 
tiple binary problems. 
The current study is about direct multiclass classification, where the learn- 
ing algorithm for a multiclass classification is framed as a single optimization 
problem. Upon solving this problem, an instance can be classified into one of 
the multiple classes with a classifier function in a direct way, thereby avoid- 
ing the need for the binary reduction or combination schemes as mentioned 
earlier. The classifier, or decision or discrimination or separation, function 
can be linear or nonlinear. The direct multiclass classification methods were 
previously studied by Vapnik [74], Bredensteiner and Bennet [12], Tang and 
Zhang [71], Weston and Watkins [75] and Crammer and Singer [21]. 
Bredensteiner and Bennett [12] described extensions of two binary clas- 
sification methods to the direct multiclass case. The first approach is the 
Multicategory Robust Linear Programming (M-RLP), which constructs a 
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piecewise linear classifier for the multiclass problem using a single linear op- 
timization problem. This problem is formulated by minimizing the average 
classification error of the training instances with respect to the linear classifier 
function. The second approach is the Multicategory Support Vector Machine 
(M-SVM), which constructs a nonlinear classifier using a single quadratic pro- 
gramming problem formulated by combining multiple binary SVM's in a way 
that maximizes the separation margins of all pairs of classes and reduces the 
classification errors of the training instances. Experimental analysis showed 
that the generalization performance of the M-RLP method is slightly less 
than that of the M-SVM method with polynomial kernel functions. However, 
the linear M-RLP method, which has the advantage of making use of more 
reliable and efficient commercial linear programming software, is reported to 
be more computationally efficient than the quadratic M-SVM method. 
Proximal Support Vector Machine (PSVM) was introduced by Fung and 
Manga, sarian [35] for binary classification. 1n this approach, a linear classifier 
is constructed based on two parallel hyperplanes, which represent the classi- 
fication features of the two classes, that are pushed apart as far as possible. 
The advantage of this approach is that it makes use of a simple and extremely 
fast algorithm that solves a single system of linear equations. Based on the 
PSVM, Fung and Mangasarian [36] proposed an indirect multiclass classi- 
fier, and later, Tang and Zhang [71] constructed a direct multiclass classifier. 
Tang and Zhang [71] formulated their multiclass classifier as a regularization 
problem in the reproducing Hilbert space, and showed that it implements 
the Bayes rule for classification. They claimed that their method has better 
theoretical properties, and is efficient since it only requires solving a system 
of linear equations. They also reported good empirical performance with 
data sets pertaining to medical applications. 
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Weston and Watkins [75] proposed a multiclass SVM by constructing 
piecewise linear classifiers for multiple classes using a single optimization 
problem. This problem is formulated by combining binary SVM's in a cer- 
tain way that is different from the optimization problem of the M-SVM of 
Bredensteiner and Bennet [12]. An important feature of the Weston and 
Watkins [75] formulation, as they showed through their classification results 
on benchmark data sets, is the reduced number of "support vectors" and 
kernel function computations. According to Vapnik [74], the expected prob- 
ability of committing an error on an instance belonging to the training set 
is bounded by the ratio of the expected number of support vectors in the 
training set to the number of instances in the training set. Considering this 
relation, the formulation of Weston and Watkins [75] will reduce the error 
probability for a training set instance. 
Crammer and Singer [21] proposed a direct multiclass kernel-based vec- 
tor methodology by generalizing the separating hyperplanes and margins for 
multiclass problems. The notion of margin they employed was described and 
used for binary classification by Allwein et al [2]. Crammer and Singer [21] 
generalized this margin suitably for multiclass problems, and formulated a 
compact quadratic optimization problem as a learning algorithm. Further, 
they presented a direct and efficient solution for their learning algorithm. 
They claimed to achieve state-of-the-art classification accuracy with bench- 
mark data sets. They also discussed various implementation issues and sug- 
gested some performance improvement techniques for large data sets. Hsu 
and Lin [45] presented a detailed analysis comparing the optimization prob- 
lems formulated by Crammer and Singer [21] and Weston and Watkins [75]. 
The optimization problems of direct multiclass classification methods 
have variables proportional to the number of training instances, dimension of 
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input vector and number of classes. Hence, data sets that are large or have 
more classes will usually lead to bigger problems to solve. Hsu and Lin [45] 
pointed out that for the same number of training instances and dimension of 
input vector, it is computationally more expensive to solve a multiclass prob- 
lem than a binary problem. Decomposition is a general technique of solving 
a large optimization problem by breaking it into smaller subproblems, and 
then solving these subproblems separately. The subproblems are solved it- 
eratively, either sequentially or in parallel, until convergence of the global 
solution is achieved. 1n this context, Hsu and Lin [45] proposed a decom- 
position framework for the quadratic programming problems of the direct 
multiclass methods of Crammer and Singer [21] and Weston and Watkins 
[751. 
For optimization problems that are not quadratic in nature, there are 
several decomposition procedures that can be used depending on how the 
problems are structured. If an optimization problem consists of complicating 
constraints, i. e. constraints that couple groups of variables, then Dantzig- 
Wolfe decomposition [24] is usually applied. For an optimization problem 
with complicating variables, i. e. variables when fixed will decompose the 
main problem into independent smaller problems, the Benders decomposition 
[71 is a popular approach. In this decomposition technique, the variables are 
partitioned into appropriate and mutually exclusive subsets, and by suitable 
conditioning of these variables, independent and tractable subproblems are 
formulated. A classical example where the Benders decomposition is applied 
is for mixed-integer programming problems, where a subset of variables can 
assume continuous values on a specified interval and the other variables are 
constrained to take only integer values. The Benders decomposition can also 
be applied when the objective function of an optimization problem has a 
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subset of variables occurring in a linear fashion and the other variables in a 
non-linear way. In this case, the main optimization problem is decomposed 
into linear programming and non-linear programming subproblems which are 
solved separately. Geoffrion [39] had generalized the Benders decomposition 
to a broader class of problems in which the subproblems do not need to be 
linear. 
Multiclass classification methodologies, once developed, are extensively 
used in several practical applications. In finance and financial markets, these 
methods are used for classifying a firm, or the bonds it issued, into one of the 
predefined credit rating classes depending on its financial and non-financial 
attributes. In other words, the classification methods are used for assigning 
a credit rating for a firm or a bond. The ratings thus generated are useful 
when the ratings from the rating agencies are not available, or are believed to 
be outdated or not consistent with the current scenario. Recent work in this 
aspect was by Ye et al [77], where they compared the prediction accuracies 
of the indirect multiclass classifiers of SVM and PSVM. They concluded that 
the best performance was achieved by SVM, though PSVM performed only 
slightly less but was more computationally efficient. 
Various experimental works [12,19,36] have concluded that the classifi- 
cation methods, whether direct or indirect, performed better with nonlinear 
classifier, or decision, functions than with linear counterparts. The nonlin- 
earity in the decision functions is incorporated by the use of kernel functions 
with specific forms, such as polynomials of different degrees or radial ba- 
sis functions, as described by Cortes and Vapnik [19]. In this study, a new 
type of nonlinearity is proposed, and analyzed, for classification problems. 
Relative entropy, an information theoretic concept, is used as a nonlinear 
discrimination measure to define a new direct multiclass classifier, and to 
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formulate an optimization problem as its learning or estimation algorithm. 
Relative entropy is already being used in pattern recognition problems and 
neural networks [50]. Since the dimensionality of the optimization problem 
for estimation becomes large with large data sets and solving it directly re- 
quires enormous amount of computer memory, the Benders decomposition 
framework is applied to make the solution process more tractable. Later, 
this direct multiclass classification methodology is used to classify bench- 
mark data sets, as well as for predicting the credit ratings of bonds. 
3.3 Methodology 
This study is about using relative entropy as a nonlinear discriminative mea- 
sure to define a direct multiclass classifier, and to formulate an optimization 
problem as its supervised learning algorithm. Here, the nonlinearity is intro- 
duced in the basic formulation, not via a kernel function. The optimization 
problem is specifically used to estimate the parameter matrix of the direct 
multiclass classifier. The derivation of the formulation for this estimation is 
inline with that of Crammer and Singer [21] and incorporates the relative 
entropy measure. 
Notation: In this study, the letters with a bar, such as x-, represent 
vectors of appropriate dimension. The capital block letter M represents a 
matrix of appropriate dimension. Its rth row is denoted by M, and an 
element Of its r1h row and j1h column is denoted by Mj. 
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3.3.1 Preliminaries for Multiclass Classification 
In a supervised multiclass classification, a classifier function of an appropriate 
structure is first defined, and then it is estimated, or trained, with a training 
data set that consists of instances with input-output pairs. Let the train- 
ing set S of size N of input-output pairs be I (-: t 1ý Y1)) (-Tý2) Y2) 7 ..., 
(-: tN 7 YN) 
I- 
In multidimensional multiclass classification, the input : tj of each train- 
ing instance is obtained from a D-dimensional real space XC -R D, and 
the corresponding output, or label or target, yj is an integer from the set 
Y= ý1) 
_, 
Kj, where K represents the number of classes. When K= 2) the 
problem is referred to as binary classification. 
A multiclass classifier is specified as a function H: X --ý Y that maps 
an instance's input Jýj in X to its corresponding output yj in Y. 1n dzrect 
multiclass classification, the topic of this study, the mapping function H 
depends on a parameter matrix M of size KxD over the real space R. 
Each row of the matrix M is of dimension D, and corresponds to one of the 
K classes. Once the parameter matrix M is estimated, an instance can be 
classified with the predefined classifier function into one of the K classes. For 
example, the direct multiclass classifier of Crammer and Singer [21] applies 
a dot product between an instance's input t and each row of M to predict 
the class label Ypred) i. e. 
K- 
HM (i) ': -- Ypred -- arg max {M, .iý. r=l 
A crucial practical aspect of any classifier is its classification performance. 
In learning theory, the performance of any learning machine or classifier is 
judged based on its generalization capability, i. e. its ability to correctly 
classify instances not belonging to the training set but have similar char- 
acteristics in the feature space of the classification problem. According to 
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Statistical Learning Theory or Vapnik-Chervonenkis (VC) Theory [74], the 
bound on the generalization error is the sum of empirical error, or risk, and 
the VC confidence term, or capacity, of the learning machine. The empirical 
error is the mean error measured on the training set. The VC confidence 
term depends on the VC dimension h [74,15], a non-negative integer, of the 
class of functions to which the learning machine structure belongs. If f is the 
function class the learning machine implements, and R,, p(f) is the empirical 
error measured on some training set of size N>h, then for all functions in 
the class f the bound on the generalization error with probability I-q is 
given as 
h [log(ý-N) + 1] - log(") R(f) < Remp(f) +hN4 (3-1) 
VC confidence 
To obtain better generalization performance, or to control it, the principle 
of Structural Risk Minimization (SRM) [74] states that the bound on the 
generalization error must be minimized. 
Support Vector Machine (SVM) [19] is a learning machine for binary clas- 
sification based on the VC theory. The SVM maps the input vectors of the 
training set onto a very high-dimensional feature space, and classification is 
performed in that space by constructing a maximum margin linear decision 
surface or hyperplane. The SVM training process is a function of the "sup- 
port vectors", a subset of the training set. The generalization capability of 
the SVM when it is trained with a separable training set is controlled by 
implementing a particular case of SRM called Occam-Razor (OR) principle. 
According to this principle, the empirical error is kept at zero and the VC 
confidence is minimized. The VC dimension of the SVM separating hyper- 
plane, which is less than the dimensionality of the input space, depends on 
the constraints imposed on the weights of the hyperplane. Thus, the VC 
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confidence, which depends on the VC dimension of the class to which the 
hyperplane belongs, is minimized by minimizing the norm of the weights of 
the hyperplane leading to an optimal margin hyperplane. 
1n direct multiclass classification, as performed by Crammer and Singer 
[21], a classifier Hm(A) with a parameter matrix M is used to classify an 
instance (, ti, yi) - The empirical error with this class of classifiers for a training 
set S of size N is 
N 









0 if p : /- q. 
To improve the generalization performance of a multiclass classifier, similar 
to the case of the SVM which is based on the principle of SRM, the training 
process must find a parameter matrix M that minimizes the empirical error 
on a non-separable training set, as well as the norm of M. The next section 
describes a new direct multiclass classifier, and derives the formulation of 
an optimization problem to estimate its parameter matrix M with an aim 
of improving the classifier's generalization performance. In the later section, 
some generalization properties of the proposed classifier are discussed. 
3.3.2 Relative Entropy based Multiclass Classification 
A direct multiclass classifier of the type considered in this study is a prede- 
fined function Hm(. T) which is based on a discrimination measure to compare 
the multidimensional input Jý of an instance with the rows of the parameter 
matrix M to select a particular class. For instance, the direct multiclass clas- 
sifier of Crammer and Singer [21] uses the dot product, or the inner-product, 
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between two vectors as a proxy to their similarity score. This dot product 
operation is performed between the input vector of an instance and all the 
rows of the parameter matrix M, and the class label corresponding to the 
row with the highest similarity score is selected. 
In this study, the discrimination measure used to define a direct multi- 
class classifier is an information theoretic concept. Relative Entropy (RE) 
or Kullback-Leibler divergence [20,501 between the input vector Jýj of an 
instance i and the row R, of the matrix M, both of dimension D and with 






Mrj + xij 
j=l 
From the information theory perspective, RE is a measure of deviation or 
distance between two (probability) distributions. The use of RE deviation 
as a multiclass discrimination measure can be justified by imagining the 
input vectors of the training instances as vectors with random components 
drawn from a stationary distribution that signifies the characteristics of the 
features of the classification problem. Similarly, the elements of each row of 
the parameter matrix M can also be imagined as random variables, and the 
apparent goal of the training or learning process is to estimate their mean. 
As described by Cover and Thomas [20], the RE deviation will be zero if 
the two vectors that are being compared are equal element by element. This 
deviation, however, does not signify the distance measure in mathematical 
sense because it does not satisfy the symmetric property and the triangle 
inequality. Further, the relative entropy definition in equation (3.3) goes 
along with the conventions: Olog(2) = 0, Olog(g) =0 and plog(2) = oc. 0q0 
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which will be valid mathematically only for the sets 
i, j, r: 
Mri 
ýý. 0 xij or {Mj > 0, xij > 01. 
In a direct multiclass classifier, the discrimination measure which measures 
the deviation between two vectors must exhibit a monotonic relationship 
with the vector distance between them. The RE deviation in equation (3.4), 
however, does not exhibit this relationship because of the nonlinear compo- 
nent, terms Mjlog Qýr ). This deviation can be made to behave as needed exij 
by constraining the elements of the vectors as 
V i, r: Mj > exij for each 
The constrained monotonic relationship is illustrated for one component of 
the RE vector in figure 3.1. Alternatively, one can find a value for a constant 
L such that exij <L for all i and j, and constrain Mj >L for all r and 
This implies 
V i, j, r: Mj >L> exij, 
which forces the RE deviation to exhibit a monotonically increasing function 
of the vector distance. 
Definition 3.3.1 The direct multiclass classifier, based on the relative en- 
tropy deviation measure, for classifying an instance Z, with input vectorti of 
dimension D, into one Of the K classes ZS 
KD (Mi)- 
Hm (ii) = arg min Z Mj log 1 
(3.5) 
r=I j=l exij -1 
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Figure 3.1: Monotonic relationship plot of [M log(Mlx)] for M= 12 > x. 
As can be seen in equation (3.5), the decision function of the RE based 
multiclass classifier is nonlinear. lts parameter matrix M is estimated using 
a training or learning algorithm and a training set S. Once trained, this 
classifier will assign an instance ia class label corresponding to the row of 
M that has the minimum RE deviation with its input vector x-j. 
The formulation of the optimization problem for estimating the param- 
eter matrix M of the RE based multiclass classifier requires separability 
conditions, i. e. conditions or constraints under which all the training set in- 
stances are classified correctly into their respective classes. In the following, 
these multiclass separability conditions are derived by starting with binary 
classification. 
Consider two rows Rr and R, of the parameter matrix M. According 
1-M log(ý/x) ýforM=l 2 
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to the RE deviation in equation (3.4), an instance i of the training set S is 
assigned to class r if 
D 







exij =1 exij 
Rearranging the above equation, an instance i is assigned to class r if 
D 
Z IM3j109(Msj) - Mrjlog(Mrj) + (mrj - msj), 0g(exij)] > 0, 
j=l 
or to class s if 
Z [Mjlog(Mj) - Mjlog(Mj) + (Mj - Mj)Iog(exij)] < 0. 
j=l 
(3.6) 
The separating hypersurface, or classifier, for this binary classification is 
D 
Z [Mjlog(Mj) - Mjlog(Mj) + (Mj - Mj)Iog(exij)] = 0. (3.7) 
j=I 
The rows A and A are estimated by solving equation (3.7), and this equa- 
tion can have multiple solutions that correspond to multiple hypersurfaces. 
For the purpose of classification, let the instances of the training set S 
which are labeled class r be assigned an additional numerical label of +1, 
and which are labeled class s be assigned an additional numerical label of -1. 
Then, similar to the formulation of the separable case of the Support Vector 
Machine (SVM) [19], one can decide on a particular solution or hypersurface 
by maximizing the margin or the shortest distance between the hypersurfaces 
of the two classes defined by 
D 
E [Mý, jjog(mý, j) - Mjlog(Mj) + (Mj - Mj)log(exij)] = ±1. (3.8) 
j=l 
In that case the hypersurface in equation (3.7) will become the mid-hypersurface 
to the hypersurfaces in equation (3.8). Thus, the RE based maximal mar- 
gin binary classifier, trained with a separable training set S, will assign an 
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instance i to class r if 
D 
E [Mjlog(Mj) - Mjlog(Mj) + (Mj - Mj)log(exij)] > 1, 
j=1 
or to class s if 
D 
1: lmsjlog(msj) - mrjlog(mi) + (Mrj - msj)log(exij)] < -1, 
j=1 
or to class r or s if 
D 
E lmsjlog(msj) - Mrjlog(mrj) + (Mrj - msj)log(exij)] = 0. 
j=1 
The training set S is considered separable with respect to the solution hy- 
persurface in equation (3.7) if all its instances are correctly classified. 
If, however, the training set S is inseparable, then a classification error 
is introduced for each of its instances, and a new separating hypersurface is 
defined by reducing the overall classification error of the training set. Let 
ýj be the classification error of an instance i that takes positive continuous 
values. Considering this error, similar to the formulation of the inseparable 
case of the Support Vector Machine [19], the RE based maximal margin 
binary classifier, trained with an inseparable training set S, will assign an 
instance i to class r if 
D 
E [Mjlog(Mj) - Mjlog(Mj) + (Mj - Mj)log(exij)] >1- ýj' 
j=1 
or to class s if 
D 
[Mjlog(Mj) - Mjlog(Mrj) + (Mrj - Mj)log(exij)] < -1 + ýj. 
j=1 
The interpretation of the values the classification error ýj can take is as 
follows: if ýj = 0, then the instance i will be classified correctly; if 0< ýj < 1, 
then the instance will also be classified correctly but with some error; if 
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ýj > 1, then the instance will be misclassified. Thus, the classification error 
ýj with the RE based maximal margin binary classifier for the classes f r, sl 




-E My, jlog(My")] - min 
E-"- 
j=1 exij c=fr, sj =1 exij 
(3.9) 
where yj is the target label of an instance i of the training set S, and 
Jyi, c 
I if Yj = C, 
0 if Yi 7ý C- 
In the multiclass case, i. e. when more than two classes are involved 
(K > 2), each class is compared with all other classes when defining the 
classification error of an instance. With the RE based multiclass classifier 
in Definition 3.3.1, the classification error ýj of an instance i over all the K 
classes can be expressed as 
D 







- Jyj, r) 
j=1 exij r=1 j=1 exij 
(3.10) 
The interpretation of the values ýj can take is same as that of the binary 
case. The RE deviation between ±j and My,, i. e. the row corresponding to 
the target label, has to be minimum across all the rows of M to classify the 
instance i correctly, otherwise there is a tendency to misclassify it. 
Figure 3.2 gives a graphical illustration of the possible values the clas- 
sification error ý can take. The plots display the RE deviation between an 
instance's input vector x and the rows of the parameter matrix M of 5 classes. 
The 4 th class is the target class of the instance. In Case-A, the classifica- 
tion error is zero, and so the instance will be classified correctly as class 4. 
The classification error in Case-B is between 0 and 1, which means that the 
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Figure 3.2: 11lustration of possible values for the classification error ý of an 
instance with input vector x. M is the parameter matrix of 5 classes. The 
4 th class is the target class of the instance. 
instance will be classified correctly but with some error. The classification 
error in Case-C is greater than 1. ln this case, the minimum RE deviation is 
with respect to class 2, and so the instance will be misclassified as belonging 
to class 2. 
Once the classification error ý is defined for each instance of the training 
set S of size N, the upper bound on the empirical loss of this training set is 
obtained by taking the summation of these errors as 
i 
Remp (HM) '5 N 
ND 
N j=1 j=l exij 








r=l exij j=l 
[Mrilog (ýý 
A training set S is considered to be separable with respect to the RE based 
multiclass classifier in Definition 3.3.1 if there exists a parameter matrix M 
such that all the instances of the set are classified correctly. This can only 
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happen if the classification error ý is zero for all the instances of the set S, 
Vi0, which implies 
D 
i: MyJog min Z Mjlog -0. 






Hence, the conditions for multiclass separability are obtained by relaxing 
equation (3.12) as 
D 
V Z, r Myij log 
( Myij 
Mrj log 
(: Kr3 )I 




j=1 exij P-Xij 
Having established the separability conditions for the RE based multiclass 
classification, the optimization problem for estimating the parameter matrix 
M can be formulated now. This optimization problem will incorporate the 
separability conditions as its nonlinear constraints. 
Define the 12-norm of the parameter matrix M to be the 12-norm of the 









where M1, M2,..., MKare the row vectors of M. 
A direct multiclass classifier can be trained in the context of the Statisti- 
cal Learning Theory or Vapnik-Chervonenkis (VC) theory. According to this 
theory, the SVM [19] is formulated is based on a particular case of the Struc- 
tural Risk Minimization (SRM) principle called Occam-Razor. Utilizing this 
principle, the optimization problem for estimating the parameter matrix M 
for the RE based multiclass classifier is formulated by equating the upper 
bound on the empirical error of the training set to zero, and minimizing the 
classifier's VC confidence. Similar to the SVM [19] formulation, the VC con- 
fidence for a direct multiclass classifier can be minimized by minimizing the 
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12-norm of the parameter matrix M. Also, Platt et al [54], through their 
work on Decision Directed Acyclic Graph (DDAG), an indirect multiclass 
classifier, showed that the generalization properties of the multiclass classi- 
fier depend on the 12-norm of the matrix M. Further, it should be noted 
that the separability conditions in equation (3.13) will be satisfied for any 





Qm-a)] that will not j= exij exij 
result in defining M properly. This drawback can be alleviated by minimiz- 
ing the 12-norm of M. Hence, the training algorithm for the RE based direct 
multiclass classifier must seek a parameter matrix M of small 12-norm that 
satisfies the separability conditions in equation (3.13). 
The empirical error R,,, p(Hm) is zero for the case in which all the in- 
stances of the training set S are classified correctly, i. e. Vi: ýi = 0, with the 
RE based multiclass classifier in Definition 3.3.1. Hence, the optimization 
problem for the separable case OP1 is formulated with an objective of min- 
imizing the 12-norm of the parameter matrix M subject to the separability 
conditions in equation (3.13). 
1KD 
(M) 
OP1 min Mr23 
r=l j=l 
Subject to: 




+ (I - J. ") -< 
07 
j=l exij exij 
r, j: Mj > L, 
where the constant L is chosen such that L> maxi, j(exij). Out of the [NK] 
constraints, N constraints for which r= yj will become equality constraints 
since 
Mij log myij log 
(ý ýyi 
0- 
j=1 exij exij 
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Usually, all the instances of the training set S cannot be classified cor- 
rectly with the multiclass classifier in Definition 3.3.1. This inseparability 
shows up as positive classification errors for some of the instances. In that 
case, according to the SRM principle, both the VC confidence as well as the 
empirical error of the training set S have to be minimized. Note that min- 
imizing only the empirical error is analogous to training a neural network. 
Hence, the optimization problem for the inseparable case OP2 is formulated 
with an objective of minimizing the 12-norm of the parameter matrix M and 
the sum of the classification errors of the instances of the training set, i. e. 
its empirical error, subject to the classification errors conditions obtained by 
relaxing equation (3.10). 
1KDN 
_EEM2 OP2 min r3 + 
CEýi 




Vir: E myij log 
exi - exij 
I- Jyi, r) - ýi : ý' 0, j=I 3 
( myzj 
Mri, og 
( M, -j 
Vi : ýi > 0, 
V r, j: Mj > L, 
where the constant L is chosen such that L> maxi, j(exij), and C is a 
regularization constant sufficiently large. According to the SRM principle, 
as explained by Vapnik [74], the regularization constant controls the VC 
confidence and improves the generalization capability of the classifier both 
in theory and practice. 
The nature of the optimization problems OP1 and OP2 can be described 
as follows. The objective functions of both the problems are convex. The non- 
linear inequality constraints, however, cannot be considered as convex even 
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though the function Mlog (ex is convex for feasible values of M. There- 
fore, OP1 and OP2 are non-convex programming problems. Optimal solu- 
tions through direct analytical means for these problems are not available, 
as one would be faced with the mathematical problem of solving transcen- 
dental equations, which will be generated by differentiating the nonlinear 
constraint equations, analytically. Hence, numerical optimization is an at- 
tractive alternative that could be employed to obtain optimal solutions for 
these problems. 
3.4 Generalization Properties 
Once a classifier is defined and estimated, it is important to have an idea 
about its classification performance when used to classify general data sets 
that have similar characteristics of the training set in the feature space of 
the classification problem. ln this regard, a theoretical analysis of the gener- 
alization properties of the RE based multiclass classifier with its parameter 
matrix M being estimated by solving OP1 is presented in this section. 
The analysis presented here is similar to the generalization analysis pre- 
sented by Platt et al [54] for their Decision Directed Acyclic Graph (DDAG) 
architecture for multiclass classification. The DDAG is an indirect multiclass 
classifier which performs classification by reducing a multiclass problem into 
multiple binary problems. The DDAG architecture is a graph that consists 
of [K(K - 1)/2] decision nodes for K classes. Each of these nodes is assigned 
a binary SVM classifier that is trained to distinguish between a unique pair 
of classes. Platt at al [54] presented an upper bound for the generalization 
error of the DDAG architecture. 
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Theorem 3.4.1 (Platt et al [54], Theorem 1) Suppose we are able to classify 
a random training set S of N labeled instances using a SVM DDAG on K 
classes containing K(K - 1)/2 decision nodes (and K leaves) with margin 
, y,,, at node jr, sj, then we can bound the generalization error with probability 
greater than 1-6 to be less than 
2) K(K 130R 
D log(4eN)Iog(4N) + log 
2(2N 2 
N6 
where D and R is the radius of a ball containing the support of 
the distribution. 
Proof: As proved by Platt et al [54]. D 
Though the generalization analysis presented for DDAG by Platt et al [54] 
is for an indirect multiclass classifier, a similar analysis can be done to study 
the generalization properties of the direct multiclass classifier proposed in 
this study. This is because the RE based direct multiclass classifier is derived 
starting with a binary classifier and then extended to the multiclass case by 
considering all combinations of binary cases. Also, the aim of the learning 
algorithms for both the classifiers, i. e. DDAG and RE based, is to classify 
instances belonging to more than two classes with minimum generalization 
error. The generalization analysis for the RE based classifier is presented 
initially in the binary context, and later extended to deal with more than 
two classes. 
Consider the RE based multiclass classifier in Definition 3.3.1 with the 
parameter matrix M of size KxD over IZ. Each row of M corresponds to a 
class y in Y. To start with, consider a pair of classes r and s, and analogously, 
the matrix M induces a binary classifier. According to the RE deviation in 
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equation (3.4), an instance i is said to belong to class r, and not s, if 
D msi E Milog msilog 




=> Z [Msj109(Mj) - Mjlog(Mj) + Mjlog(exij) - Msjlog(exij)] ýý 0. j=l 
ln vector notation, the above equation is 
Ims 
- log(A) -A- log(lar) + (ftr - 
A) 
- log(eti)] > 07 
where the vector log(R) is obtained by taking natural logarithms of the 
elements of the vector M. If the instances of the training set S are separable 
with the hypersurface equation 
IMS 
- log(MS) - M-r - log(1ýIr) + 
(mr log(e. 75)1 = 03 
then the resulting binary classifier that distinguishes between classes r and 
S is 
sign [R. . log(R. 
) - Mr . log(Mr) + 
(Mr - R, ) . log(et)]. 
Using the terminology of Crammer and Singer [22], let the deviation between 
an instance i and the hypersurface in equation (3.15) be the "confidence", 
which is computed as 
dr, s 
M, . log(M, 
) - M, . log(M, 
) + (M, - M, ) . log(atj) (3.16) 11mr 
- 
MsJJ2 
The margin of the classifier h,,, (. t) is defined to be the minimum confi- 
dence over all the instances of the training set S which are labeled r or s. 
Thus, 
7r, s= min 
f dr, s (Jc, y)ES, yEjr, sj 
Pas 
. 109(MS) 
Mr . log(Rr) +A 
A) 
. log(exj)ý 
min (. 7c, y)c-S, yE{r, sl Ilmr - MsJJ2 
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The parameter matrix M is estimated by solving the optimization problem 
OP1, and hence, it satisfies the inequality constraints of OP1. This means 
that an instance i is labeled r if 
[Rs 
- log(M-S) -A- log(m-r) + (Rr - RS) . log(eti)] > 1) 
or is labeled s if 
[Ms 
- 109(R., 
) - Mr - log(Mr) + (Mr - ]Qs) - log(e-tj)] < 1) 
or is labeled r or s if 
Ims 
- log(ms) log(m-r) + Uar - 
RS) 
- log(ejýi)l = 11 
which implies that for all the instances of the training set S labeled r or s 
M, ). log(et M, - logWO - M, - log(m, 
) + (M, ý 
Ol 
This leads to the lower bound on the margin of the binary classifier as 
MsJJ2 
(3.17) 
To proceed to the multiclass case, a quantity D which includes the margins 
of all the binary classifiers is defined as 
2 
r<s 'Yr, s 
(3.18) 
Then, using the lower bound on the margin of each binary classifier, the 

















Since the terms (M, . M, 
) are positive, 
K 
1: 1 IR 112 D< (K- r 2* 
r=l 
Therefore, 
D< (K- 1)JIM112 (3.19) 2* 
Solving the optimization problem OP1 will not only estimate the parameter 
matrix M but will also minimize the quantity D. Similar to the analysis of 
Platt et al [54], the upper bound on D in equation (3.19) is used in Theorem 
3.4.1 to obtain the upper bound for the generalization error of the RE based 
direct multiclass classifier in Definition 3.3.1, as illustrated in the following 
corollary. 
Corollary 3.4.2 Suppose we are able to classify a random training set S of 
N labeled instances belonging to K classes, using the relative entropy based 
mufficlass classifier in Definition 3.3.1 with a parameter matrix M, then we 
can bound its generalization error with probability greater than I-J to be 
less than 




-2 log(4eN)Iog(4N) + log 
2(2N 
Hence, solving OP1 will reduce the upper bound for the generalization error 
of the RE based multiclass classifier thereby improving its generalization 
performance. 
3.5 Comparison with other formulations 
The RE based direct multiclass classification methodology proposed in this 
study is compared with two other direct methods, the multiclass kernel- 
based vector machine of Crammer and Singer [21], and the multiclass SVM 
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of Weston and Watkins [75], to get an idea about their relative advantages. 
Here, the comparisons are made between the corresponding classifier function 
definitions, and also between the primal formulations of the optimization 
problems for estimating the parameter matrix M. 
The classifier function for the multiclass kernel-based vector machine pro- 
posed by Crammer and Singer [211 is defined by a single dot product opera- 
tion between the input vector x- of an instance and each row of M as 
K Hm arg maxf (3.20) 
r=l 
The optimization problem for estimating the parameter matrix M of this 
classifier OP3 has the same objective function as OP2. Hence, OP2 and 
OP3 have the same number of variables, which is [KD + N], where K is 
the number of classes, D is the dimension of the input vector and N is the 
number of instances in the training set S. 
iKDN 
r3 
+ CE OP3 min M2 (m, o 2 r=l j=l i=l 
D 
Viir: 1: [Myij 
-rij - 
Mrj lij + Jyi, r -I+0 
j=l 
V i: ýi 
The formulations of OP3 and OP2 are similar in the sense that both define 
the classification error ý of an instance in the same way using their respective 
classifier function definitions. For OP2, this error is defined in equation 
(3.10). 
The classifier function of the multiclass SVM proposed by Weston and 
Watkins [75] is defined in the same way as that of Crammer and Singer [211, 
i. e. with a dot product operation, but with an additional additive term as 
K 
Hm arg max + b, (3.21) 
r=l 
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The optimization problem for estimating the parameter matrix M of this 
classifier OP4 has an objective function that is different from that of OP2. 
OP4 has [N(K - 1)] error terms, whereas OP2 has only N error terms. 
Further, there are K additional variables7 br) rE 11, ..., KI, present in the 
constraints of OP4, but not in its objective function. Thus, in total OP4 
has [KD + N(K - 1) + K] variables. 
KDN 
E 1: M2 OP4 min J+CE (m 'M'ý) r=l =1 r: roy 
D 
v i7r E III .... 
Kl\yi :E [My, jxij - Mrjxij] + by, - br + ýir > 2, 
j=l 
z, rEý1, ... ) 
KI \yj : ýj, 
The OP4 formulation is obtained by combining K linear binary classifiers 
that separate instances of each class from the rest. Hence, it constructs piece- 
wise linear separations for the K classes with a single optimization problem. 
In the above two direct multiclass classifiers, nonlinearity is incorporated 
into their decision functions and optimization problems via the kernel func- 
tions. These kernel functions can take the form of polynomial, radial basis, 
or neural network, as described by Cortes and Vapnik [19]. The RE based 
direct multiclass classifier introduces a new type of nonlinearity for the clas- 
sification process, and hence, it differs from the above two classifiers with 
any of the kernel functions used until now. Because of this, OP3 and OP4 
also differ from OP2 in the type of nonlinearity present in their inequality 
constraints. 
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3.6 Application of Benders Decomposition 
The optimization problem OP2, for estimating the parameter matrix M 
of the RE based multiclass classifier in Definition 3.3.1, contains [KD + 
NJ variables. Of these, [KD] variables belong to the parameter matrix M, 
and the further N variables are the classification errors of the instances of 
the training set S. Often, for real-world multiclass data sets the number 
of class labels K, or the dimension of the input vector D, or the size of 
the training set N, can be large. When such data sets are being classified 
with the RE based multiclass classifier, the dimensionality of the resulting 
OP2 can become quite large that it requires large amount of memory to 
solve. So, it is sensible to decompose such large problems into problems of 
smaller dimensions by some suitable and convenient methodology, and then 
solve these smaller problems numerically so as to obtain the global optimal 
solutions. 
The objective function of OP2 can be viewed as a linear combination of a 
nonlinear part consisting of the Mj variables, and a linear part consisting of 
the ýi variables. If OP2 is decomposed into such linear and nonlinear prob- 
lems that can be solved separately, then one can take advantage of making 
use of solvers specifically designed for these problems. 
A decomposition methodology that best serves the purpose of dimension- 
ality reduction, as well as breaking the problem into linear and nonlinear 
parts, was proposed by Benders [7]. In Benders decomposition, an optimiza- 
tion problem is decomposed into two separate smaller problems, and these 
problems are solved iteratively to obtain the optimal solution of the original 
problem. The optimization literature considers Benders decomposition as 
one type of cutting plane algorithm. Van Slyke and 
Wets [69] extended the 
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Benders decomposition technique to optimization problems that have vari- 
ables in the block-ladder structure. Freund [341 described an easily accessible 
implementation for these problems. 
Another popular decomposition methodology was proposed by Dantzig & 
Wolfe [241, which also involves iterative solution of smaller or sub optimiza- 
tion problems. If the solution process has a very slow numerical convergencc, 
i. e. if more iterations are needed for achieving an acceptable level of accu- 
racy, which is possible when trying to solve large multiclass classification 
problems, then the Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition might not be effective in 
reducing the dimensionality of its subproblems. 
In this study, the Van SlYke and Wets [69] block-ladder Benders decompo- 
sition methodology is applied to OP2. Considering the dimensionality and 
the nature of the objective function when trying to solve large multiclass 
classification problems, OP2 is decomposed into a single nonlinear problem 
and multiple linear problems. The nonlinear problem is generally referred 
to as the master problem (MP), and the linear problems as subproblems. 
The optimal solution for OP2 is obtained by iteratively solving the master 
problem and the subproblems separately, though not independently. At each 
iteration, the dual optimal solutions of the subproblems are used to formulate 
the master problem in the successive iteration. 
Let the N slack variables representing the classification errors of OP2 be 
divided into P distinct groups, and let the index sets for these P groups be 
-11,12,13, ... ' 
Ip. The cardinalities of these P groups does not necessarily be 
equal, but should sum up to N, i. e. 
1111 + 1121 + 1131 +... + 11pl = N. Then 
the objective function of OP2 can be written as 
KD 
EEM2 
min - r3 
+CE+CE ýi +CE 
(m, ý) 2 r=lj=l iEIi 
iE12 iEIp 
00 00 
with an intension of decomposing OP2 into a nonlinear problem and multiple 
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j=l exij exij 
i: ýi > 0, 
Mj > L, 
where the constant L is chosen such that L> maxi, j(exij), and C is a 
regularization constant sufficiently large. 
Applying the block-ladder Benders decomposition framework and con- 
ditioning on the variables Mj, OP2 is decomposed into a single nonlinear 
master problem and P linear subproblems. The master problem is formu- 
lated by replacing the sum of the slack variables of each of the P groups 
with a scalar variable z, thereby reducing the dimensionality of the master 
problem. 
Master Problem (MP) : 
iKDp 
MP min -EY Mr' (m, z) 2. I+Ezw r=lj=l W=l 
I 
Subject to: 
V r, j: Mj > L, 
w: ZW > 0, 
where the constant L is chosen such that L> maxij (exij) - The optimal 
solution for this particular master problem is trivial. It should be noted that 
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this problem is solved only in the first iteration of the Benders decomposi- 
tion loop, and that constraints will be added to it for each further iteration 
depending on the need. 
The master problem is solved for its optimal solution M. Then condi- 
tioning on this optimal solution, OP2P is decomposed into P independent 
linear subproblems, each with appropriate constraints. The primal and dual 
versions of the linear subproblems are formulated. 
Primal Sub Problem (PSP) : For w=P, 
PSP' zpsp(M) = min CE ýj (0 
iEIw 
Subject to: 





VZ G Iw : ei > 0, 
where C is a regularization constant sufficiently large. 








yij jarj log 
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zw max EE 
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ViE 1w Eqi, < C) 
r=l 
VZE 1w, r: l7ir > 0) 
where C is a regularization constant sufficiently 
large. 
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There are two reasons for formulating the dual linear subproblems. The 
first reason is to take into account the possibility of infeasibility of the primal 
linear subproblems. According to Duality Theorem of Linear Programming 
[491, if any of the primal linear subproblems is infeasible, then its dual linear 
subproblem will be unbounded. When this happens, an appropriate bound 
constraint is appended to the master problem to make that particular primal 
linear subproblem feasible in the successive iteration of the Benders decom- 
position. The second reason is that the feasible regions of the dual linear 
subproblems DSP', w= 15 "*) 
p, -RDSP = {771 Er'tlir C) 77ir -> 
0, iE Iw 1, 
are independent of the conditioned variables M. 
When a DSP' is solved, there are two possibilities: either the problem 
is unbounded from above, or it has an optimal solution. If the DSP' is 
unbounded from above, the solution ýER returns one of the extreme rays ir 
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icIw r=l j=l exij exij (3.23) 
is added to the master problem which is solved in the successive iteration. 
If the DSP' has an optimal solution, then the solution ýEp returns an ir 
extreme point (EP) of the dual feasible region R'SP. In this case, according W 
to the Weak Duality [11,8) property, the PSPw objective value zPSP must W 
DSP 
always be greater than or equal to the DSPw objective value zw . It should 
be noted that the Weak Duality property holds even if the primal problem 
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under consideration is not convex. The optimal solution i.,, of the master 
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(3.24) 
is satisfied, then the Weak Duality property is considered to be violated. 
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to the master problem which is solved in the successive iteration. 
Appending the bound constraints for the extreme rays, and the duality 
constraints for the extreme points, of the dual feasible regions of all the 
subproblems to the master problem will result in the formulation of the full 
master problem that has to be solved in the successive iteration. Thus, 
the master problem accumulates all such constraints from all the previous 
iterations. In this way, the dual solutions of the subproblems are passed onto 
the master problem. 
Full Master Problem (FMP) : 
iKDp 
FMP min -EEMr3+ 
Ezw 
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for U)2 - 1) ) 
r, j: Mj > L, 
V w: Z, 
where the constant L is chosen such that L> maxi, j(exij). 
However, to obtain the optimal solution of OP2 using the Benders de- 
composition, appending the bound and duality constraints of all the dual 
subproblems to the master problem is not necessary, though it represents 
the worst case scenario. For a particular iteration s, after checking for vi- 
olations, only the necessary constraints are added, that will result in the 
restricted master problem. 
Restricted Master Problem (RMP) : 
RMP' min 
i 
ýEE Mr, 3 
+ zw 
























+ yi, r) 
ZW2 




for some 'W2 G 11,... 1 PI I 
V r, j: Mj > L, 
w: Z > 0, 
where the constant L is chosen such that L> maxij (exij). 
The optimal solution of OP2 using the block-ladder Benders decompo- 
sition is obtained by solving the RMP and the multiple DSPw iteratively. 
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The procedure starts with solving the RMP without any bound or duality 
constraints, and later, these constraints are added depending on the occur- 
rence of violations. This iterative procedure computes a sequence of upper 
bounds (UB) and lower bounds (LB) for the value of the objective function 
of OP2, and terminates when the difference between these bounds, i. e. (UB 
- LB), attains a pre-specified tolerance c. The following algorithm describes 
the decomposition procedure formally: 
Block-Ladder Benders Decomposition Algorithm 
e Initialize the bounds for the objective function of OP2, i. e. 
LB -- -oo) UB = +oo. 
Loop s=0,1,2,... 
Solve the RMP' with at most [sP] bound constraints and at most [sP] 
duality constraints. These constraints are generated from the solutions 
of DSP', w=P, in the preceding loop iterations, and are ap- 
pended to the RMP' when violations occur. For the first iteration, 
i. e. when s= 07 RMPO is solved without any bound or duality con- 
straints. Once the optimal solution IM, i, w PI of the RMP' 
is obtained, the LB is updated with its objective value as 
=IKD2PI. LB _EE 
jqr3 +E iw 
2 
r=lj=l W=l 
For w =- 1, ... 1 
PI 
- Solve DSP'. 
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- If DSP' has unbounded solution, i. e. if equation (3.22) is satis- 
fied, add the bound constraint equation (3.23) to the RMP'+'. 
- If DSP' has an optimal solution, check for violation of the Weak 
Duality condition, i. e. if equation (3.24) is satisfied. If violated, 
add the duality constraint equation (3.25) to the RMP"' 
* If all the dual subproblems, i. e. DSP', w=P, have optimal 
solutions, check for their respective Weak Duality violations. If no 
violations, then the algorithm terminates, and the optimal solution of 
OP2 is M, which is the optimal solution of RMP' 
9 If all the dual subproblems, i. e. DSP', w=P, have optimal solu- 
tions with some or all of them violating their respective Weak Duality 



















where M is the optimal solution of RMPs, and iDSP(M) is the optimal W 
objective value of DSP'. 
- If (UB - LB) < c, a predefined tolerance parameter, then the 
algorithm terminates, and the optimal solution of OP2 is M, 
which is the optimal solution of RMP' 
End Loop 
To justify the usage of the block-ladder Benders decomposition method- 
ology, the nonlinear RMPs, along with the linear DSP', is compared with 
the original full optimization problem OP2. OP2 has [KD + N] variables, 
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while RMP' has [KD + PI variables. The dimensionality of DSP' is the 
cardinality of the index set I, which is less than or equal to N. When 
P is chosen such that P<N, then the dimensionality of the optimization 
problems that needs to be solved when using Benders decomposition, i. e. 
RMP' and DSP', is less than that of OP2. The dimensionality reduction 
of RMP' can be significant if P << NI i. e. when a few linear subproblems 
are considered. 
Generally, to obtain the complete optimal solution of any optimization 
problem using the Benders decomposition framework, the master problem 
MP) the primal subproblems PSP and their respective dual subproblems 
DSP have to be solved iteratively. The optimal solution of OP2 is an 
estimate for the parameter matrix M of the RE based multiclass classifier 
in Definition 3.3.1. For the purpose of classification, this estimate is just 
enough, and the optimal values of the N classification errors ýi of OP2 are 
not needed. This avoids the need to solve the PSP' optimization problems. 
Therefore, for the multiclass classification in this study, only the RMP' and 
DSP' are solved for each iteration of the Benders decomposition. 
'U- 
For each Benders decomposition iteration, the bound and duality con- 
straints corresponding to the extreme rays and extreme points of the dual 
feasible regions of all the subproblems are added to the master problem, 
which is solved in the successive iteration. The drawback with this approach 
is that when more decomposition iterations are necessary to achieve conver- 
gence of the optimal solution, the master problem might end up with a large 
number of constraints. 
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3.7 Experimental Study 
To evaluate the classification performance of the RE based direct multiclass 
classifier proposed in this study, and its estimation methodology using the 
optimization problem OP2, an experimental study is performed in which var- 
ious benchmark data sets are classified. This performance is then compared 
with that of two other direct classification methods. Finally, the proposed 
classification methodology is applied to financial markets to predict the credit 
ratings of bonds. 
3.7.1 Classification of Benchmark Data Sets 
Data & Implementation 
The data sets used in this classification performance study are downloaded 
from the UCI machine learning repository '. A total of 19 data sets, which 
differ in the number of instances N, dimension of the input vectors D, and 
number of classes K, are used in the classification experiments. These data 
sets are listed in table 3.1 along with their attributes. The elements of input 
vectors of these data sets are of real valued, and the classes are labeled 
discretely. 
For each data set, the RE based direct multiclass classifier is trained by 
solving the resulting OP2. All the instances of each data set, excluding the 
ones that contain missing values in their input vectors, are considered for 
training. To preserve numerical consistency and stability, each dimension 
of the input vectors is scaled independently to take values between 0.0 and 
1.0. Due to the presence of the log (m--L) terms in the inequality constraints exij 
lhttp: //www. ics. uci. edu/-mlearn/MLRepository. html 
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Table 3.1: Description of the benchmark data sets 
Data Set 
No. of instances 
(N) 
No. of attributes 
(D) 
No. of classes 
(K) 
breast- cancer- wisconsin 683 a 9 2 
dermatology 358 b 34 6 
ecolz 336 7 8 
glass 214 9 7 
haberman 306 3 2 
heart 270 13 2 
ionosphere 351 34 2 
Ms 150 4 3 
mammographic-masses 829 C 5 2 
ptma-Zndians-diabetes 768 8 2 
segmentatzon 210 19 7 
sonar 208 60 2 
soybean-small 47 35 4 
vehicle 846 18 4 
vowel 990 10 11 
wdbc 569 30 2 
wine 178 13 3 
wpbc 194 
d 32 2 
yeast 1484 8 10 
a excluding 16 instances with missing values 
b excluding 8 instances with missing values 
cexcluding 131 instances with missing values 
d excluding 4 instances with missing values 
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of OP2, the values of 0.0 for xij in the input vectors are inappropriate. 
So, all the scaled input values less than 0.01 are replaced with 0.01, thereby 
making the effective range of the numerical values of the inputs to lie between 
0.01 and 1.0. Based on this transformation, a value of (e + 0.1) is chosen 
for the constant L in OP2 such that it satisfies the necessary condition 
L> maxi, j(exij). 
The performance of a multiclass classification method is assessed with 
a classification accuracy measure for each data set. In this study, a classi- 
fier, when trained with a data set, is tested by predicting the labels of all 
the training instances of that data set. The classification accuracy is then 
measured as the proportion of the testing instances that the predicted labels 
match the actual labels. This measure of classification performance mostly 
depends on the classification features of the data set that are identified by the 
classifier, classifier function definition, and the training methodology used. 
Generally, higher classification accuracy implies good overall performance of 
the classification method. 
The two other direct methods used for comparing the performance of the 
RE based direct multiclass classification method are: the multiclass kernel- 
based vector machine of Crammer and Singer [21] defined by equation (3.20) 
and estimated using OP3, and the multiclass SVM of Weston and Watkins 
[751 defined by equation (3.21) and estimated using OP4. All the three 
classifiers are trained and tested in the same way with all the 19 data sets. 
The optimization problems OP2, OP3 and OP4 of the three classifica- 
tion methods are solved using lpopt 3.5.1 software. 1popt is based on interior 
point line search filter numerical method and is used for solving large non- 
linear programming problems. The specific version of the optimizer used in 
this experimental study is compiled with Harwell Subroutine Library MA27 
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which is used for obtaining solution of sparse, symmetric, indefinite linear 
systems. The Harwell Subrouting MC19 is used for scaling of the linear 
systems before they are passed to the linear solver. The three optimization 
problems are implemented in this optimizer, and it is executed on a machine 
with Pentium 1.60GHz processor and 1.20GB of RAM. 
Results 
The classification accuracy results with the benchmark data sets in table 3.1 
are given in table 3.2 for the three classification methods, along with the 
values used for the regularization constants C in the respective optimization 
problems. The regularization constant chosen for each problem is the value 
beyond which there is no improvement in the classification accuracy. On an 
average, the classification accuracies are more or less the same for the three 
methods with each data set, though there is a difference in the values used 
for the regularization constants. With the heart and ionosphere data sets, 
the RE based method performed slightly better than the other two direct 
methods. Across the 19 data sets, the Weston and Watkins method appears 
to give better classification accuracy. This might be because of the presence of 
more classification error variables, and thus, relatively less relaxation, in the 
optimization problem OP4 that is used for its estimation. However, because 
of the same reason, the drawback with this method is that the dimensionality 
of OP4 that has to be solved is much larger than the optimization problems 
of the other two methods. Hence, the Weston and Watkins method cannot 
be solved with large data sets like vowel and yeast on a personal computer 
with 1 GB of RAM. With the iris and pirna-indians-diabetes data sets, the 
performance of the Crammer and Singer method is significantly less than the 
other two methods. With the vowel data set, the RE based method gave 
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Table 3.2: Multiclass classification accuracy (%) with the benchmark data sets in 
table 3.1 using the methods of Relative Entropy, Crammer & Singer and Weston & 
Watkins. The regularization constants C used in the respective optimization problems 
are also indicated. Training and testing are performed with the same data. 
Relative 
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'Unsolvable with 1GB RAM 101 
b Unsolvable with 1GB RAM 
better classification accuracy than the Crammer and Singer method, unlike 
the case with the vehicle data set. 
From these classification results, one can conclude, in general, that the 
amount of "tightness" or "less relaxation" present in the optimization prob- 
lem formulations used for estimation plays a major role in achieving better 
classification performance than the presence of nonlinearity or the type of 
nonlinearity in the classifier function definitions. On the other hand, one 
should keep in mind that less relaxation in an optimization problem will 
decrease its computational advantage due to large number of variables or 
constraints. 
3.7.2 Classification using Benders Decomposition 
For some large data sets, the dimensionality of the optimization problem 
OP2 becomes so large that it renders the problem unsolvable directly due 
to enormous memory requirements. One such data set is origMal, which is 
downloaded from the UCI machine learning repository. Though this data set 
contains only 531 instances distributed over 4 classes, as indicated in table 
3.3, the dimension of the input vectors is 207, which is much larger than 
the input dimension of any of the other downloaded data sets. The Benders 
decomposition framework is applied to obtain the optimal solution of the 
resulting OP2. 
Table 3.3: Description of ortgmal data set used with Benders decomposition 
No. of instances (N) : 531 11 No. of classes (K) : 
No. of attributes (D) : 207 11 Regularization constant (C) : 10 
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Table 3.4: Relative entropy based multiclass classification accuracy (%) with 
the ortgtnal data set using Benders decomposition framework with 96 main 
loop iterations. The decomposition loop tolerance parameter (E) is set to 0.1. 
Training and testing are performed with the same data. 
No. of sub No. of bound No. of duality Classification 
problems (P) constraints added constraints added Accuracy 
to master problem to master problem 
1 0 96 80-03 
2 0 192 87.75 
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Figure 3.3: Difference between upper bound (UB) and lower bound (LB) of 
Benders decomposition for 96 iterations of the main loop 
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In this experimental study of classifying a large data set, the process 
of transforming the input data for numerical consistency and stability is 
identical to the process carried out on benchmark data sets in section 3.7.1. 
Training with the orZgZnal data set involved setting up the Benders decompo- 
sition main loop and solving the restricted master problem RMP', and the 
dual subproblems DSP', iteratively until numerical convergence is achieved. 
The Benders decomposition loop and the corresponding optimization prob- 
lems are implemented in 1popt software, which is also described in section 
3.7.1, and these are solved numerically for each iteration of the loop. In- 
sample testing and the use of classification accuracy measure is again similar 
to that performed or used for the benchmark data sets. 
The main loop of the Benders decomposition is run for 96 iterations. 
Three separate scenarios are considered, which correspond to the Benders 
decomposition with 1,2 and 3 linear subproblems. The scenarios with 2 and 
3 subproblems are essentially the block-ladder Benders decomposition frame- 
works. The number of constraints, bound and duality, added to the restricted 
master problem for 96 iterations is given in table 3.4 for each scenario, along 
with the classification accuracies in the last column. More subproblems will 
add more constraints to the restricted master problem. From table 3.4, one 
can see that all the constraints that are added are due to violation of the 
Weak Duality condition in equation (3.24). The classification accuracy of 
the RE based multiclass classifier that is achieved with the original data set 
is at least 80%, though this can be certainly improved with more main loop 
iterations. 
Figure 3.3 displays the difference between the Benders decomposition 
upper bound (UB) and lower bound (LB) for 96 main loop iterations for the 
three scenarios. This difference in bounds decreases somewhat at a linear 
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rate with jumps in between. One can also see that this difference decreases 
faster, which indicates faster convergence, with more subproblems. Based 
on this observation, for the 96 iterations, the solutions obtained with 3 or 
2 linear subproblems can be considered to be more "closer" to the actual 
optimal solution of OP2 than with 1 linear subproblem. This conclusion 
is consistent with the observation that the classification accuracies in table 
3.4 with 3 or 2 subproblems is higher than with 1 subproblem. Hence, it is 
apparent that more linear subproblems in Benders decomposition will result 
in faster convergence of the global solution. 
With more linear subproblems in Benders decomposition, the dimension- 
ality of each subproblem will decrease, which makes the subproblems more 
tractable to solve. On the other hand) the solution process for the restricted 
master problem might become quite involved since more and more constraints 
are added to it. Hence, if one considers block-ladder Benders decomposition 
for solving large optimization problems, the number of subproblems should 
be chosen appropriately so as to strike a balance between these two contra- 
dicting points. 
3.7.3 Predicting the Credit Ratings of Bonds 
Classification methods are being used to study aspects of financial markets 
for some time. In financial markets, bonds are debt instruments issued by 
governments or companies to raise capital. An important trading character- 
istic of a bond, which indicates the creditworthiness or likelihood of default 
of its issuer, is its credit rating issued by an independent credit rating agency. 
Rating agencies take into account the financial details and several other re- 
lated factors of the issuing entity to provide a rating for a bond. In this study, 
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the direct multiclass classification methodology is used to relate the financial 
information of an issuing entity to the credit rating of the bond it issued, i. e. 
to classify a bond into one of the predefined rating classes depending on its 
issuer's financial attributes. 
Table 3.5: Financial attributes of companies that are used to classify bonds. 
S. No. I Financial Attributes 
1 Cash and Cash Equivalents 
2 Current Assets 
3 Current Liabilities 
4 Net Fixed Assets 
5 Total Assets 
6 Total Liabilities 
7 Total Capitalization 
8 Retained Earnings 
9 Sales Revenue Turnover 
10 Operating Income 
11 Pretax Income 
12 Net Income 
13 EBlT 
14 EBITDA 
15 Cash from Operations 
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Table 3.6: Rating Agencies and their respective rating classes. 
Standard & Poor's 
(SP) 
Moody's Fitch 
A Al BI A 
AA A2 B2 AA 
AAA A3 B3 AAA 
B Aal Bal B 
BB Aa2 Ba2 BB 
BBB Aa3 Ba3 BBB 




Data & Implementation 
For this bond classification experiment, data sets are created with selected 
companies and their financial attributes, along with the credit ratings of the 
bonds they issued. The input vectors of the classification problems consist of 
15 financial attributes from the annual balance sheets, income statements and 
cash flow statements released by the companies in Dec 2004. These financial 
attributes, which are listed in table 3.5, are chosen based on their financial 
significance in accessing the creditworthiness of companies. The credit rat- 
ings of the bonds used in this experiment are those issued by Standard and 
Poor's (SP), Moody's and Fitch. The rating classes of these three agencies 
differ, as indicated in table 3.6, and so their methods for rating the bonds. 
Data belonging to each of these three agencies are grouped based on three 
regions: Global, Euro and Asia. Thus, in total 9 data sets are used in this 
experiment, as depicted in table 3.7. The number of companies N in each 
data set is indicated in the second column of table 3.7. The data sets of each 
rating agency might contain bond ratings that do not cover all the possible 
rating classes of that agency, and so, the number of valid rating classes K 
for each data set is indicated in the third column of table 3.7. Almost all 
the data sets are dominated by companies with bonds that have good credit 
ratings, and this makes the distribution of the companies across the valid 
rating classes highly uneven. 
Since the data sets contain companies that differ greatly in their financial 
size and strength, the range of numerical values of the financial attributes 
across a data set is quite large. Further, the absolute values of the finan- 
cial attributes do not necessarily convey the exact financial situation of a 
company. A small company can have relatively smaller income and assets 
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compared to a big company, but can still be considered as financially sound. 
Hence, to bring all the companies onto a common base for the purpose of 
classification based on their financial strength, all the 15 financial attributes 
of each company, as in table 3.5, are divided by their respective Total As- 
sets. By doing so, the disparity between companies due to their size factor is 
reduced, and their features of creditworthiness can be magnified, which aids 
in classifying the bonds more accurately with an automatic classifier. 
Three direct multiclass classification methods, the RE based method, the 
Crammer and Singer [21] method and the Weston and Watkins [75] method, 
are applied to all the 9 data sets. The training and testing process is made 
similar to that on benchmark data sets in section 3.7.1. Training, or esti- 
mation, essentially involved scaling the input vectors appropriately, checking 
for numerical consistency and stability wherever necessary, and solving the 
classification method's optimization problem using lpopt software. Testing is 
performed in-sample, and the classification accuracy is computed as the pro- 
portion of exact matches of the assessed or predicted ratings and the actual 
ratings issued by the rating agencies for each combination of data set and 
classification method, as depicted in table 3.7. One can also think of using 
I-notch accuracy measure, where the assessed rating can fall within the span 
that includes the actual rating and its adjacent rating classes, but such type 
of measures are not considered in this study. A regularization constant C is 
chosen for each classification problem beyond which there is no improvement 
in the classification accuracy. 
Results 
The classification results in table 3.7 can be inferred from two perspectives: 
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the credit ratings. From the classification methods perspective, the classifi- 
cation accuracies of the three methods on an average have little variations 
between them with the SP and Fitch data sets. This might be because of few 
rating classes in these data sets. With the Moody's data sets, the Weston 
and Watkins method appears to perform better, especially with the Moody's 
Global data set. The Crammer and Singer method performed slightly better 
over the other two methods with the Fitch data sets. It can be seen that 
the data sets with few companies tend to give better classification accura- 
cies. The reason is that these smaller data sets are dominated by companies 
belonging only to a few rating classes. 
From the credit ratings perspective, it can be seen that the Fitch and 
SP data sets have better classification accuracies. This can be due to few 
rating classes, and can imply that for bonds that are rated either by Fitch 
or SP, better relationship can be modeled between their issuers financial 
attributes and their credit ratings. The data sets of the three rating agencies 
belonging to the Asian region produced significantly higher accuracies than 
other regions. This can be due to few companies, and can imply that for 
Asian companies, better relationship can be modeled between their financials 
and ratings of the bonds they issued, than for companies based in other 
regions. 
3.8 Conclusions 
In this study, a methodology for direct multiclass classification based on 
a new type of nonlinearity is proposed. A multiclass classifier that uses 
relative entropy as its nonlinear discrimination measure is defined, and a 
constrained nonlinear optimization problem is formulated as its supervised 
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learning algorithm. Experimental analysis concluded that the performance 
of this methodology is similar to two other direct methods when classifying 
benchmark data sets. This methodology is also used to predict the credit 
ratings of bonds. 
When classifying large data sets, the dimensionality of the optimization 
problem for estimating the multiclass classifier can become very large, and 
the numerical methods that solve these problems directly require enormous 
memory. For such problems, a decomposition framework based on Benders 
decomposition is described, in which the large optimization problem is de- 
composed into smaller subproblems which are solved iteratively. Experimen- 
tals showed that more subproblems in Benders decomposition will lead to 
faster convergence of global solution. 
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Chapter 4 
Asymptotic Optimal Scaling for Partially 
Updating Metropolis-Hastings Algorithms 
with Independent and Non-Identical Target 
Distributions 
4.1 Introduction 
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods are used in simulations where 
sampling from high dimensional complex probability distributions is required. 
These methods generate Markov chains with the property that the invariant, 
or stationary, distribution of the chains resemble the target multidimensional 
distributions from which sampling is desired. There are several statistical 
applications in various fields where the MCMC methods have been put to 
extensive use. These methods, as described by Besag et al [9], are being used 
in statistical physics, spatial statistics, significance testing, maximum like- 
lihood estimation, Bayesian image analysis and general Bayesian inference. 
For instance, in Bayesian inferential analysis, the MCMC methods allow 
practitioners to sample from complicated high dimensional and intractable 
posterior distributions for calculations of more accurate p-values, which oth- 
erwise would have been extremely difficult. 
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Roberts and Rosenthal [591 gave a concise technical description of the 
MCMC method. Let 7Fd be a d-dimensional distribution from which sam- 
ples have to be generated. The dimension d can be very large and/or the 
distribution function 7rd itself can have complicated structure to use stan- 
dard analytical sampling methods. With a suitable transition probability P, 
the MCMC method constructs a Markov chain such that 7rd is its invariant 
distribution. The transition of the chain can be represented as 
ly 
7rd (dx) P (x, y) 7Fd (Y) - 
If this chain is run for sufficient length of time, then one can hope that the 
samples obtained will eventually be 7rd distributed. 
There are several algorithms that implement the MCMC principle, some 
of them are discussed by Tierney [73]. These algorithms differ in the choice of 
the transition probability functions and/or updating strategies of the Markov 
chain. The most popular algorithm is the Metropolis-Hastings (MH) al- 
gorithm, which was introduced independently by Metropolis et al [521 and 
Hastings [43]. Another widely used MCMC method is the Gibbs sampler, 
which was proposed by Geman and Geman [38], and subsequently extended 
by Tanner and Wong [72] and Gelfand and Smith [37]. 
The MCMC methods, like the MH algorithm, when used for most of 
the real-world statistical applications require significant amount of compu- 
tational resources in terms of time and infrastructure. Hence, their efficient 
construction and usage often becomes a necessity and challenging for prac- 
titioners. To implement the MCMC methods efficiently, they have to be 
designed and tuned such that the generated Markov chains mix or converge 
to their invariant distribution sufficiently rapidly. This can be done, other 
than by trial and error, through gaining some insight into their theoretical 
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properties that can provide some guidelines for the practitioners. There are 
several studies which present theoretical analysis for different MCMC meth- 
ods, and the most influential result was published by Roberts et al [58]. Since 
these methods are complex, the theoretical analysis with inherent assump- 
tions provide results that cannot be applied directly, and hence, they must be 
put to practice wisely. Nevertheless, there is an ongoing theoretical research 
to improve the existing MCMC methods and in constructing new ones. 
4.2 Motivation& Literature Review 
This study deals with the efficient implementation of the MH algorithm for 
a particular type of target distributions. This algorithm is implemented by 
choosing an appropriate proposal, or candidate-generating, distribution for 
generating a Markov chain such that its invariant distribution represents the 
target distribution. There are different ways to affect the efficiency of the MH 
algorithm. It is well known through implementation experience, as described 
by Besag et al [9], that the convergence properties of the MH algorithm de- 
pend on at least two things: the choice of the proposal distribution, and 
its variance or scaling. In this study, the proposal distribution is fixed as 
Gaussian, for reasons of simplicity and analytical tractability, and its scal- 
ing policy is investigated to achieve maximum convergence speed or optimal 
efficiency of the MH algorithm. 
Roberts et al [58] were the first to provide an asymptotic analysis for the 
optimal proposal scaling problem of the MH algorithm that maximizes its 
efficiency with the Gaussian proposal distribution. The multidimensional tar- 
get distribution in this analysis consists of components that are independent, 
identical and symmetrically distributed. They presented a weak convergence 
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result, in which they showed that the sequence of processes formed by a 
fixed component of the Markov chains, which are used to simulate the target 
distributions of increasing dimensions, converge to an appropriate Langevin 
diffusion as the dimension of the target distribution tends to infinity (oo). 
This convergence is maximized to obtain an optimal proposal scaling pol- 
icy, which relates it to the algorithm's average acceptance rate of 0.234 un- 
der some general conditions. Later, Roberts and Rosenthal [63] provided a 
survey of general theoretical results for the continuous state-space Markov 
chains, in which they described the results for the quantitative bounds of 
the convergence rates of the Markov chains. They also described the weak 
convergence results of the optimal scaling problems. 
For discrete state-space optimal proposal scaling problems with discrete 
approximation for the proposal distribution, the asymptotic behaviors can 
differ from that of their continuous diffusion counterparts, as mentioned by 
Roberts and Tweedie [65]. However, the asymptotic results of some discrete 
state-space problems do converge to the results of their continuous counter- 
parts. Roberts [57] proposed an asymptotic result for a simple discrete binary 
state-space model as the dimension of the target distribution tends to infinity, 
and under certain conditions, this result approaches that of the continuous 
counterpart with an acceptance rate of 0.234 for optimality. Roberts and 
Rosenthal [61] provided an asymptotic analysis for the discretely approxi- 
mated Langevin diffusion proposal for high dimensional target distributions, 
and showed that the optimality of this discrete algorithm is achieved for 
an acceptance rate of 0.574, which is again same as that of its continuous 
diffusion counterpart. 
There are several studies related to the convergence properties of the 
MCMC methods with different types of proposal and target distributions. 
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Roberts and Rosenthal [60] used the Gibbs sampler, which can be considered 
as a variant of the MH algorithm, to simulate a target with uniform distribu- 
tion on a bounded region, and proposed a certain type of convergence with 
some regularity conditions on the boundaries of the region. Breyer et al [13] 
used the Metropolis adjusted Langevin update algorithm to simulate a target 
distribution that is a posterior of a nonlinear regression model, which is quite 
different from the standard Gaussian distribution. They analyzed the opti- 
mal scaling problem in this framework, and provided some generalization to 
the previous Langevin diffusion results of Roberts and Rosenthal [61]. Jarner 
and Roberts [47] derived polynomial convergence rates for polynomial target 
distributions with random walk and Langevin updates, and showed that a 
heavy-tailed proposal distribution can lead to higher convergence rates. 
Most of the asymptotic analysis for the optimal proposal scaling of the 
MH algorithm is performed for multidimensional target distributions with 
independent and identical components. Recently, Bedard [4,5,61 provided 
an asymptotic analysis involving weak convergence, similar to the analysis 
presented by Roberts et al [58], for the MH algorithm with target distribu- 
tions consisting of independent and non-identical components. The proposal 
distribution in this analysis is scaled with a functional form different from 
earlier studies, and the components of the target distribution are scaled by 
different terms that depend on the target dimension. The asymptotic analy- 
sis with this type of target distribution and the Gaussian proposal yielded an 
optimal efficiency result that corresponds to the algorithm's acceptance rate 
of 0.234. However, this result is only valid when none of the target scaling 
terms is significantly smaller than others. 
The Markov chain of the MH algorithm is generated by sampling suc- 
cessively from the proposal distribution. With a multidimensional proposal 
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distribution, which is used to generate samples for a multidimensional target 
distribution, there are two extreme types of MH algorithms. The standard 
MH algorithm updates all the components of the multidimensional Markov 
chain at each iteration, or step, based on the MH acceptance probability. 
The other one, the Gibbs sampler, can be setup to update only one compo- 
nent of the multidimensional Markov chain at each iteration conditional on 
the recent realizations of the remaining dimensional components. Usually, an 
implementation of the MH algorithm targeted for some specific application 
will be somewhere between these two types. 
Neal and Roberts [531 presented an asymptotic analysis for the optimal 
proposal scaling of the MH algorithm with the partial update strategy, i. e. 
where only a fixed proportion of components selected at random are updated 
at each iteration of the Markov chain, for target distributions that consist 
of independent and identical components. They concluded that with the 
Gaussian proposal, the average acceptance rate of an asymptotically efficient 
partial update MH algorithm is 0.234. Further, they stated that this accep- 
tance rate is unaffected by the update proportion. Hence, lower dimensional 
updates can be used, which will result in less computational load, without 
affecting the optimal state of the MH algorithm. They also analyzed the 
partial update MH algorithm with the Langevin diffusion proposal, in which 
case the acceptance rate of the optimal state is 0.574.1n contrast to the 
random walk or Gaussian updates, they concluded that with the Langevin 
updates, higher dimensional updates are useful for optimal performance of 
the MH algorithm. 
The full and partial update strategies of the Markov chain can be further 
classified based on their implementation specifics. Roberts and Sahu [64] con- 
sidered predefined blocks in the multidimensional Markov chain of the Gibbs 
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sampler, and compared the convergence rates of different deterministic and 
random block scanning strategies for the Gaussian target distribution. They 
showed that for some applications, deterministic block scanning strategies 
achieved faster convergence, whereas for others the random block scanning 
strategies performed better. However, they do not consider the partial up- 
date strategy where a randomly selected fixed proportion of components are 
updated at each iteration of the Markov chain. 
In statistical applications or simulations which use the MH algorithm 
to simulate a multidimensional target distribution, the components of the 
target distribution might not be identical, but similar. Because of the com- 
putational demanding nature of the MH algorithms, the partial update strat- 
egy is certainly attractive than the full dimensional updates. Hence, in this 
study, an asymptotic analysis for the optimal scaling of the proposal dis- 
tribution is presented to maximize the convergence speed of the continuous 
state-space Markov chain of the MH algorithm with the partially updating 
strategy for multidimensional target distributions consisting of independent 
and non-identical components. 
4.3 Methodology 
The Metrop olis- Hastings (MH) [52,43] algorithm is a MCMC method used 
to simulate complex and intractable multidimensional or multivariate distri- 
butions. This study provides an optimal proposal scaling policy for the MH 
algorithm with the partially updating Gaussian proposal distribution that 
is used to simulate a target distribution consisting of independent and non- 
identical components. This policy is obtained by maximizing the convergence 
speed of the Markov chain of the algorithm. The current study extends the 
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asymptotic analysis of Bedard [4], which uses weak convergence concepts, to 
account for the partial update strategy. 
Notation: In this study, the upper case letter, whether bold or not, is 
used to denote a random variable, and the lower case letter its correspond- 
ing realization. A vector is represented with a bold letter, and each of its 
components with a non-bold, i. e. a d-dimensional vector is Xd and its Zth 
component is Xý. If time t is explicitly specified, then the vector and its 
ith component are represented as Xd and Xd respectively. A d-dimensional t t'i 
vector excluding its first component is denoted as Xd- . 
EXd [. ]is the expec- 1 
tation with respect to the first component of the vector Xd , and 
EXd- [. ] is 
the expectation with respect to this vector excluding its first component. 
4.3.1 Metropolis-Hastings Algorithm 
The MH algorithm generates samples of a Markov chain that has the required 
multidimensional target distribution as its invariant distribution. Let 7rd 
be a d-dimensional probability distribution with respect to the Lebesgue 
measure for the target distribution, and let the realizations of the Markov 
chain be xd)Xd 1) Xd 2) ..., with the 
initial value xd sampled from7d. Let q t t+ t+ 0 
be the proposal distribution from which the proposed values are sampled, 
i. e. given a time t realization of the chain xd, the next proposed value yd is t t+1 
d yd) yd sampled from the proposal distribution q(xt ,. This proposed value t+1 
is accepted with an acceptance probability ad given as 
7Fd (yd I)q(yd Xd) IA t+ t+l 7t 
d)q(Xd, yd 7d (Xt t t+ 
dd 
ad(Xt, Yt+l) 
if [7d(X d )q(Xd, yd 1)] tt t+ 
if [7rd (X d )q(Xd, yd tt t+ 
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to Xd If the proposed value is accepted, then the Markov chain jumps t+1 
ddd 
yt+,, otherwise it stays in the same state, i. e. xt+1 :: -- xt. The acceptance 
probability Ced is chosen such that the Markov chain is reversible with re- 
spect to the target distribution 7d. The Markov chain is assumed to start in 
stationarity, and the acceptance probability ensures that the chain stays in 
stationarity through out the sampling process. When the chosen proposal dis- 
dd (yd 
1, Xd). tribution is symmetric, like the Gaussian case, then q(xt, yt+, ) == q t+ t 
4.3.2 Non-Identical Target Distribution Components 
The particular form, or structure, of the d-dimensional target distribution 
considered for analysis in this study, and from which samples are required 
ultimately, is 
d 
11 ojdf (odXd), (4.2) 7rd (X ii 
j=I 
where f is the distribution function with respect to the Lebesgue measure 
that is common across all the target components, and Oj' is the scaling term 
for the jth component. Note that the d components of this distribution are 
independent but not identically distributed. 
The target distribution scaling vector E)d = 
[Od, Od, 
..., 
0d] containing d 12d 
scaling terms is defined by assuming a suitable structural form as 
E)d od od od od od od od 
, 
od 
+ ... 21 I 2 (4.3) +M m nn 17 n+ ) n+l, n+ 1 n, n+l) 




The scaling vector E)' is assumed to contain terms that are unique, and 
terms that repeat with the repeated terms grouped together. According to 
the form and order defined in equation (4.3), the scaling vector E) d contains 
first n terms that are distinct, and the remaining terms forming m groups 
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with each group containing common repeated terms. This study assumes 
that n, m>1, and thus, E)d contains at least I+m, and at most n+m 
different terms. 
The sets that contain the positions of the common scaling terms in the 
scaling vector Od are identified as 
, 
7d = 
Ij C fl -=M. i3= 
od 
.1 I .... dj; 
0 
n+z Iz (4.4) 
Based on the order in equation (4.3), this means that Ui'- 1 jid = In+ 1, ..., dj. 
The sets jid do not necessarily contain the same number of elements for finite 
values of d. The cardinality of these sets is defined as 
Ali' (4.5) 
which means that the number of repetitive scaling terms in the ith group is 
jV; d. This cardinality is assumed to be a polynomial function of d satisfying 
Md 
I --+ oc. The total number of scaling terms should represent the 
liMd-cx) 
ý 




After defining the structural form for the target scaling vector, the func- 
tional form for each scaling term of this vector had to be defined to structure 
the target distribution appropriately for the analysis. As indicated by Bedard 
[4], for the analysis it is convenient to work in terms of [0j]-'s rather than 





dyi n+ 1,..., n+m, 
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(4-6) 
where Aj E (-oo, oo), -ýj E (-oc, oc) and Kj is some positive finite constant. 








K,, +, n Kn+m 
d-ym d'y- 
%VO Ar, d 
r n 
(4-7) 
Without loss of generality, the terms in the [6d] -1 vector of equation (4.7), 
[Odj-2, 
..., 
[0d]-2 [Od - 2, 
..., 
[Od -2 1n and n+11 n+rn] 7 are arranged in an asymptotically 
increasing order. This implies that -OC) < 
An <-An-1 :5... < A, < oo and 
- oo < -Y,, <-1<< -Y, < 00. 
The goal in this asymptotic analysis is to study the limiting distribution 
of each component of the d-dimensional Markov process as d --ý oo. This 
Markov process is used for sampling a d-dimensional target distribution that 
has components scaled by their respective terms in the scaling vector [odi-2 
of equation (4.7). To avoid obtaining a trivial limiting process for the com- 
ponent of interest as d --> oo, its scaling term is set to I by performing a 
suitable transformation to the target distribution without loss of generality. 
For example, when the first component is being analyzed, [Od] -2 is set to 1 
and all other scaling terms are adjusted accordingly. In this way, the scaling 
vector [E)d]-2 varies depending on the target component being analyzed. 
4.3.3 Proposal Distribution and Scaling 
While implementing the MH algorithm, one has to choose a proposal distribu- 
tion from which the proposed values are sampled. The proposal distribution 
should be chosen such that the invariant distribution of the Markov chain of 
the MH algorithm resembles the target distribution. As in previous studies 
[58,4], the random walk Gaussian proposal distribution is considered here. 
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For the target distribution with independent components as in equation (4.2), 
the proposal for the i" component is 
yd -d*< di i :- li + ý7dZi, VI<1 (4.8) 
d 
where xi is the previous realization of the Markov chain, Zi is an independent 
and identically distributed standard normal random variable and ý7d is the 
scaling of the proposal distribution. The proposed values vector yd at each 
iteration of the Markov chain is accepted according to the MH acceptance 
probability given in equation (4.1). 
The appropriate functional form for the scaling of the proposal distribu- 
tion had to be decided based on the properties of the multidimensional target 
distribution with non-identical components as in equation (4.2). The choice 
of the proposal scaling depends on two factors: 
Dimension of the target distribution: As the dimension d of the target 
distribution increases, more individual components proposed moves are 
generated in a single iteration of the Markov chain, and this makes it 
more likely to generate an improbable move for one of the components. 
Hence, to overcome this potential drawback, it is appropriate to de- 
crease the proposal scaling as a function of d. 
Asymptotically smallest scaling term in the target scaling vector: The 
proposal scaling should also depend on the smallest term in the scal- 
ing vector of the multidimensional target distribution, otherwise the 
proposed moves might be too large for the target components with 
smaller scaling terms which can lead to high rejection rate and very 
slow convergence of the Markov chain. 
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Hence, the appropriate form for the proposal scaling, as suggested by 
Bedard [4], considered in this study is 
2 
12 
ad -- (4.9) dc, 
where 1 is some constant and a is the smallest number satisfying 
d, \' AN^ýi 
lim < oo and lim , <001 Z=11 ... I M. (4.10) dýoo dc, d-oo d" 
Based on the order of the terms in the target scaling vector in equation 
(4.7), at least one of the m+1 limits in equation (4.10) converges to some 
positive constant, while the other limits converge to 0, as d --ý oo. The first 
constraint in equation (4.10) implies Aj < a,, j=1, ..., n, whereas the second 
constraint implies -yj < a, Z=I, -, m, for JVd G Z, the set of integers. 
The scaling for any of the target components should not diverge as d -ý 00, 
which implies that the parameter a must be positive, i. e. a>0. The 
proposal scaling in equation (4.9) is common across all the components of 
the proposal distribution. 
4.3.4 Optimal Scaling & Asymptotic Efficiency 
As described by Roberts and Rosenthal [62], once a suitable proposal distri- 
bution is selected for a particular target distribution, the performance of the 
MH algorithm, or the convergence speed of its Markov chain, is controlled 
by the scaling O'd of the proposal distribution. If the scaling is too small, the 
algorithm will propose very small moves that are likely to fall in the high 
density regions of the probability distributions, and thus will accept most of 
the proposed moves. Since the jump sizes of the Markov chain resulting from 
these moves are too small, the chain will move very slowly and will need a 
large number of iterations to explore its state-space sufficiently, leading to a 
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very slow convergence to its invariant distribution. On the other hand, if the 
scaling is too large, the algorithm will propose large moves that are likely 
to fall in the low density regions, and thus will reject most of the proposed 
moves. In this case, the chain will stay fixed for a large number of iterations, 
again leading to a very slow convergence. Therefore, there should be an op- 
timal value for the proposal scaling for which the Markov chain of the MH 
algorithm will attain its maximum possible convergence speed. 
It will be shown through the asymptotic analysis later, that for each fixed 
one-dimensional component of the d-dimensional Markov chain ýXd ;d>I t- 
11 
the sequence of one-dimensional processes converge weakly to an appropriate 
Langevin diffusion as d --+ oo. Hence, to maximize the efficiency of the MH 
algorithm, an optimal value for the proposal scaling 0-d should be chosen so 
as to maximize the speed measure of this limiting Langevin diffusion. This 
is equivalent to finding a value for the constant 1 in equation (4.9) for a given 
parameter a. 
In practice, the efficiency of the MH algorithm can be specified as a 
function of its acceptance rate. Roberts et al [58] introduced the notion of 
7d-average acceptance rate that is related to the algorithm's efficiency, and 
hence, to its optimality. The 7d-average acceptance rate of the Markov chain 
of the MH algorithm is defined as 
ad (1) =E 
[ad (Xdý yd)] = 
If 
7d (Xd) ad (Xd, yd )q(Xd, yd )dXddyd. (4.11) 
Practically, this acceptance rate represents the steady state proportion of the 
proposed moves accepted by the MH algorithm. 
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4.3.5 Proposal Distribution with Partial Updates 
In the implementation of the MH algorithm as described by Roberts et al 
[58], full updates of the proposal distribution are performed, i. e. for each 
iteration of the Markov chain all the components of the proposal distribution 
are updated. In this study, a partial update strategy for the MH algorithm 
is proposed that will result in less computational load than the full update 
strategy. At each iteration of the Markov chain, only a fixed proportion 
Cd of the components of the d-dimensional proposal distribution selected at 
random are updated, i. e. dCdcomponents are selected randomly and updated 
according to their proposal distribution and the MH acceptance probability. 
The Gaussian proposal distribution for the *th component with this partial 
update strategy then becomes 
y. d dO-dz V I< Z< d, Xý + X1 -Z I 
(4.12) 
d 
where x1q, Zi and ý7d are defined as before. Xi is a binary random variable 
which indicates if the 'Ih component is selected for update or not, and it 
takes values as follows: at each iteration of the Markov chain, a subset A of 
size dCd is selected at random from the dimensional set 11,2,3, ..., dj. Then 
dI 




d Note that in this setting Xi is independent of Zi. As usual, the proposed 
values vector yd at each iteration of the chain is accepted according to the 
MH acceptance probability in equation (4.1). The Td-average acceptance rate 
of this partial update MH algorithm is defined as in equation (4.11) as 





but in this case the distribution of the components of yd is given by equation 
(4.12). 
The MH algorithm with the proposed partial update strategy is different 
from the Gibbs sampler, another MCMC method described by Geman and 
Geman [38], Tanner and Wong [72] and Gelfand and Smith [371, where a 
subset of components are updated based on their full conditional densities, 
i. e. conditional on the recent realizations of the remaining components. The 
Gibbs sampler framework can lead to a MH acceptance probability different 
from that of equation (4.1). Also, as mentioned earlier, the Gibbs sampler 
with predefined blocks investigated by Roberts and Sahu [64] is different from 
the proposed partial update MH algorithm. 
In this study, the MH algorithm with the proposed partial update strategy 
is analyzed for optimal efficiency as the target dimension d --ý co. The 
optimal efficiency of this partial update algorithm is achieved by obtaining 
the fastest possible convergence speed for its Markov chain. As noted by Neal 
and Roberts [53], if the simulated Markov chains of the MH algorithm are 
7rd-reversible, then they satisfy the convergence conditions Of 7rd- irreducibility 
and aperiodicity irrespective of the update strategy. Therefore, these chains 
will converge in total variation distance to their invariant distribution 7d- 
4.4 Asymptotic Optimal Proposal Scaling 
An asymptotic analysis for the optimal scaling of the proposal distribution 
of the MH algorithm that maximizes its efficiency, with the proposed par- 
tial update strategy, for a target distribution consisting of independent and 
non-identical components is presented here. In particular, the value for the 
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constant 1 of the proposal scaling O'd is derived to maximize the speed mea- 
sure of the limiting process of each fixed component of the d-dimensional 
Markov chain of the partial update MH algorithm that is used to simulate 
the d-dimensional target distribution of the type mentioned in equation (4.2) 
as d --+ oc. This is done utilizing a weak convergence result, as described by 
Roberts et al [581, and then relating the algorithm's efficiency to its accep- 
tance rate for practical usability. 
Assume that the distribution function f of the components of the target 
distribution 7rd in equation (4.2) satisfies the following regularity conditions: 
* is a positive C' (continuous in second derivative) function, 











[ (LýLx) ) 2] 
of 
(x) -< 00. 
(x)dx < oo, and 
Let Xd be a continuous state-space d-dimensional Markov chain process t 
of the MH algorithm generated by a d-dimensional proposal distribution. 
Since the proposal scaling is a function of the dimension d of the target 
distribution, the time between each iteration should be rescaled accordingly 
to avoid a trivial limiting process as d --ý oo. Let Xd , t) 
be the time t value [d 




ý, tj, 1, 
Xd 
ült], 23 ... lXd clt], d)ý Vd>1, a>0, [d [d [d [d 
where [. ] is the integer part and X[d,, t], i denotes the i" component of the sped 
up process. This process can move on an average d" times during each unit 
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xd time interval. Let Utd be the first component of the sped up process [dclt]) 
i. e. Ud = Xd t [da t], 1 
Let X00 = (X1,1, X2 000,21 ... 
) be such that all of its components are dis- 
tributed according to f and assume that X0 .j= XO', j for all i 
Let Cd, 0< Cd :51, be the fixed update proportion of the d-dimensional 
Markov process X', and let the limiting update proportion be t 
IiM Cd --ý C d-oo 
for some 0<c<1. 
(4.16) 
Theorem 4.4.1 ConsZder a Metropohs-Hashngs algorithm with the proposal 
distribution as in equation (4.12), the proposal scaling 0-d defined as in equa- 
tion (4.9), and where the parameter a satisfies equation (4.10). Let this 
algorithm be used for simulating a d-dimensional target distribution with in- 
dependent and non-identZcal components as in equation (4.2), with the target 
components scaling terms [0q] -2, j=1, ..., 
d, defined as in equation (4.7), 3 
and seffing the first scahng term as 
[od]-2 
= 1, and assuming the distribution 1 
function f sattsfies the regularity conditions in section 4.4. Then, in the limit 
as d --ý oo , 
Ut, (4.17) 
i. e. Ud which represents the first component of the sped up process xd t] con- t [d 
verges weakly to Ut Zn Skorokhod topology, where Uo is distributed according 
to f, and Ut satisfies the Langemn stochashc differential equation 












Pi + Ei7j, A(idd-yi 
] 
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where h, (I) is defined as 




With 4) being the standard normal cumulative distribution function, Bt is the 
standard Brownian motion at time t, c is the limiting update proportion as 




Ef (Xd) (4.21) d--->oo 
Edc, 
K+i i=l 
with Xid described as in equation (4.5), and I represents the proposal scaling 
as Zn equatZon (4.9) for which a value has to be chosen. 
Proof. Described in section 4.4.3. 
Corollary 4.4.2 Let CdY 0< Cd -< 
1, be the fixed update proportion of the 
d-dimensional Markov process Xd of the Metropohs-Hastings algorithm in t 
d (1), where 1 represents the proposal Theorem 4.4.1 with the acceptance rate ac' 
scaling as M equation (4.9) for which a value has to be chosen, and let c, 
0<c<1, be the limiting update proportion as Zn equation (4.16). 
1. Then the ltmtting acceptance rate is given as 
lim a" (1) = a'(1) = 2ýD 
vfc-i- (4.22) 
d-oo d2) 
2. Let 11 be the unzque value of 1 whzch maxzrnzzes hi (1) - 12 2 (D 
L 2 
on [0, oc), and let i, be the unzque value of 1 which maximizes h, (l) on 
[0, oo). Then ý, = ijlvý'c- and h, (i, ) = hi(ii). 
3. For all 0<c< 1ý the limiting optimal acceptance rate a'(l, ) =: 0.234 
(to three dectmal places). 
Proof: Described in section 4.4.3. F-1 
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4.4.1 Theoretical Implications 
The main theoretical implication of Theorem 4.4.1 is that for each fixed one- 
dimensional component of X', the sequence of one-dimensional processes t 
converge weakly to the appropriate Langevin diffusion as d --ý oo. This weak 
convergence in equation (4.17) is based on the Skorokhod topology and is 
described by Ethier and Kurtz [28]. 
Though the weak convergence result is proved only for the first component 
Ud of the sped up process Xd'ý in Theorem 4.4.1 without loss of generality, t [d t] I 
the same result is valid for other components of the d-dimensional process. As 
stated by Roberts et al [58], the process consisting of the first n components 
of Xd ", [d tj converges to a collection of n independent processes, each 
distributed 
according to the appropriate Langevin diffusion. 
The function h, (1) in equation (4.18) is referred to as the speed measure 
of the limiting Langevin diffusion. This speed measure, which is defined in 
equation (4.20), is proportional to the mixing rate, i. e. the rate of traversing 
the state-space of the Markov chain. Hence, it suffices to maximize this 
measure to achieve the fastest possible convergence for the Markov chain or 
to optimize the efficiency of the MH algorithm. 
4.4.2 Restriction on Target Scaling Terms 
Equation (4.19) introduces a limiting constraint on the scaling terms of the 
target distribution in the sense that none of the terms [Od] -2,1 <i<d, is i-- 
significantly smaller than others. This also means that no component of the 
target distribution converges significantly faster than others, which makes the 
target behave somewhat like a distribution with independent and identical 
components asymptotically. 
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The target scaling terms constraint defined by equation (4.19) assumes 
that [0'11-' is the smallest scaling term. This, however, does not necessarily 
hold always, in which case [Od -2 can become the asymptotically smallest n+11 
scaling term, and the constraint equation (4.19) should be redefined based 
on it. Then the limiting value of the constraint will be taken care of by the 
jVd[Od ]-2 matching term I n+1 
in the denominator. 
The effect of the significantly smaller scaling term can be explained as 
follows. If [0d]-2 
I is significantly smaller than all other terms, then based on 
the first constraint of equation (4.10), a has to be defined such that a>A,, 
which can make d' > (dAi, Aridd-li), 2<j<n, 1<i<m. This implies 
I --+ 0 as d -+ oc in equation (4.21), which is not desirable. On the other 
hand, if [od+l]-2 is significantly smaller, then based on the second constraint n 
of equation (4.10), a has to be defined such that dOL > A(ldd^", which can 
make d' > (dAi, Xidd-li), I<<n, 2<i<m. In this case, I in equation 
(4.21) will depend only on the (n + 1)" scaling term and the effects of the 
other scaling terms will be ignored. 
4.4.3 Proofs for Asymptotic Optimal Proposal Scaling 
Preliminaries for Proof of Theorem 4.4.1: Since the first component 
of the d-dimensional process Xd is analyzed for convergence in the setting of 
the partial update strategy, the probability and expectation operators con- 
ditional on selecting this component for update should be defined in general. 
So, for any random variable X and for any subset ACR, let 
d- i), P*(X (E A) = P(X (E Ajxj - 
and 
d E*[X] = E[XIX, 
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It is important to note that if the ith component is selected for update, 
i. e. when Xd=i it actually gets updated only with the MH acceptance iI 
probability Od. 
Let Gd be the discrete-time generator of the d-dimensional Markov pro- 
cess Xd, and let V be an arbitrary test function of the first component only 
such that VE CýO (the space of infinitely differentiable functions on compact 
support). Then Gd can be expressed as 
GdV(X d) 




where7rdis the d-dimensional target distribution as in equation (4.2), and the 
expectation is taken with respect to the proposal distribution. Conditional 
on selecting the first component for update, 
d) d= (V(yd) _ V(Xd)) 
7d (yd) d GdV(X d'P (X I 1)E IA 7rd (Xd) 
X1 
+dO, PO( d= 0)]E (V(yd) _ V(Xd)) IA 
7rd (yd) 
xdo 1 7Td (Xd) II- 
If the first component is not selected for update, i. e. when Xd=o, then 1 








where Cd = P(X 
d= 1) is the probability of selecting the first component 1 
for update and is equal to the proportion of the target components being 
selected for update. 
The generator of the one-dimensional Langevin diffusion in equation (4.17) 
for an arbitrary test function VE CýO can be expressed as 
GV(xi) = 2el 
2(D 
i 




where the terms c, 1 and I are defined as before. 
Proof of Theorem 4.4.1: The proof of Theorem 4.4.1 is based on the 
proofs to follow. These proofs are in turn based on Theorem 8.2 of Chapter 
4 in Ethier and Kurtz [28] which states conditions for a general sequence 
of processes to converge to a Markov process. According to this theorem, 
for a finite dimensional distributions of a sequence of processes to converge 
weakly to a Markov process, it is sufficient to verify C1 convergence of their 
generators. Corollary 8.6 of Ethier and Kurtz [28] provides further conditions 
for the sequence of processes to be relatively compact, and thus to achieve 
this weak convergence. With regard to one of the conditions, as stated by 
Bedard [4], it can be verified that the space of infinitely differentiable func- 
tions with compact support C, 00 is an algebra that strongly separates points. 
The Markov process of the MH algorithm starts with Xd ' 7d, the target 0 
distribution, and by assuming stationarity, Xd ' 7d Vt>0. Therefore, to t 
ensure relative compactness, it can be shown that E* [(GdV 
(Xd))2] is bounded t 
by some constant for all d>1 by applying a method similar to the proof of 
Lemma 4.4.5, where Gd is the generator of the sped up Markov process of 
the MH algorithm. 
The proofs presented in this study are similar in structure to the proofs 
of the Random Walk Metropolis algorithm presented by Neal and Roberts 
[53], in which the uniform convergence of the d-dimensional generator of a 
sequence of processes to the generator of the limiting Langevin diffusion is 
proved. However, in the present context uniform convergence cannot be used 
because of non-identical components, so L' convergence of various results is 
proved. 
The generator G in equation (4.25) of the limiting Langevin diffusion 
is written in terms of arbitrary test function V which can be any smooth 
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function. As the limiting process obtained is a diffusion, and g(x) is Lipschitz 
continuous, according to Theorem 2.1 of Chapter 8 in Ethier and Kurtz [28], 
it follows that the set of infinitely differentiable continuous functions C' is C 
the core for this generator. Therefore, C' convergence of generators is proved 
for functions belonging to this set instead for all functions in the domain of 
the generators. 
Let a realization of the Markov chain be xd= 
(X dIxdx d) for d>I 12d 
and x" ::::::: 
(3"- 
11 X2) ... 
). For the asymptotic analysis, define the sequence of 
sets jFd CRdd> 11 as 
Id 
F Xd. d)2 d, w", E g, (xi dc, i=2 dcl/8 
Xd; 
1 
// d) +1 < n-g (Xi dc, i=2 dcl/8 
1d 
n Xd; _Egi(Xd)4 < d2a 
i=2 
i dcI/8 
Fd,, nFd, 2nFd, 3 
(let) 
I 
where I is defined in equation (4.21) of Theorem 4.4.1. 




d-oo [d 8] 
E Fd, k) 0<8<t 
and, hence, 
liM lp (Xd 0, sl C [d 
Fd, 0<S< t) 
d-+oo 
where Xd[dc,,,, is the sped up process as tn equahon 
(4.26) 
Proof: The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma A. 1 of Neal and Roberts 
[53] with replacing (d - 1) by d' for a>0.0 
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According to Lemma 4.4.3, the process Xd ", converges in [d tj probability 
into the set Fd in the limit, and therefore, when analyzing the convergence 
of the first component, attention should be restricted to realizations of the 
Markov chain xdE Fd - 
As mentioned before, the proof of Theorem 4.4.1 follows from the L' 
convergence of the generators in the limit, i. e. 
lim E*[lGdV(X d) - GV(XJ)l] ----> 0, d---+oo, XdeFd 
which is proved through the following series of proofs. 
Lemma 4.4.4 For any funchon V (E Ccoo I 






dd21 d), liM 07dd'E*[Z, (V(Yý) - V(xl»] ---> 1V (X, (4.28) d---+oo, Xd C Fd 
where Z, Zs the standard normal random variable. 
Proof: The increment of the first component conditional on selecting it for 
d=I 
update, i. e. when X, , with the 
Gaussian proposal is 
yd_ d= 
1 
1 xi 07d 
Zl = de, /2 
Z,. 
d By applying the Taylor's theorem at xj, 
V(yd) _ V(Xd) VI(Xd) 
(07d Zl 
+ VI/ (xd 
21) 
(07d ZI )2 +6 V/l/ (Wl) (Od Zl )3 
for some W, lying between xd and Yjd. Taking conditional expectations on 1 
both sides, 
d1 ff d) 
12 




_ V(Xd»] VI(Xd 
12 
g21. E* OrdE* [Z, (V(Y 1 1) de, 1 
Hence, equations (4.27) and (4-28) are proved in the limit. 11 
Lemma 4.4.5 For any function VC C', let c 
GdV(X d) = 
lCl2VII(Xl 







Bd (= Bd (X ii (4.29) 
i=2 
and liMd-oo Cd ---ý C. Since oz > 0, as defined in equation (4.10), then 
lim E*[lGdV(X d) - 
ÜdV (Xd) 1] ___. > 0. (4-30) d, oo, XdeFd 
Proof. The generator of X' with the partial update strategy is 




Since V is a function of the first component only, Y' can be decomposed 
into (Y, ', Y'-). As the scaled components of the target distribution are 
independent but not identical as in equation (4.2), the generator becomes 
df (oidyd) 
G d) = d'c Yd 
(V(yd) _ V(Xd) Y- IAIJ 
i dV(X X )E* d poýxq) 
which can be expressed as 
GdV(X d) d' [(V(yd) _ V(Xd) 
)E*d- [1 A ehd(Z)]] CdE*y1d y 
where 
[g(Xd + Xd d)] hd (Z) : -- 1 jUdZ) - 9(Xi + 
Bd 




As described by Breyer and Roberts [14], if h(z) is a differentiable func- 
tion on R, then the function f (z) ý-4 11A eh(z) I is also differentiable, except 
at a countable number of points, with derivative given Lebesgue almost ev- 





) if h 




0) if h (z) > 0. 
The inner expectation of equation (4-31) can be expanded as follows: condi- 









Expanding the function -y(z) according to the Taylor's series about 0, 
-y (Z) ---:: d1Ae 
hd(0) 
y11 
+ZEy*d- [ý7d91(X d)ehd(0) ;h 1d 
(0) < 01 
Z2 (gil (Xd + gl(Xd W)2)ehd(W) +2Ey d- lUd 1+ 07dW) 1+ 07d ; hd(W) < 01) 
where for every xdcR there exists aW that lies between 0 and z. Note 1 
that with equation (4-32), hd(O) = Bd, Substituting the above expansion 




_ V(Xd)) GdV(X d'CdE* 11 
x ýE* d- 
[1 
A ehd(O)] y 
+Z, E* d- [O'dgl (X 
d)ehd(0) 
; hd 





[U 2 (gil (Xd + UdW) 
2yd1 
1d)eh, 1 (W) +g (XI + 07d W)2 ; hd(W) < 0] 
l] 
- 
Expanding the above equation partially, 
d) [V(yd) _ V(Xd GdV(X 1)] E* [I 
AeBd] 
= dCdE* 1 
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d)E* Zl(V(yd) _ V(Xd» 
Bd +d'CdO'dgl(Xi 
1111 
E* [e ; Bd < 01 
y1d 
[(V(yd) 
_ V(Xd)) +d"CdE* 11 
Z 
12 2 (gll (Xd x E* d- lo-d 1+ 07dW) 2y 
1d 2)ehd(W) +g (XI + 07dw) ; hd(W) < 0]1 - 
Substituting equations (4.27) and (4.28) of Lemma 4.4.4 into the above equa- 
tion, 
GdV(X d) =1 Cd 12 Vil (Xd )E*[l Ae 
Bdl + Cd 12g1(Xd)VI(Xd )E* [eBd ; 








[0- 2 (gil (Xd 
yd+ 07dW) 
1d W)2)ehd(W) +g (Xi + 07d ; hd(W) < 011) 
which according to the definition of this Lemma for finite dimensions implies 
d) (Xd) a (V(yd) _ V(Xd» 
Z 
12 GdV(X ÜdV +d yd 11 CdE* 2 
xE* d- 
[07 2 (gil (Xd + O-dW) yd1 
1d W)2) e 
hd(W) 
+g (Xi + 0-d ; hd(W) < 01] - 
Thus, 
d) (Xd) 1]= (V(yd) _ V(Xd» 
Z12 
E*[lGdV(X - 
ÜdV E* d'CdE*yld 
1112 
XE* d- 
[0- 2 (gil (Xd + 07dW) yd1 
1d W)2)ehd(W) +g (Xl + 0-d ; hd(W) < 01 
(4.34) 
By Taylor's theorem, we have 
2 
(V(yd) 11 E* V (Xd)) 
Zl 
I Z31 
1 :5 sup I V'(al) I Td,,, 12E* 1 2 alER 
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and 
d< lgf(Xd)l + SUP 
I 
E* lg'(Xi + O'dW) I-1 
a2ER 
I 
g" (a2 -12E*IWI 




a, 2eR ce12 
E* 1 Z' l' 











This implies that for some a>0, and for some constant 1, 
lim E*[lGdV (Xd) - 
ÜdV (Xd) 1] 
___. > 0. 
d--+c)o)XdeFd 
Hence, the Lemma is proved. D 
Lemma 4.4.5 states that, for all xd (E Fd, the generator Gd for Xd can be 
approximated by an equivalent generator Od in the limit d --ý oc. The gener- 
ator Od is similar in structure to the limiting generator G given by equation 
(4.25), except for the expressions E* [I Ae Bdj and E*[e Bd ; Bd < 0]. Therefore, 
to prove the convergence of the generator Od to the limiting generator G, it 
has to be shown that 
and 




d-+c)o, XdEFd 2 
lim E*[e 
Bd 






This is done through the following series of Lemmas, by first approximating 
Bd with a more convenient quantity Ad, and then proving the convergence. 
Lemma 4.4.6 Let 
d 





and liMd-,. Cd ' C, then for any c>0, 
"M P* (14 - CI 1> f) -ý 0, (4.36) d-00, XdeFd 
d 
where I Zs defined as in equation (4.21) and Xi is the partial update indicator 
as M equation (4.12). 
Proof: Define 
d 
Rd(== Rd (Xd)) 1: gl(Xd)2. (4.37) 
d i=2 
By Proposition 4.4.13, 
lim P* Rd -I> 6) 
dýoo, xd E Fd 
for some c>0. The expectation Of Ad conditional on selecting the first 
component for update is 
E* [Ad] ": 
Cdd -I Rd- 
d-I 
For all xdG Fd and with triangle inequality, 
Ad - CI 
1 
-< 
1 Ad - E* 
[Ad] 1+ JV [Ad] 
- cRdl + 1cRd - CII- (4.38) 
With Lemma 4.4.3 and Proposition 4.4.13, 
liýý [JE* [Ad] - cRdl + 1cRd - CI 
1] 
----> 0- 





X'Xig'(X' (X i 
i=2 j=2 











(Cdd 1) (Cdd - 
2E 
E gf(Xd)2gl(Xd)2 





- 2) 2 
(d 1)(d 2) 
Rd 
(Cdd 
-1)(1 - Cd)d id +y d)l 














Thus, it follows that 
lim E* [(Ad- E*[Adl )2] _ý O> 
d-oo, XdeFd 
and with Chebyshev's inequality, 
lim P*(IAd- E*[Adl I> 6) '0 
d--+oo, Xd E Fd 
for some E>0. Since the left hand side of equation (4.38) is bounded by the 
first term on the right hand side in the limit, 
, im P*(lAd - CII > 6) ---> d-00, XdeFd 
Hence, the Lemma is proved. 0 
Lemma 4.4.7 Let 
Wd g1l (Xd) (yd _ Xd 
2 C12 d)2 
d(= W 
(Xd)) =Ei d 
i=2 
2z j) + 2da 9 
(xi (4-39) 
andliMd, oo Cd --+ c. Then, 
lim E*[lWdll -ý 0- 
d-oo, XdeFd 
Proof: According to the Jenson's inequality, E*[IWdl]' < E*[Wd]. Squaring 
Wd and applying conditional expectation, 
2] 
dd 'gli(Xd)(yd 
_ Xd)2 + 









C12 I d)2 







- 1)(Cdd - 2) 
14 
E -9 (X. 3 
(i=24 
(d - 1) 




lgll(Xd)gll(Xd (Cdd -1) (Cdd - 2) 
14 
EE--i) 




- 1) 12 
9 It (x d)gl(Xd)2 
C12 
(d - 1) da 2dc, 
t, 214 ý)2gl(Xý)2 + 4d2ce g, (X, j 
= Wd, I+ Wd, 2 (let). 
Also, let 
2 
C (Xd)) ý12 
d 
ff d) d)2 Wd, 
3(: -- 
Wd, 
3 -a 1: (g (Xi +g (xi 2d . =2 
It can be seen that 
IiM SUP I Wd, 2 - Wd, 31 --+ 0- 
d-oo, Xd E Fd 
By the definition of the set Fd in equation (4.26), and for oz > 01 
lim SUP I Wd, 31 --ý 0 
d-oo, XdEFd 
Since g" is bounded, and with a>0, 
lim SUP I Wd, 1 
d-oo, Xd E Fd 
which implies 
2] 
__> lim E* [Wý 
d---+oo, XdeFd 
Therefore, with Jenson's inequality, 
lim E*[lWdl] ---> 0. 
d, oo, XdeFd 
Hence, the Lemma is proved. F 
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Lemma 4.4.8 Let 
d 
d) E gl(Xd)(yd Xd) _ 
C12 
gl(Xd)2 Ad(= Ad(X 
i=2 
iii 2da i 
(4.40) 
then 




d-+oo, Xd E Fd 
where Bd is defined as in equahon (4.29). 
Proof- Expanding Bd according to the Taylor's series, 
d 
dd Bd Elg(yi)-g(xi)] 
i=2 
d) d) (yd 
[gl 
(Xd) (yd 
_i_ Xd)2 +1 
///(Wd)(yd 
_ Xd)3 = 
i=2 
ii xi +2g (x i 69 
for some Wd lying between xd and yd ii j- . By Proposition 2.2 of Roberts et al 
[58], the function f (x) ý--+ [I A ex] is Lipschitz continuous with coefficient 1, 
which means 
A eAd] _ [I A eBd] 
I 
:! ý jAd- 
BdI V Ad, Bd- 
Conditional on selecting the first component for update, and applying expec- 
tation to both sides of the above equation, 
A eAd] A eBd]ý] < E*[IAd - 
BdIl 
= 
62 (let) (4.41) d 
(d - 1) dd3 E*[IWdl]+suplg (a)l E* [I Y2' - 12ý 
aER 6 
]E*[IWdl] + sup Ig /// (a) I 
(d -1) (Cdd - 1) 
13 
]E* [I Zj 13]. 
aER 6 (d - 1) 
d3a/2 
Since g.. is bounded, and with Lemma 4.4.7 and a>0, 
lim E* [1 [1 A eAd] _ [I A eBd] --4 Jd 
d--+c)o, XdEFd 
Hence, the Lemma is proved. D 
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; Ad < 0] - 
[e Bd 
; Bd < 0] --+ d-oo, XdC: Fd 
111 11 
Proof: Let 
jd(:: = jd(Xd» = 
Ad < [eBd [e ; Ad ; Bd < 
lf (Ad, Bd) > 0, then 
I Jdl=O< lAd 
- Bdl) 





I< jAd- Bdl- 
Therefore, as stated by Neal and Roberts [531, 
IP* (I Jd I> 6d) :5 IP* (I Ad - 
Bd I ý! 6d) + P* (I Ad I< 6d) (4.42) 
with Jd defined as in equation (4.41) of Lemma 4.4.8. By applying Markov's 
inequality for the first term on the right hand side of equation (4.42), and 
using definition Of 6d) 
P*(IAd- Bd I 
-ýý 
6d) <I E*[IAd- Bd 11 :: -- 6d 6d 
Since 6d --+ 0 in the limit, 
lim P*(IAd- Bd I ý-ý 6d) 
d--+c, o, XdEFd 
Now, for the second term on the right hand side of equation (4.42), the 
variable Adis normally distributed as 
(_ 
C12 
Ad rl. ý N -Rd) 12 Ad 2 
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where Rd and Ad are defined as in equations (4.37) and (4.35) respectively. 
Therefore, 
6d+ ý21-2Rd )2 Rd 6d + ý21- 
2 I :! ý 6d) -2 Ad V/1 2 Td 
By the definition of the set Fd in equation (4.26), and using Proposition 
4.4.13 and Lemma 4.4.6, 
lim E* (1) 
(ý6d 
+ ý2-12Rd)j (lvcýl) 
d--*oo, xdE , ý/ 
-12- Fd Ad2 
Thus, 
lim P*(IAd I< 6d) 
d-+oo, XdEFd 
Therefore, equation (4.42) in the limit becomes 
lim P* (I jd I> 6d) --4 0) 
d-+OO, Xd E Fd 
and with Markov's inequality, 
lim E* (I Jdl) -+ 0. 
d-oo, Xd E Fd 
Hence, the Lemma is proved. El 
Lemma 4.4.10 Let Ad be defined as Zn equation (4.40), then 
lim E*[l Ae 
Ad 
2 (1) vfc-i- 
d-oo, Xd E Fd 
and 
lim E* [e 
Ad 
; Ad < 01 --+ 4D 
i vfc-l- 
d-oo, XdEFd 
Proof: The variable Adis normally distributed as Ad- N(p, a') where 
C12 2= 12 






















The Lemma is proved by substituting for p and a in equations (4.43) and 
(4.44), and applying Lemma 4.4.6 and Proposition 4.4.13 in the limit for all 
dc Fd. El 
Now, with the proofs presented above, the convergence of the genera- 
tor Gd to the limiting generator G can be shown to complete the proof of 
Theorem 4.4.1. 
Theorem 4.4.11 For VE CcOO y 
liM E*[lGdV(X d) - GV(xi)l] -4 0, d-oc, XdeFd 
where Gd and G are defined in equations (4.24) and (4.25) respechvely. 
Proof- With Lemma 4.4.5, the generator Gd converges to the approximate 
generator Gd in the limit, i. e. 




With Lemmas 4.4.5 and 4.4.10, the approximate generator Od converges to 
the limiting generator G in the limit, i. e. 
liM E*[lÜd V(Xd) - GV(xi)l] ---> 0. d--->oo, XdeFd 
Therefore, the generator Gd converges to the limiting generator G in the 
limit, and hence, the theorem is proved. 0 
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Proposition 4.4.12 Let 
ci, =: lg(yj, ) -g(xj)], iE Ill .... nj. 
SMce Aj < oz, 
lim E*[lCjd 1] --+ 0. d, oo, XdeFd 
Proof- Proposition A. 2 of Bedard [4] El 
Proposition 4.4.13 Let Rd be defined as M equahon (4.37) and I as in 
equation (4.21), then 
lim P*(IRd -II d-+C, O, XdEFd 
for any E 
Proof: Splitting Rd between unique and repeating terms, and expressing it 
in terms of distribution function f as 
d) 2+ Xdgl (Xd) 2 
m 
Rd g (Xi da 
n2mf d) 2- 
[od] 2+ A(d [od] 2 
(Xi 






Substituting for the scaling terms [Oi']' from the scaling vector in equation 
(4.7), and taking conditional expectation on both sides of the above equation, 
nI d'i 
]E* f (Xq) 
) 21 
+m 
Xid d7i )21 
E* [Rd] =E -- E* f (Xd) do, K3 
ý 
do, Kn+i 
j=2 3 i=l 
1n the limit as d --ý oo, and with Aj < a, i. e. based on the constraint 
equation (4.10), the unique terms in the above equation jE 12,..., nj vanish. 
Therefore, 
lim E* [Rd] --, 
m Arid d'yi E* 




do, K,, +i 
f (Xd) 
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Since the components of the Markov chain are independent, and with the 
fact that Var*(X) < E*[X'I, the bound on the variance of Rd is given as 
m jVd 2-yi )41 
ýd Var*[Rdl 





By assumptions of Theorem 4.4.1, E* 
fl(Xd))4] 
is finite, and since Xd d 2-ýj < f(Xd) 
d 2ce 
lim Var* [Rd] --4 0. 
d, oo, Xd E Fd 
Therefore, with Chebychev's inequality and for some c 
P*(IRd - E* [Rd] I :? E) < 
Var* [Rd] 
62 
which in the limit implies 
lim P*(IRd -II 
d-+oo, Xd E Fd 
Hence, the proposition is proved. 0 
Proof of Corollary 4.4.2: According to equation (4.14), the average 
acceptance rate of the d-dimensional Markov chain of the MH algorithm with 
random walk increments, conditional on xd, and with an update fractionCd, 
is 






i 7d (Xd) 
With the definition of hd(z) as in equation (4.32) of Lemma 4.4.5, and con- 
ditional on the increment of the first component, let 
-y(z) = 
Eyd- 1A 7d 
(yd) 













; hd(0) < 01 yd- [07dgl(XJ 
Z2 (gil (Xd d W)2)Chd(W) +-Eýd- [U + UdW) + 91(X -h 
2yd+ 
07d id 
(W) < 01 
1 
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d where for every x, ER there exists aW that lies between 0 and z. Substi- 
tuting for the proposal variance O'd, 




hd(0) +ZEyd- 9 (X )e - hd (0) <0 dc, /2 1 
Z2 12 +-E* d- _ (gli (Xd + gdW) + gl(Xd + O'd W)2)ehd(W) ; 
hd(W) <0 
2y dc, 11 
Applying limits on both sides of the above equation, and considering the fact 
that hd (0)= Bdwith equation (4.32), 
Bd (Z) lim Eyd- e d-oo, x C-Fd d---+oo, XdeFd 
11 
With Lemmas 4.4.8 and 4.4.10, 
Cd (1) 
= lim ad lim -ý(Z) 
d--+oo, x dE Fd d---+oo, XdEFd 
HM E*d- lAe Ad] --+ 2(D 
I VC-1 





Hence, the asymptotic acceptance rate is given as 
Id (1) 
1 vfc-i 
lim ad d(l) = 24D - (4.45) d--+oo, XdEFd 2 
The speed measure of the limiting Langevin diffusion in Theorem 4.4.1 given 
by equation (4.20) is 




This speed measure has to be maximized to obtain the fastest possible con- 
vergence of the Markov chain. The optimal scaling of the MH algorithm 
corresponds to maximizing this speed measure. 
The value of ii that maximizes hi (1) is 
arg max [h, (1) arg max 212 (p 
i 
,ff2.38 







= VI I, 
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The value of i, that maximizes h, (1) is 
[c 
= arg max [h, (1)] = arg max 2C12 4D 




11(2 VJI I 
Thus, i, = 
ijlý, Fc and h, (i, ) = hi(li). 
Therefore, the asymptotic optimal acceptance rate ac(ic) = 0.234 is ob- 
tained by substituting the value of ic into equation (4.45). 0 
4.4.4 Practical Implications 
For efficient implementation of the partial update MH algorithm for high 
dimensional target distributions with independent and non-identical compo- 
nents as in equation (4.2), and when no scaling term of the scaling vector 
[ad] -2 is significantly smaller than others, and for a particular value of the 
parameter a, based on Corollary 4.4.2 the proposal scaling 0-d should be 
tuned, i. e. a value should be set for the constant 1 in equation (4.9), such 
that the algorithm's average acceptance rate is close to 0.234. The conclu- 
sions of Theorem 4.4.1 and Corollary 4.4.2 differ from those presented by 
Roberts et al [58] only in the values chosen for the proposal scaling. 
The relation hc(ic) = hi((j) of Corollary 4.4.2 implies that the maximum 
speed measure of the limiting Langevin diffusion is same for the full and 
partial update strategies. Therefore, the optimal efficiency of the partial 
update MH algorithm with the Gaussian proposal and with independent and 
non-identical target components does not depend on the update proportion c. 
The asymptotic acceptance rate of 0.234 corresponds to the optimal efficiency 
of the partial update MH algorithm as well as the full update MH algorithm. 
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4.5 Simulation Study 
A simulation study is performed to demonstrate the validity of the theoretical 
results presented earlier for the optimal proposal scaling of the proposed 
partial update MH algorithm. Multidimensional target distributions with 
independent and non-identical components of the form in equation (4.2) are 
considered, and the asymptotic optimal efficiency result, which relates to the 
algorithm's acceptance rate, with the Gaussian proposal is shown to hold 
even in finite dimensions to a reasonable extent. 
A relevant measure must be selected to quantify the efficiency of the 
Markov chain generated by simulating the partial update MH algorithm. In 
this simulation, the first-order efficiency as defined and used by Roberts and 
Rosenthal [61] is used as a measure of efficiency in finite dimensions. For a d- 
dimensional stationary Markov chain Xd' the first-order efficiency is defined 
[(Xý 
_ 
Xdl)2 as E t+l, l t, 
]. This efficiency measures the average squared jumping 
distance for the first component of the chain. 
As noted by Bedard [6], for a multidimensional Markov chain, the first- 
order efficiency is component specific. Since the components of the d-dimensional 
target distributions analyzed in this study are not identical, this first-order ef- 
ficiency, which should represent the efficiency of the Markov chain as a whole, 
might not be same for all the components. However, as stated in Theorem 
4.4.1, each of the d components of the time scaled Markov chain converge 
to an appropriate Langevin diffusion process with speed measure h, (1) as in 
equation (4.20) in the limit d --ý oo. The asymptotic optimal efficiency is 
then obtained by maximizing this speed measure, as presented in the proof 
of Corollary 4.4.2. As this limiting speed measure is common across all the 
d components, the differential effect of choosing any specific component over 
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others for the optimal efficiency analysis vanishes in the limit d ----> 00 as long 
as the target scaling terms satisfy the constraint equation (4.19). This also 
implies that all sensible efficiency measures in finite dimensions, such as the 
first-order efficiency, are asymptotically equivalent in the diffusion limit. 
4.5.1 Implementation 
Three target distributions with independent components differing in their 
scaling terms are considered for analyzing the sampling efficiency in this 
simulation study. The partial update strategy is implemented with different 
update proportions c= {1.0,0.75,0.5,0.251. Sampling of the Markov 
chains is done with the Gaussian proposal distribution for target dimen- 
sions d of 10 and 100 to represent low and high dimensions respectively in 
a relative sense. For each Markov chain, N- 20,000 samples are gener- 
ated after a burn-in samples of 1000. The simulation is analyzed by plotting 
the relationship between the first-order efficiency and the acceptance rate 
of specific components of the generated chains. For example, the first-order 




t+l, l t'011 
1 EN dd estimated by N i=ll(xi, l -x i_1,1)2], and its acceptance rate is estimated by 
1 Y: N 
N where 
llxi54xi-il 
I if Xi 7ý Xi-1, 
0 if Xi = Xi-1. 
The standard deviation of the proposal distribution is varied to obtain the 
efficiency relationship across a range of acceptance rates. 
The partial update MH algorithm proposed in this study, along with 
the simulation of the Markov chains for the three target distributions, and 
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the computation of their respective first-order efficiencies, is implemented in 
MATLAB 7.0.1. 
4.5.2 Results 
The first target distribution is the product of d standard normal components, 
i. e. 
d Xdý 
7rd (X d) oc 11 exp 
The components of this distribution are independent and identical with no 
component specific scaling. This distribution is considered to replicate the 
asymptotic optimal efficiency result of Neal and Roberts [53], and to serve 
as a benchmark case for other types of target distributions. The first-order 
efficiencies of the first component of this target distribution are plotted in 
figure 4.1 for dimensions of 10 and 100 for various update proportions. It can 
be seen that the maximum efficiency occurs at an acceptance rate close to 
the theoretical value of 0.234 for both low and high dimensions. For smaller 
update proportions, the variability of efficiency for low dimension is more 
prominent, which indicates that the corresponding chains have not converged 
properly, than for high dimension, for the same number of samples. This is 
because the number of components that get updated at each iteration for a 
low dimensional Markov chain with smaller update proportions are very few. 
This variability in efficiency can be reduced with more iterations. 
The second target distribution is the product of d independent and non- 
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Figure 4.1: Performance of the first component of the partial update 
MH algorithm for d-dimensional target distribution 7rd consisting of in- 
dependent and identical standard normal components. The results dis- 
played are for Markov chains of N= 20,000 samples, and for update 
fractions c 1.0,0.75,0.50, 0.251. Target distribution: 7rd 
(X d) 0C 
rid 
j=1 exp 
(_ 0.5 [Xd] 2 xi). 
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Figure 4.2: Performance of the first component of the partial update 
MH algorithm for d-dimensional target distribution 7Fd consisting of in- 
dependent and non-identical normal components. The results displayed 
are for Markov chains of N= 207 000 samples, and for update frac- 
tions c 11.0,0.75,0.50,0.251. Target distribution: 7rd 
(X d 0C 
fid [OdXd]2 
j., exp 0.5 x and the scaling terms: 
[od] - 2, [od] - 2, [Od] -21242 Nýd_ 2dd 12d 'rd-' 7d=) _727 
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All the scaling terms except one depend on the target dimension d. The 
first-order efficiencies for the first component for various update proportions 
are plotted in figure 4.2. The scaling term for this component decreases with 
increase in dimension d. For high dimension of 100, the maximum efficiency 
occurs at an acceptance rate close to the theoretical value of 0.234. This 
maximum efficiency acceptance rate also seems to hold for low dimension of 
10 and update proportions closer to 1.0. However, for low dimension and 
smaller update proportions, there appears to be a deviation of the maximum 
efficiency acceptance rate away from the usual 0.234. As can be seen from 
figure 4.2, for low dimension with partial updates, the chain has to be run 
with an acceptance rate smaller than 0.234 to achieve maximum efficiency. 
This is because of the specific scaling of for the first component. Therefore, 
for the second target distribution, high dimension or higher update fractions 
are needed to comply with the theoretical result. Similar to the case of the 
first target distribution in this simulation study, the variability of efficiency 
for low dimension and small update proportions is more prominent than for 
high dimension, for the same number of iterations. 
The third distribution is also a product of d independent and non-identical 
normal components with different scaling terms, and is specified as 
d 
7rd (X 
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Figure 4.3: Performance of the first component of the partial update 
MH algorithm for d-dimensional target distribution 7Fd consisting of in- 
dependent and non-identical normal components. The results displayed 
are for Markov chains of N= 20) 000 samples, and for update frac- 
tions c 11.0,0.75,0.50,0.251. Target distribution: 7rd 
(X d 0C 
rid [OdX4]2 exp 0.5 x and the scaling terms: 
[[01-2, [odi-2, 
... ' 
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Figure 4.4: Performance of the second component of the partial up- 
date MH algorithm for d-dimensional target distribution 7Fd consisting 
of independent and non-identical normal components. The results dis- 
played are for Markov chains of N= 20,000 samples, and for update 
fractions c= 11.0,0.75,0.50,0.251. Target distribution: 7rd 
(X d) cc 
fid [OdXd]2 
j=1 exp 
(_ 0.5 x and the scaling terms: 
[[odi-2, [od]-2, 
... ' 
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This distribution is considered to see the effect of the limiting constraint 
in equation (4.20) of Theorem 4.4.1, which implies that none of the target 
scaling terms should be significantly smaller than others. The first term 
d-0.75 of the scaling vector [E)dJ-2 becomes significantly small compared to 
other terms as d --4 oo. To visualize the effect of this term, the efficiencies of 
the first and second components of this third distribution are analyzed. 
The first-order efficiencies for the first component are displayed in figure 
4.3, and for the second in figure 4.4. For high dimension of 100, the accep- 
tance rate of the maximum efficiency point for the first component appears 
to occur closer to 0.3, whereas for the second component it occurs close to 
the theoretical value of 0.234. The deviation of the maximum efficiency ac- 
ceptance rate of the first component from the theoretical value is believed 
to be the result of the first scaling term violating the constraint in equa- 
tion (4.20). The second component, however, seems to perform according to 
the theoretical result. Different update proportions produce only marginal 
variations in the optimal efficiency acceptance rates. 
For low dimension of 10, the effect of constraint equation (4.20) is sig- 
nificantly reduced. In this case, depending on the type of scaling, the per- 
formance of the first component of the third distribution is similar to that 
of the first component of the second distribution in this simulation study, 
and the performance of the second component of the third distribution is 
similar to that of the first component of the first distribution. In general, for 
higher update proportions, the maximum efficiency acceptance rates of the 
two components of the third distribution occur close to the theoretical value 
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of 0.234, whereas for lower update proportions some deviations from the the- 
oretical value seem to occur. Also, for these components, the variability of 
efficiency for low dimension and small update proportions is more prominent 
than for high dimension, for the same number of iterations. 
Thus, for all the three types of target distributions considered in this 
simulation study and for high dimension of 100, different update proportions 
seem to have very little effect on the optimal efficiency acceptance rates of 
the partial update MH algorithm. 
4.6 Discussion 
The main theoretical conclusion of this study is that the asymptotic max- 
imum efficiency of the partial update MH algorithm, where only a fixed 
proportion of components selected at random are updated for each iteration 
of the Markov chain, with a Gaussian proposal and for a target distribu- 
tion that consists of independent and non-identical components, is achieved 
for a proposal scaling that corresponds to an acceptance rate of 0.234, As 
commented by Neal and Roberts [53], this asymptotic result of the MH algo- 
rithm appears to be robust to different kinds of modifications of the target 
distribution with independent and identical components. The second the- 
oretical conclusion is that this asymptotic maximum efficiency criterion is 
independent of the update proportion of the partial update MH algorithm. 
The optimal scaling theoretical results should be used with care as they 
are only asymptotic, i. e. they hold only in the limit of d --+ oo. For finite di- 
mensions, appropriate and sensible adjustments are necessary to achieve the 
maximum efficiency state of the MH algorithm. One conclusion that can be 
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drawn from the simulation study is that the independence of the update pro- 
portion on the efficiency behavior of the partial update MH algorithm seems 
to hold for dimensions of the order of d= 100 for target distributions with 
independent and non-identical components. This means that for such high 
dimensional distributions, one could rely on the theoretical results presented 
in this study for efficient implementation and benefit from the reduction in 
computational load due to partial updates. However, for dimensions of the 
order of d= 10, the optimal efficiency behavior seems to deviate away from 
the theoretical result. In that case, practitioners can find the acceptance rate 
that corresponds to the optimal performance through a simulated trial and 
error process. 
Also, note that the theoretical optimal results presented in this study 
are based on the theoretical acceptance rate of the MH algorithm, which is 
defined as the acceptance rate averaged with respect to the invariant distri- 
bution of its Markov chain. This theoretical acceptance rate can be different 
from the observed acceptance rate if the Markov chain is started with a dis- 
tribution other than its invariant distribution. This difference can also arise 
if the chain is run for a time that is too short. Therefore, the Markov chain 
of the MH algorithm should start and remain in stationarity with respect to 
its invariant distribution through out the sampling process for the theoretical 
results to hold. 
The fine tuning of the MH algorithm to the exact optimal efficiency theo 
retical acceptance rate is not necessary, as remarked by Roberts and Rosen- 
thal [62]. From figures 4.1-4.4, it can be seen that the efficiency plot is 
relatively flat around the acceptance rate of 0.234, which means that the 
maximum efficiency can be attained within an acceptable range of accep- 
tance rates. Therefore, the MH algorithms when run with acceptance rates 
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near to the values specified by their theoretical results will usually result in 
fairly good performance. 
4.7 Conclusions 
This study provides an asymptotic analysis for the optimal proposal scaling of 
the partial update MH algorithm that maximizes its efficiency for the target 
distributions consisting of independent and non-identical components. The 
partial update strategy selects a fixed proportion of components at random 
for update at each iteration of the Markov chain of the algorithm. For the 
analysis, the Gaussian proposal is chosen, and the independent components 
of the target distribution are scaled by scaling terms that are a function of 
the target dimension. 
The analysis suggests that the asymptotic optimal efficiency corresponds 
to the partial update MH algorithm's average acceptance rate of 0.234. This 
acceptance rate is same for both the partial and full update strategies, and 
hence, the optimal efficiency criterion is independent of the update propor- 
tion. This criterion, however, is subject to a constraint that no scaling term 
of the target scaling vector is significantly smaller than others. 
A simulation study is performed to validate the asymptotic optimal ef- 
ficiency results for finite dimensions. For the partial update MH algorithm, 
the theoretical optimal efficiency result holds for target dimensions of the 
order of 100. Different update proportions produce only marginal variations 
in the optimal efficiency acceptance rates. However, for target dimensions 
of the order of 10, the practical optimal efficiency point deviates away from 
that suggested by theory. 
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Chapter 5 
Conclusions & Future Work 
5.1 Conclusions 
In recent years, the rapid growth in credit markets, and the change in finan- 
cial regulatory policy, has fueled various advances in credit risk assessment 
processes. In this context, the research in this thesis presents some aspects 
of credit risk modeling and is composed of the following three topics. 
Chapter 2 describes a methodology for assessing the credit risk, or pric- 
ing the debt, of a financially leveraged firm. Hull et al [46] proposed the 
Merton [511 model in compound option framework to assess this risk using 
equity options. To reduce the model error in assessing credit risk, a two-scale 
stochastic volatility model is incorporated into the firm's assets process of this 
compound option framework in Chapter 2. The proposed methodology makes 
use of the approximate pricing formulation of the compound option with a 
two-scale stochastic volatility model which was derived by Fouque and Han 
[30] based on the asymptotic properties of the volatility driving processes. 
This methodology computes the firm's risk-neutral default probability, and 
the credit spread of the debt it issued, by making use of the implied volatility 
obtained from the options trading on the firm's equity. Empirical analysis is 
performed to compare the spreads produced by this methodology with those 
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of the market spreads. 
Chapter 3 describes a multiclass classification methodology that is used 
to predict the credit ratings of bonds based on the financial information of 
the issuing companies. A direct multiclass classification methodology based 
on a new type of nonlinearity is proposed in Chapter 3. This methodology 
uses relative entropy as its nonlinear discrimination measure. A constrained 
nonlinear optimization problem is formulated as its supervised learning al- 
gorithm. Experimental analysis is performed to compare the classification 
performance of this methodology with two other direct methods. 
When classifying large data sets, the dimensionality of the optimization 
problem for estimating the multiclass classifier can become so large that di- 
rect solution methods will require enormous memory. For such problems, a 
decomposition framework based on Benders decomposition is described, in 
which the large optimization problem is decomposed into smaller subprob- 
lems which are solved iteratively. 
Chapter 4 describes the Metropolis- Hastings (MH) algorithm [52] used 
to simulate multidimensional target distributions in credit risk modeling. 
The optimal proposal scaling policy for this algorithm that maximizes its 
efficiency is analyzed asymptotically. Neal and Roberts [53] presented an 
asymptotic analysis for the optimal proposal scaling problem of the MH 
algorithm with the partial update strategy, i. e. where only a fixed propor- 
tion of components selected at random are updated at each iteration of its 
Markov chain. This strategy will reduce the computational load of the algo- 
rithm compared to the full update strategy. Bedard [4] presented a similar 
asymptotic analysis for the MH algorithm for target distributions that consist 
of independent and non-identical components. 1n Chapter 4, an asymptotic 
analysis is provided for the optimal proposal scaling problem of the MH algo- 
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rithm that combines both these aspects, i. e. with the partial update strategy 
and for the target distributions consisting of independent and non-identical 
components. For this analysis, the Gaussian proposal is chosen, and the in- 
dependent components of the target distribution are scaled by scaling terms 
that are a function of the target dimension. A simulation study is performed 
to validate the asymptotic optimal efficiency results for finite dimensions. 
5.2 Future Work 
The aspects presented in this thesis could benefit from further research de- 
scribed in the following. The credit risk assessment methodology proposed 
in Chapter 2 assumes that the firm can default on its debt only at maturity. 
A more realistic scenario, which is often the case, is that a firm can default 
even before its debt matures. Therefore, it is worthwhile to incorporate this 
early default feature into the proposed methodology so that practitioners 
can assess credit risk more accurately. A possible approach to accomplish 
this is by pricing a compound option with an underlying barrier option with 
stochastic volatility for the underlying asset. 
One of the goals of fitting a stochastic volatility model to the firm's as- 
sets process in Chapter 2 is to achieve some form of model generalization and 
better adaptability to the market. Another possible way of achieving this is 
by assuming a jump-diffusion process for the firm's assets. A jump process 
produces properties that are not easily found in the pure diffusion processes; 
properties like sudden large random fluctuations, leptokurtic return distribu- 
tion due to the presence of outliers, and skewness of return distribution due 
to common downward outliers than upward outliers. ln this context, Zhu 
[78] used a jump-diffusion process for the firm's assets of the Merton [51] 
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model to evaluate corporate debt. Similarly, one can assess the credit risk of 
a firm with the compound option framework in Chapter 2 by considering a 
jump-diffusion process for the firm's assets. 
Support Vector Machine [19] is a binary classification method7 and its 
estimation depends on "support vectors" of the training set. According to 
Vapnik's [74] learning theory, the number of support vectors define the upper 
bound on the error probability of a training instance. So, from the theoret- 
ical perspective, the relative entropy multiclass classification methodology 
proposed in Chapter 3 can be further researched to identify the instances 
of the training set that are responsible for estimating the classifier through 
the training process. 1n doing so, one can theoretically compare different 
multiclass classifiers based on the error probability of a training instance. 
Another direction of research that is worth investigating regarding the 
multiclass classifier in Chapter 4 is incremental training. In some applica- 
tions, such as classifying the news topics as and when they arrive, or classify- 
ing the output of some process that is ongoing, the instances of the training 
set arrive one at a time. Whenever such a new instance is added to the 
training set, the proposed classification methodology in Chapter 3 repeats 
the training process with all the instances of the training set gathered until 
then, which is not an effective strategy. Therefore, if the training process is 
designed such that only incremental training needs to be carried out, avoid- 
ing retraining with the whole training set, then from the computational point 
of view, this incremental training feature will be very useful for practitioners 
dealing with such applications. 
The asymptotic optimal efficiency result of the MH algorithm deduced in 
Chapter 4 is subject to the constraint that no term of the scaling vector of 
the multidimensional target distribution is significantly smaller than other 
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terms. In reality, it is not uncommon for practitioners to face, a situation 
where one of the scaling terms is significantly smaller than others. In this 
context, Bedard [6] proposed an inhomogeneous proposal scaling framework 
where the target scaling terms are chosen from a predefined distribution. The 
resulting asymptotic acceptance rate is not independent of the target scaling 
terms anymore, and one has to resort to numerical optimization to obtain 
the maximal efficiency point. Therefore, from the theoretical perspective, 
exploring generalized theoretical results for target distributions with non- 
identical components in an unconstrained scaling terms setting would be an 
added advantage. 
The analysis presented in Chapter 4 is for the partial update MH algo- 
rithm with target distributions consisting of independent components. But 
practitioners often have to perform sampling from multidimensional distri- 
butions with correlated components. If the target correlated components are 
normally distributed, then one can perform an orthogonal transformation to 
make the components independent. However, this might not be an appropri- 
ate approach for non-normal components. Roberts and Sahu. [64] reported 
that highly correlated target distributions usually lead to slow mixing that 
will result in poor performance irrespective of the dimensionality of the up- 
dates. So, from the practical perspective, extending this study for correlated 
target distributions would be a significant contribution. 
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Appendix A 
Effective Volatility and Asymptotic 
Stochastic Volatility Pricing 
Effective Volatility: It is defined as the square-root of the expectation of 
the stochastic variance process with respect to the invariant distribution of 
the driving ergodic process, which is represented as 
VEI[or2 (y (A. 1) 
where a(Y, ) is the stochastic volatility driven by an ergodic process Y, and 
Ej[. 1 is the expectation with respect to the invariant or limiting distribution 
of Y'. 
For parameter estimation, based on the Birkhoff-Khinchin ergodic theo- 
rem, the time average volatility U2(Y, )ds for large t is considered as a t0 
good estimate for effective volatility. 
Birkhoff-Khinchin Ergodic Theorem: Let Y, be an ergodic process. 
Then according to the Birkhoff-Khinchin ergodic theorem [18], the time av- 
erage of a bounded function of this ergodic process f (Y, ) in the limit is 
lim (Y, ) ds] -- EI [f (Y, )], (A. 2) t-oo t0 
where Ej[. ] is the expectation with respect to the invariant distribution of 
the ergodic process Y,. 
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Invariant Distribution: It is the distribution that an ergodic process fol- 
lows in the limit of time. As an example, let Y, be a mean-revertIng Ornstein- 
Uhlenbeck (OU) process defined by the stochastic differential equation 
dY, = a(m - Y, )dt + OdW, (A-3) 
where a is the rate of mean reversion, m is the long-run mean level, 0 is the 
volatility and W, is a standard Brownian motion. It can be seen that Yt is 
normally distributed as 




The invariant distribution of Yt, which is obtained with the limit t --+ 00, is 
N(m, v'). This distribution does not depend on the state of Yt. When V is 
fixed, the limits t --ý oc and oz --ý oo are equivalent in terms of distributional 
properties. 
Pricing with Deterministic Time-Dependent Volatility: In this case, 
the volatility of an asset process is a predefined deterministic function of 
time. The stochastic differential equation for an asset process X, with such 
a volatility in a risk-neutral setting is 
dX, = rX, dt + o-(s)X, dW,, (A. 4) 
where r is the risk-free interest rate and W, is a standard Brownian motion. 
The solution to this differential equation is 
It 
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The root-mean-square (RMS) volatility O'RMS is deterministic since the volatil- 
ity a(s) is a deterministic function of time. 
Pricing simple derivatives on the asset process Xt involves using the stan- 
dard valuation frameworks, like that of the Black & Scholes [10], with the 
deterministic RMS volatility (7RMS. For example, the price of an European 
call option at time t with strike K and expiry T, and when the underlying 
asset process X, takes the value x, is 
C (t, x) = CBS (t, x; K, T) 07RMS) ý (A. 7) 
whereCBS(. ) is the constant volatility Black-Scholes [101 call option valuation 
formula. 
Pricing with Asymptotic Stochastic Volatility: In this case, the volatil- 
ity of an asset process is driven by another diffusion. When the volatility 
of the asset process X, is driven by an OU process Y, the set of stochastic 
differential equations in a risk-neutral setting is 
dXs rX, dt + u(Y, )X, dW, 1, (A. 8) 
dY, [a(m - Y, ) - OA(Y, )]dt + OdW, 
2, (A. 9) 
dW'dW2= pdt, 
where r is the risk-free interest rate, W' and W' are the two standard Brow- sS 
nian motions and p is the correlation constant between them. a is the rate 
of mean reversion, m is the long-run mean level, 0 is the volatilitY of the 
OU 
process. A(Y, ) is the market price of volatility risk, which is assumed to 
be 
chosen appropriately. Based on the derivation of Fouque et al 
[31], the asset 
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t 
0 t= 
exp s)2 ds+pf -(Y 2) (A. 12) p0o dWý, 2 
2=1f (I 
_ P2)a(y RMS 
0 
)2 ds. (A. 13) t0 
Here, the RMS volatility ý7RMS is a random variable since the volatility u(Y. ) 
is a stochastic process. 
For one realization of the volatility process {Y, = yj, pricing derivatives 
on the asset process Xt is similar to that of the deterministic case as in 
equation (A. 7), i. e. the price of an European call option is 
C (t, x, y) = CBs (t, ýt x; K, T, OrRMS) 1f ys -Y1ý (A. 14) 
where ýt is defined by equation (A. 12) and CBSG) is the constant volatility 
Black-Scholes [10] call option valuation formula. With stochastic volatility, 
the price of this call option is an average over different volatility realizations, 
i. e. 
0 t0 
C(t) X) CBS t, &x; K, T, 
ft 
g2(Y, )ds) (A. 15) 
1n the large time limit (t -ý oc), this price becomes 
HM C(ti X) CBS t, &x; K, T lot al(Y, )dsi) (A. 16) 
t 00 tia 
[t 
According to the Birkhoff-Khinchin ergodic theorem in equation (A. 2), and 
the definition of effective volatility 0- in equation (A. 1) 1 
lt 
OF2 2 (y lim -0 (Y, ) ds] = EI [u 9)] =u23 (A. 17) t oo t 
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where E, [. ] is the expectation with respect to the invariant distribution of 
Y. Using this relation, the European call option price in the large time limit S 
(t --+ oc) in equation (A. 16) becomes 
liM C(t, X) = CBS (t, &x; K, T, ü). t> oo (A. 18) 
As mentioned earlier, for the OU process, the large time limit (t --ý oo) 
is equivalent to the large a limit (a --+ oo). Hence, in the large a limit, 
the price of an European call option with the OU stochastic volatility model 
becomes 
liM C(t, X) -- liM C(t, X) CBS (t, ýtx; K, T, ü). (A. 19) 
a---+oo t-oo 
This price does not depend on any particular realization of the volatility 
process at time t. 
If one considers a stochastic volatility model with extremely fast mean 
reversion, then the standard constant volatility Black & Scholes [10] pricing 
framework with effective volatility can be considered as a good approximation 
for derivative prices. However, for fast but finite mean reversion, the Black 
& Scholes [10] option valuation formula has to be corrected for the stochastic 
volatility setting to obtain a reasonable approximation. 
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Appendix B 
Multiscale Stochastic Volatility Model 
The multiscale stochastic volatility model proposed by Fouque et al [321 is 
described in the following. Let St be an asset price process with a constant 
rate of return p. The volatility for this process is another stochastic process 
that is driven by multiple diffusions of different time-scales. The two-scale 
stochastic volatility model in which the volatility process at is a combination 
of an Ornstein- Uhlenbeck (OU) process Yt and another diffusion process Zt 
under physical probability measure P is specified as 
dSt pStdt + o-tStdWto, (B. 1) 
ut f (yt, zt), (B. 2) 
dYt a(m - Yt)dt + vvl-2adWtl, (B -3) 
dZt Jc(Zt)dt + v/J-g(Zt)dWt2, (B. 4) 
where (WO, W,, W, 2) are correlated standard Brownian motions with cross- 
variations 
d0 Wt'dWtl pidt, 
dWtodWt2 P2dt, 
dWt'dWt2 Pl2dt, 





The first volatility driving OU process Yt is mean-reverting around its 
long-run mean m, with a rate of mean reversion a>0, and has a volatility- 
of-volatility of v\12-a. The invariant distribution I of Yt is normal N(M, V2), 
and it is independent of the mean reversion rate oz. Under this distribution, 
the autocorrelation of Yt is 
F (B-8) 
With large a, as assumed by Fouque et al [321, the process Yt decorrelates 
exponentially fast on the I/a time-scale which makes it the fast volatility 
factor or the short time-scale. 
The second volatility driving process Zt is a general diffusion which evolves 
on the 1/6 time-scale. Fouque et al [32] assumed a small J to make Zt a slow 
volatility factor or long time-scale. 
Generally, the speed of a volatility factor is inferred by comparing its 
time-scale with the expiry time of the derivative contract framed on the 
asset process under consideration. 
Mathematically, the coefficient functions c(. ) and g(. ) of Zt are assumed 
to be smooth and bounded. The volatility function f (. ) is assumed to be 
bounded and bounded away from zero. 
Applying the Girsanov theorem [68] to the two-scale stochastic volatility 
model in equations (B. 1)- (13.4) will transform it to a model under risk-neutral 
probability measure P* as 
dSt = rStdt + o-tStdWto*, (B. 9) 
ut =f (Yt , Zt) 5 
(B. 10) 
d Yt =[a (m - Yt) -v -A- ce A, (Yt, Zt) ] dt +v ýv72- ce d Wtl *, 
(B. 11) 
dZt = [öc(Zt) - -t, 
/6-g(Zt)A2 (yt 
ý Zt) 
] dt + vfö-g (Zt) dWt2*) (B. 12) 
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where (WtO*, Wtl*, Wt2*) are geometric Brownian motions with cross-variations 
defined in equations (B. 5)-(B. 7), and r is the risk-free interest rate. 
As described by Fouque et al [32], the combined market prices of volatility 
risk AI (Yt, Zt) and A2(yt, Zt) are assumed to be bounded such that the joint 
process (St, Yt, Zt) is Markovian. The presence of combined market prices of 
risk gives rise to (A,, A2) dependent family of equivalent risk-neutral mea- 
sures. For pricing derivatives with the stochastic volatility model defined 




Compound Option with Asymptotic 
Two-scale Stochastic Volatility 
A compound option is an option on an option on a base asset. As explained 
by Fouque and Han [30], the terminal payoff of a compound option depends 
on the value of the underlying option, which in turn depends on the volatil- 
ity level of the base asset. This property of the compound option payoff 
dependence on the volatility of the base asset is different from the payoff of 
a vanilla European option where the terminal payoff depends only on the 
value of its underlying asset. Since the compound options are sensitive to 
the level of the base asset volatility, their valuation becomes complex when 
this volatility is random or not directly observable in the market. 
Geske [40] derived a closed form solution for a compound option when 
the volatility of its base asset is assumed to be constant and is known. If one 
considers the two-factor stochastic volatility model proposed by Fouque et al 
[32] for the base asset, then two three-dimensional PDEs have to be solved 
to obtain the price of the compound option. The first PDE gives the price of 
the underlying option and the second gives the price of the compound option. 
Even if one wishes to solve these PDEs numerically, first all the necessary 
parameters and functions of the two-factor stochastic volatility model have 
to be specified completely -a task that is not straight forward. 
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Fouque et al [32] provided approximate price formulations for vanilla op- 
tions with the two-scale stochastic volatility model described in Appendix B. 
They applied singular perturbation technique with respect to the fast time- 
scale, and regular perturbation technique with respect to the slow time-scale, 
to obtain price corrections for options to account for stochastic volatility. The 
resulting approximation has an advantage of being independent of specific 
details like the parameters and functions of the stochastic volatility model. 
Later, Fouque and Han [30] used these techniques to derive an approximate 
price for a compound option with the two-scale stochastic volatility model 
in Appendix B for its base asset. The outline of this derivation is as follows. 
Let K, andTbe the strike and expiry respectively of an European style 
compound option, and let K2 and T be the strike and expiry respectively of 
its underlying vanilla European option. Also, let UO (t, x; KI, K2, T, T, a) be 
the Geske's [40] closed form price of the European style compound option 
at time t. The base asset process has a constant volatility a and takes the 
value x at time t. According to Fouque and Han [30], the approximate price 
of this compound option at time t with the asymptotic two-scale stochastic 
volatility model is 
Usv = Uo(t, x; Ki, K2, -F, T, 07)+Ul(t, x; Ki, K2, -F, T, ü) 
+u2(t, x; Ki, K2, -r, T, ü), (C. 1) 
where UO (t, x; K1, K2, T, T, &) is the compound option closed form price with 
constant effective volatility a-, U, (. ) and U2 (. ) are the first and second price 
corrections respectively which are defined in the following. 
The first price correction U, (. ) has an explicit form which is 
U, (t, x; Ki, 
K2, -F, T, ü) = (7- - t) (AE + 85) Uo (t, x; Ki, 







X -aX2 + V3f X- (C. 3) Ox jqX2 
vo + Vlx (C. 4) Ou 09X Oa 
V6 V6 V' V3' are the parameters that depend on the market prices of volatil- '0 7 11 21 
ity risk, a(- 1/c) corresponds to the short or fast time-scale, and J corre- 
sponds to the long or slow time-scale. 




(&) U2 (t, x; Ki, K2, T, T, &) =0 (C. 5) 
with the terminal condition 
U2 (7», x; Ki, K2, -F, T, ü) = 
(T -T) 11Po(-r, x; K2, T, ü): -L-Ki 1 (X + Z35) Po (-r, x; K2, T, ü), (C. 6) 
where 1{. l is the indicator function. The Black-Scholes operator f-BS(-) in 
equation (C-5) is defined as 
LBS(f (Y)) :: -- 
(9 +If (Y) 
2x2 
02 
+r X0 -. 
), 
(C. 7) at 2 jqX2 
( 
ax 
where r is the risk-free interest rate. PO (-r, x; K2, T, o-) in equation (C. 6) is 
the price of the underlying option of the compound option. 
For ease of parameter calibration, Fouque and Han [301 derived an ex- 
pression which relates the sum of the first and second compound option price 
corrections to the implied compound volatility 1', 6 and the effective volatility cc 
o- as 
[ÜI 
(t, X; Kl, K2, _F, T+ U2 (t , x; Ki, 
K2, -T, T, 
auo 
x (t, x; Ki, K2, -T, T, (C. 8) 
laor 1-1 
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Similar to the implied volatility of a vanilla option, 'the implied compound 
volatility is defined as the volatility of the base asset that is backed out ,C 
from a known compound option pricing formula using the options observed 
market price Uobs, i. e. 
Uo (t, x; Ki, K2,7-, T, IcC5) = Uobs. (C. 9) 
Substituting for the sum of the two price corrections of equation (C. 8) in 
equation (C. 1), the approximate price of an European style compound option 
with a two-scale stochastic volatility model becomes 
USV = UO (t, x; Ki, 








This expression indicates that if the implied compound volatility and the 
effective volatility are known, then the two-scale stochastic volatility model 
with all its parameters and functions defined by equations (B. I)-(B. 4) is 
implicitly specified. 
: ý, UM 
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